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NO MISTAKING ITS MEANING.
Platform of New

Mr. Bennett’s Paper Discusses Presidential Situation.
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ZELAYA IN

McKIPfLEY

SAYS

HAS

HARDEST

SORT OF FIGHT AHEAD.

KUEL GORDON’S FATE.

Republican

Was He Carried Down

New Dress Stuffs,
Individual

original,

handsome effects in

strikingly
Spring Dress

new
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Never before have the attractions been
so

so

numerous,
reasonable in price.

desirable,

or

more
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New York. March 22.—The New Herald
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Contesting

Seats

ers—Combine Controlling National Com-

ATTENTION!

and

Danger to Him Lie* in

Delegations—Already 56

Make An
Unqualified Declaration
Agaiust Free Silver-McKinley’s Name

Important Measures for Congressional Nicaraguan

War

Action.

Brought Up—Accident to Mr.

Now York, March 32.— A majority of
delegates to the Republican state convention which will convene Tuesday to
jlect delegates at large to the
national
convention have reached this oity. They
iho

very much in evidence nt the different
hotels today.
Ex-Senator Platt is oon3nod to his bed owing to a
somewhat
serious accident which happened to him

today publishes the following as to the national political situation : What progress
is McKinley making in his great effort to
force his nomination on the first ballot
at the Republican national convention?
is he encoding; has he made it apparent
that he will win? The New York Herald here endeavors to answer the question
without bias. The MoKinley shoutsrs
have begun to olaim the nomination of
their favorite without doubt. They are
adopting the tactics of Blaine and Grant

WBbj§^

Friday evening.
Mrs.
who is
Platt,
suffered

attack

an

of

Really

a

Serious

ded iu the
Much—A

heavy lady,
vertigo while

Senator Morgan Will Press
tion to

Joint

Resolu-

Vote—Dupont
Unfinished Business—Naval Appropriation Bill Not Yet Completed.
Pine

—Are

as

Washington, Maroh 33.—The failure of
the Senate thus far to act upon the
questions invoivedjin the Dupont case or on the

standing in a room. Mr. Platt who
svas near hor, endeavore d to
prevent her
from falling. Mrs. Platt fell into her conference
on
the Cuban resolutions,
husband’s arms so suddenly that it took
brings them in line as unfinished busithe ex-Sonator off his feet and bis side ness for the
coming week. The Senate's
struck against the projeoti ng piece of attitude toward the Cuban
resolutions
has been

materially affeoted by the joint

Troops Questionable

Attitude of Honduras

Election Case in

a

Likely at Any

Time to Assist

Insurgents—Certain

That

Rebels

the
Are

Holding Their Own.
New York, March 22.—The revolution
in Nicaragua, according to intelligence
reoeived through private channels today,
is more serious than the despatches from
that country would indicate. Striot press
established
censorship
by President
Zelaya, renders it impossible to make
publio any nows except what is favorable
to the
Two facts, in the
government.

a.

BLACK GOODS.

Jeweler’s,

SThe

Mammoth Display of

BICYCLES!

OPENING^

McCAUSLAND’S

HALL, bJSE*

Monday, March 23rd, 10 a. m. to 11 p.

SILKS.
special numbers in Black
Duchesse. Special prices 69, 79,
yard. These cannot be matched in

m.

ORCHESTRA AFTERNOON AND EVENING.
Satin

*

89c

Rhadame,

48c yard.
Black Taffeta Silk. This special number is 22 inches wide and the greatest

bargain

ever

in Portland.

Warranted

not

to

ities of any silk sold at

Special $1.00 yard.

line,

at 69c

yard.
Colored Changeable Surahs 39c.

rinlrtrnrl

WooVl

Cillrr-
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T

Fancy Figured Taffeta Silks, evening
shades, $1,125 yard.
Ladies’ New Coats and Capes.
The

will

be

soattered

among

Then, again,
of the sonthern delegates in this
floating category will be drawn to the
support of the oandidacy of Bradley of
Kentucky, whose oandidacy within 48
The public a#e cordially Invited to attend and
examine my fine line of ’96 Wheels. Ail the
latest improvements and many new features in

H. W. McCAUSLAND.

mar23tf

A

MEETING

boars has become a ne.w and threatening
dnnger to MoKinley.
The great danger to McKinley lies in
the fact that there are to be so many
contesting delegations to St. Louis. Mr.
Platt said tonight that there would be
between 100 and 150 contests in the convention. There are already 56 seats contested. Of these contests, two are by
Rood and Morton delegates from Alabama,, six are from Florida, four contestants being Morton men, one Reed and
odo

A

so

some

Bicycles-

Black Peau De Soir.
This special
number is an elegant quality, its actual
value $1,75 yard.
Special price 81.26.
Black Brocade Indian Silks, a beautiful

of them

Morton, Allison apd Reed.

lose its

wearing qualthe same price.

far
elected, taking into consideration instructions,
controlling influences at
home and personal preferences, shows
the following result:

some

offered over a retail counter

and to have'the best

rustle,

delegates

McKinley, 110; Morton, 50; Allison,
82; Reed, 28; Quay, 19; Cullom, 10.
Total, 249, This leaves 45 delegates who
are anybody’s “game. ”
Some of thorn
will go to MoKinley, unquestionably, but

value

in Portland.
One number in Black Satin

other candidate.
A distribution of the

Of the Primary 'and Intermediate Sunday
School Teachers will be held with the Portland
Primary Union at Chestnut St. M. E. Church,
Portland, on Wednesday, March 23th, commencing at 10 o’clock a. in., and continuing
through the day.
and Intermediate
All Primary
Sunday

Allison;

two

anti-McKinley delegates

from Georgia will
Louisiana there
AttE

and

contest,

from

SIX CONTESTANTS.

The 14 delegates elected in Mississippi,
are claimed by
McKinley, and not one
latest novelties. Ladies’ New Suits infor him.butare contested.There
instructed
HOUVUl
are two contests by
cluding Bicycle Suits, Misses and chilMES. E. A. De GARMO,
anti-Qnay delegates
President Portland Primary Union.
from Pennsylvania, and 16 contests from
drens New Coats and Suits.
mar23d3t
Texas.
Ladies’ New Separate Skirts. Ask to
There are also 10 oontests from New
see them.
York. These last mentioned disputes aro
Racing in French Waters.
enoouraged by the
men, who
Monaco, Maroh 32.—The racing here hope thus to get MoKinley
20 votes away from
today was perfeotly uninteresting owing Platt. There will be a flood of other conto the fact that here was not enough tests from the South
as soon as the conwind to permit yaohts to finish
before ventions are held in
Alabama, South
Britannia was first to
sun down.
The
Carolina, Virginia, North Carolina ami
She held a lead through- Tennessee.
cross the line.
the day, and won the raoe as dusk
out
The McKinley men are preparing to
was closing in.
The second raoe for 20dispute Bradley’s claim in Kentucky to
raters was won by Ogden Goelet’s Sam- be a
favorite son, and if they cannot
phire. The prize won by the Ailsa yes- elect the delegates will endeavor to oonterday in the raoe from Cannes to N ice test every district. Thus it will be seen
was 600 pounds.
The prize won by the that It is
anybody’s fight yet, and the
nampbire in the 20-rater class was 400 combine that controls tho national oompounds.
mittae when the roll is made np will
have a tremendous advantage.
Doesn’t Tell Who Won,
X VBVUV1 O
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Stearns
IS THE

—

SOUL OF

Madrid, March 22.—A despatob to Imparcial from Havana says that Gen. Villa
had another
severe
fight with Maceo’s
force in the
vicinity of Bahia Honda,
westward of
No details are
Havana.
given.

——

Bicycle
—

SATISFACTION.

That’s why
Stearns riders
tire of cycling,
Get a “Yellow Fellow” Year

never

Book,

an

interesting treatise

upon Stearns

Bicycles

at

F. 0. BAILEY & CO’S
46
mar£3

Cairo, Maroh 22.—Gen. Kitoheuer, of
the Egyptian army, and Slatin Pasha of
the army intelligence department, started last night for Wadi Haifa, the Egyptian post on the boundary of the Soudan.
The North StaSordshire regiment, numbering 90 officers and men, started today
for Girgeh for a journey up the Nile for
Wady Haifa. The Slkli regiment from
has arrived at Membasa. The
India
British, 7,0U0 Bedouins and three Britlsn
battalions have been organized to join
the Soudan expedition. This will make
19,000 men forming the expedition.
district of Texas eleoted unto the Republican
national convention Saturday.

The 12th
JInstructed

delegates

TO CURE A COLD

Exchange St.,
(State Agents.)

Looks Like War.

d6t

IN ONE DAY.

Take laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets,
all druggists refund the money if it fails
to cure. 26o.

communication Is to the effect that the
interests of the Republican party would
be seriously injured by demanding and

receiving large
me's

favor

contributions
in any
from the representatives of

protected interests.
He says:

“Messrs.Reed,Morton, Quay,
Allison, Davis and Manderson

Jullom,

devoted friends of protection as
Mr. McKinley, and the triumph of any
me of them would be'aa sure a guarantee
ire

if

as

“the

enactment of
judioious and
sffeotive tariff laws as would be a victory
jf
Mr. MoKinley. for manufacturers
coutributo large sums of money to be
the nominating of Mi. Mcany other candidate hitherto
named would he a most unjust and unjalled for proceeding.”
Concluding his letter. Senator Chand“The party should begin its
ler says:
new career sustained by high principles
ind free from oorrupt practices.*”
Senator Chandlers
letter was shown
to Representative Grosvenor, who said:
the
lie
does
not strengthen
“Repeating
it,or add to its vile character. All parties
charged deny the truth of it, and nobody I think, believed the original, or
:o

jxpended in
Kinsley over

Will

cud

A

iojiouwuu.

Counterbalancing'Burden.

THE

came

in

in

great

manufacturing

large
was a

numbers from
There

concerns.

big block of them^of $5,0U0 each,
came
from ag Cbioago steel conseveral Pittsburg corporations sent

$10,000
cern,

1
mouey. We had money to burn.
think onr campaign fund was $110,000.
I presume the McKinley movement is being taken care of now by the same peoI suppose the leaders are justified
ple.
in accepting It, but they must accept
with it the counterbalancing burden that
may be heavy to bear.”
Wm. H. Hnhan, a member of the national committee of Ohio, and one of
McKinley’s most ardent political friends,
said Friday eonoerning Senator Chandler’s strictures upon MoKinley that the
Senator was in his dotage and not to be
held striotly to what he said.
•
us

Washington,

March 22.—The President
has issued an order directing the Secretary of the Interior to amend the olassificationj of the interior department to iuolude
among the positions classified
thereunder, and subject to competitive
examinations, all clerical and educational positions at the Indian agencies and
Indian schools. The older provides that
Indians shall be eligible for appointment
to any of these positions, on such test of
fitness as may be required by the Secretary of the Interior and without examination or certification by the oiyil service commission, but that they shall not
be transferred from said positions to departmental ser vice
of

Knights

Pythias’ I Birth place} Burned.

Washington,March

22.—At 2 this morndiscovered burning furiously
building on E street, near Ninth,
ecoupied by the Census office. The inside of the building was badly
damaged
involving the loss of about £20,000; fully
insured.
Probably the most serious loss
will be
to the records the oensus office
contained in the building, some of which
were destroyed. All the other were more
or less
Injured by the smoke and water.
The building was
known as Martin’s
nmi
nay waam tue
iknignts or irythias organization was born.

ing fire
in

was

a

Setsche and Hiller
were sentenoed to
three months’ imprisonment and Tsohemert to one month.
An

American Missionary Dead.

Constantinople, Maroh 22.—A reporter
in this
city of the United Press learn3
that
Rev.
John E. Smith, one of the
Amerloan missionaries at Marsovan. died
from influenza Friday last.
Schooner Kranz

Floated and Towed In.

Three young men,

and

in

money.

Purity Cuticura
Sold throughout the world.

British

depot: F. New-

BERT AND ‘Sptis, 1. King Ed.ward.fit.. EeaThm.
Chmc. ©OHP., Mote frad*. BotfOTh/v.

pKUO &

S.

Pott**
A.

Harry Wilber,

John

Watson and Elmer Crowell, in the municipal oourt this afternoon, were bound
over to the grand jury in $500
bonds, on
the charge of highway robbery.
They
held up
Gus Dube on the road between
this oRy and Benton Falls, at the
point
of a revolver,
and took his watch and
The

All want to

jail.

Massachusetts is All Right.

Philadelphia,Pa., March 31.—The tattles hip Massachusetts on her builders'
trial trip off the Delaware
Capes, yester
tiny morning, made 15 6-10 knots per
hour. Her contract speed in 16 knots.

1

Indicate

Found.

as

the

press.]

If you

care

for

a

flexible

tackless

shoe, a comfortable shoe, buy a pair ot
Sold by
Goodyear Welts.
dealers everywhere. Millions
shoe,

wear

a

them.

GOODYEAR SHOE MACH’Y CO. BOSTON

ded in the ioe on the banks of the Androscoggin, almost opposite what is known
a9 the “Lower Hiver” school house.
The horse and wagon are thought to

day:

Pair; colder;

westerly

to

northerly

winds.

Washington, Maroh
22.—Forecast far Monday for New England:

Fair; colder; moderate
cold wave; northwesterly winds.
Local

Portland,

Weather Report.

Maroh

22.
The
looal
weather bureau office reoords as to the
Weatter are the following:
8a. m.—Barometer.29.935; thermometer,
dew
34.0:
point, 29;
81
humidity,
—

belonged

have

to

weeks

has

having

been his fate.

at Grand

of

t

Further

Accident Than

Was Made at the

What

First.

[SPECIAL TO THE IRESS.]
Saturday night of the flood, at
and
about 7 o’olook,
Gordon was known to
Lewiston, March 22.—Two divers
have orossed
the North Turner bridge crews of men In boats havo|been searchand since
then has not
been seen or ing unremittingly all day at*the foot of]
beard of. He was driving toward Lewis- Lewiston Falls for the body of Chief Enton,and It was supposed had been caught gineer Allen, |butQ so^J far their efforts
The

by the swollen waters and oarried down have been unsuccessful.
&
to his death.
Bearce & Wilson, R. C. Pingree
The
horse and wagon while not posi- Co.,and the Union Water Power Compaidentified as his, resemble them ny
loaned boats to assist in the search
tively
so
nearly that there is little doubt and there have been from 15 to 20 on the
to whom they belonged, or what was the water all day.
fate of the owner.
The
search has been confined princi-

pally to the pool at the foot of
ALLEGATIONS.ARE MERE.FICTION- Pitch., though other parts of the

West

river

have been dragged.
Paper Says With Regard
Hundreds
of people have watched th*)
to Charges Against American Meats.
searching parties all day from the banks
of the river,
and the deepest interest is
Berlin, Maroh 22.—An interesting de- manifested in
the discovery of the unbate arose in the Unsterhaus Wednesfortunate man’s body.
day during a discussion of an interpelThe water is very high and has risen
What

German

a

lation asking the intention of the government in
regard to dealing with the
meats. Prof.
question of Amerioan
Yon Mendel launohed a prolonged tirade
of invectives ngainst American corned
beef and all oanned meats,
and in the
course

or

his

remarks

gave an Instance

of a
wife of a Berlin journalist having
bean poisoned by the use of snch goods.
Other similar oases, he said, were not
the cheers
of the
uncommon, amid
agrarian members of the chamber. He
not
it
was
sufficient that Ameriurged
can meats should be certified ns healthy
by American inspectors, but that the
whole carcass must be inspected by German inspectors before it could be admitted into the country. Iu regard to American
oleomargarine, he deelared the
control of the inspection of that product
Americans
was inadequate, Ameriby
cans not having exercised proper sanitary
precautions and their interests being
solely commercial.
Freidherr
Von Hammerstein-Loxten,
minister of
agriculture, replied that it
was impossible to inclose Prussia witha
in
Chinese
wall. He held that the
present precautions were sufficient and
thought the agrarians could make capital enougn of the alleged oases of Texas
fever in German cattle, said to be tracoable to the importation of American cattle.
Freisstnig Zeitung says that the intention of the members whose interpellation
preoipitated the debate was merely to
ask the minister of agriculture for a reThe debate
port on American meats.
arose before the question
became opporThe
tune.
matter will he brought up
again as there is reai on to believe the almade ag a nst American prolegations
ducts are mere flotious.

THE AWARD OF THE SPOILS.

since the accident occurred,
much indeed, that the steam ferry
which serves in place of the north bridge
for
DeoDle travelling between Lewiston
has had to suspend busiand Auburn,

considerably
so

ness.

This
earoh

of
a

course

has

handicapped

the

great deal.

This afternoon about o'o’clock a'train
arrived from
Portland, bringing a big
net, which was immediately taken dona
and stretched completely across the rivat the Grand Trunk bridge.
This bridge is perhaps a quarter of a
mile below the falls. The net will prevent
the
body being carried by, and
be an appreciable fall of
should there
water, it will unquestionably bo reo ovored. There are no further explanations
er

accident accurred than
to how the
those which appeared in the Sunday morn-

as

ing papers.
The

accident

people,
see

but
with any

enough to
degree of accuracy just

what occurred.
(The details
found

on

witnessed by many

was

none

were near

of tho

accident will be

page 3.)

SMITH WAS BOUND TO DIE.
His Third

at

Attempt

Throat With

a

Dissecting

His

Jack Knife.

ISPECIAL TO THE PBESS.J
March 32.—At a little before S
this morning, Charles Smith of
o’clock
this city was found in his bod with the
clothing pulled up over his head and hia

Bath,

Biddeford's New City Coun il Distributing tbroart out, the deed having been done
of a pocket knife while
with the aid
the Patronage Within Its Control.
he was in a fit of despondency. Dootors
Tukey and Snipe attended him anti it is
[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]
believed he will recover.
Biddeford, March S3.—The fire departThis] is at least his third attempt at
ment committee of the new city counoil
suioide, he having cut his throat with a
got together last night and dealt out the razor last fall.
“patronage” in that department.
Driver
J ohn O’Rourke of the Eben
TAXES ON MAINE RAILROADS,'”

Simpson steamer, gives way to Fred
Little, while Nathaniel Variel will retain for another year his seat behind the
horses of the Richard
Vines company.
Michael
Cullinan will furnish motive
powor for the hook and ladder truok.
;
John Mundy was elected engineer and

Maine Central

Pays Most Money and B. &

A. Shows Biggest Gains.

Augusta, March 33.—The excise tax ou
railroads doing business in Maine during the past year was $153,869.73, against
$144,963.91 for tho previous year. The

wind, SW; veiooity, 11; weather, cloudy.
8 p. in.—Barometer, 30.137; thermome- Frank Cornish fireman of the Richards.
tax was on the Maine Central,
35.5; dewpoint, 28; humidity. 73; Engineer E.S. Gowen and Fireman John largest
*67.066.
wind, NW; veiooity 13; weather, clear.
Qoodier of the EbecB are retained.
Mean daily
thermometer, 42; maxiwas
The tax on the Boston & Maine
The selection of a janitor for City hall
mum thermometer, 51.0; minimum thermnnifttor.
33? tnaYiirmm wairtnitw
nin^
has not yet been named by the commit- $65,093. The Bangor & Aroostook showed
20, SW; total precipitation, .0
tee on public property. There are about the largest gain over the previous year,
30 applicants for the place. One who is from $613.92 to $2,909.18.
ter.

Weather Observations.

The Agrieultu ral Department Weather
Bureau for yesterday, Maroh 22, taken at
8 p. m., meridian time, the observations
for each station

“on the
it.

an

faction.

being given

in this order:
Temperature, dtreotion of the wind, state
of the weather:
Boston, 56 degrees, NW, clear; New
York, 42 degrees, NW, cloudy; Philadelphia, 46 degrees, NE, clear; Washington,
32 degrees, NW, cloudy; Albany, 30 degrees, W, clear; Buffalo, 20 degrees, NE,
clear; Detroit, 20 degrees, NE, clearChicago, 24 degrees, NE. cloudy; St’
Paul, 22 degrees, NW, cloudy; Huron,
Dak., 20 degrees, SE, cloudy; Bismarck,
24 degrees. S, cloudy;
Jacksonville, 60
degrees, SE, clear.
Sixty-one Houses Laid Low.

iuside’’

says
George Albert
will get
ex-newspaper man,
The choice would give general satis-

Haley,

BRIEFLY TOLD.

A Son Born to Mrs.

Beale.

March 22.—A son, Walker
Augusta,
Blaine, was born to Mrs. Iruxton Beale,
Sunday morniDg.
An Unsafe

Bridge Replaced.

Portsmouth, N. H., Maroh 22.—A new
Lord Salisbury has written Sir James
iron bridge was put iu place today across
Stansfield, onairman of the recent dem- the Great
Works river on the Western
onstration in Queen’s hall in favor of
division of the Boston & Maine railroad
the principle of arbitration in all disbetween Conway Junction and Agameputes between Great Britain and
tho
United States acknowledging tho reoeipt
of the memorial adopted at the meeting.
The letter of Lord Salisbury says: “I
to inform you that
am glad to be able
this question is receiving the consideration of Her Majesty’s government and
proposals in the direction indicated by
the memorial are now before the government of the United States.
Roman Italia says that Gen.
The
Baldissera, commander-in-chief of the
Italian forces in Africa, has broken off
peace negotiations with King Meneleke,
the latter’s demands being too extensive.
They include the payment by Italy of
86,000,000 lire gold.

nticus. The old structure was rendered
unsafe by the recent floods.it being nearly washed away.

A double tenement house occupied by
James Brady and T. R. Staff of Danville,
Two
Quo., burned Saturday night.
daughters of Brady and a son of Staff’s

perished.

The South Kansas Methodist Episcopal
conference has voted unanimously to adthe general Methodist
mit women to
Episcopal conferences.
The
Brookton Central Labor Union
the action of the Massachusetts
delega- has been asked by the American Federation in Congress in deciding to
endorse a petition favoroppose tion of Labor to
the building of a dry dock at this
ing free coinage of silver and forward it to
navy Senator Teller.
yard, and an effort will be made to get
Rev.
Joshua S. Gay, a retire d Orthothe Maine and New Hampshire Senators
dox clergyman, died at his home in Bidand Represenatives to use their efforts to deford
yesterday, aged 77. He graduated
secure the dock.
The local board of trade from Amherst oollege iu 1841. He held
has interested the state board of trade in various pastorates in New England.
Two Philadelphia vessels, the barks
the matter and officers of that association
A oream of tartar baking powdery
Havana
and
Robert S. Patterson, are
are lending a hand.
The finest iron and given np for lost, with crews numbering Highest of all in leavening strength
steel plant owned by the government is 30£persons. February 9 the Havana sailed —Latest
TJnitcd
Government
States
situated at. this yard and the depth of the from Philadelphia for Cuba, In command
of Oapt. Rice, who had with him a crew Food Report.
water allowed vessels of the largost class
of 11 men.
The
Powder Cot
passage was usually
to be safely docked.
made In four days.
106 Wall St„ N. Y.

POWDER
Absolutely
Pure.

Royal Baking

\

I

Bridge—No

Trunk

Explanation

as

Until Five

Stretched Across River

O'clock—A Net

Kuel Gordon of this
of them to settle
for the past few

generally been acaepted

Worked Industriously

Divers

place, and the finding
beyond a doubt, what

Boston, Maroh 23.—
Local forecast for Mon-

Havana. March 21.—The
New
York, Maroh 22.—The schooner now records their loss in thegovernment
battle at
John F. Kranz, Providence for PhiladelCayajabo,
last, ns seven solphia, which went ashore on the northern diers killedWednesday
and three officers and 44 solpoint of Barnegat Thursday night, was diers wounded. The rebels
are
said to
floated today and
passed in at Sandy have left 14 on the field.
Hook this evening in tow.
A rebel force which attacked the town
of Roque, province of
Maine Schooner Blown From Her
Matanzas, was
Course repulsed
after the troops
repeatedly
Disappearance and Robbery iu TVaterville.
charged them with their bayonets. In
their flight, howovor, the insurgents set
Waterville, March 31.—C. M. Sawyer,
fire to and destroyed 61 houses.
a
real
estato and insurance agent, has
disappeared. He sent a letter to his wife uiutYu uuui
jier course Dy
For a Dock at
neavy weather.
stating that when it was received be
Kittery.
would have
found a grave in the sea.
N. H., March 21.-The peoPortsouth,
He had poor business, suffered from illness and grew despondent.
ple of this soction are much displeased at
He left here

Monday.

Beauty Found

WEATHER

Reforms in the Civil Service.

Germane Style News.
Columbus, Ohio, Maroli 22.—Fred W.
Herbst, a prominent Republican, said
March 22.—Herren, Setsche,
Berlin,
when shown Chandler’s criticisms: “I
Hiller |and Tsohemert,
have been oonhave felt for sometime that the promivicted
of
stealing and furnishing to the
nent connection of Hanna the multi-milSooialist
Vorwaerts
a copy of the
organ,
lionaire with the MoKinley movement
edict
granting amnesty to
was hurting us.
When MoKinley was Emperor’s
certain prisoners
on the occasion of the
for Governor of Ohio the
a candidate
oelebration of
the 25th anniversary of
Brst time, I was a member of the state
the founding offthe empire,
January 18tli.
aoramittee. Subscriptions to the elections

to

to

of the Freshet Solved
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CARPET BEATING

LOVEJOY,

Seem

[special

a

furniture.

Ice

Mystery

Body of Engineer Alien Cannot Be

Turner, March 32.—The dead body of RIVER HAS BEEN COVERED WITH
GOVERNMENT
TOWARDS PRESENT
VERV
a horse harnessed
tc a wagon, or what
CUBAN RESOLUTIONS CHANGED.
LIKELY TO BE OVERTHROWN.
BOATS ALL DAY.
was left of it,
was found today embed-

ATTITUDE

arn-D aw

Three

Finding of His Horse and Wagon Embed-

Matter.

Some say Mr. Platt received a fracture
Special price
changeable effects.
of one of his ribs and others say he was resolution offered at the close of the Fri29c yard.
only severely bruised and shaken up., He day night's session by Mr. Morgan. It opinion of those familiar with the legis10 Novelty Dress Patterns, in medium
has been unable to leave his room* for is understood
that he
will press the lative conditions, seem well established.
two days.
and light colors, 50 inches wide, regular
joint resolution to a vote if for no other Zelaya is not suppressing the rebellion
the day the principal topic of
During
than to put the Senate on rec- and the Hondurian
price $4.50. For $3.50 each.
the disoussion was the Presidency. Mor- purpose
troops which arrived
_BPECIAI. MOTIOSB.
ton men predominated and the ohanoes ord.
Fancy Novelty Suitings, in silk and
in Nicaragua Friday, supposed allies of
when they had the field pitted against
of
York’s
New
Governor for the nominaThe legislative and judicial appropri- Zelaya, are quite as likely to aid the
wool mixtures, real value 42c.
Special
them.
They are claiming everything. tion were glowiDglv set forth. The platation bill, in charge of Mr. Cullom, will rebels as to act in concert with
the govprice 29c yard.
On this and that hand the managers of form of the convention have not been dethe first opportunity. ernment troops.
on by
New Mohair Dress Goods, in a full machines of most approved patterns. Reed Morton and Allison deolare
the party leaders be called up at
The first of these facts
that cisively passed
main
but
the
features
The
has been drawn
provisions changing the compensa- is based upon the almost certain knowlline of colorings. 42, 50, 69 and 75c Patented. Carpets cleansed at all sea- McKinley’s actual strength is much less
up and sanctioned. The leading feature tion of the United States marshals and
edge that the revolutionists have not lost
than is claimed.
The McKinley men will be the financial plank which will be
yard.
sons of the year, at
distriot attorneys from fees to salaries ground; that they are oonfldent of sucassert that their candidate will have 500 a strong declaration in favor of honest
Silk and Wool Brocades, in a fine line
will, doubtless, cause debate. Other- cess, since in every engagement they
votes on the first ballot. The anti-McKin- money.
of colorings, $1.00.
been
In addition to expressing unalterable wise there is little in the bill that should have
aggressors; they have the
that
be cannot possiley managers say
One lot Double Fold Novelties, Suitmoral and
material support of a great
opposition to freo silver coinage at a ra- preoipitate discussion.
The
bill
to
apmajority of the Liberal party which
bly get more than 350 votes on that tio of IB to 1 or any other ratio, except
ings, Serges, Covert Cloths and Flannels.
13 Preble St.
the oompromiso between the United placed Zelaya
Opp. Preble House
in power,
and that the
ballot. As there will be at least 009 in event of international agreement, it prove
Goods formerly sold at from 39 to 75c. The most
on
the
will
insist
States
and
of
the
the
state
maintenance
of
holds government; forces have maintained from
powerful Machines and largest Floor votes in the
Arkansas,
of
a
which
maconvention,
Special price 25c yard.
publio faith with the creditors of the its place as unfinished business. Mr. the beginning a purely defensive attispace in N. E. Woolen Carpets, Mats, Druggets
tude.
jority will be 455, the MoKinley men, ac- nation by maintaining gold payment of
New Novelty Dress Patterns.
From Ac., Steam Scoured, a process where no beating
Berry bas not presseu it
The Hondurian
troops now in Nioawill nominate all public debts. In this respect it will
cording to their
is required and colors restored to
Ttavnnri
t/imnsnuu
nVtinL
liniTnn i-Ln
original their candidate no claim,
$5.00 to $30.00.
a
far
more
be
that
pronounced expression,
ragua are at a point midway between
the first noil
mails
brilliancy.
Tfilftnhnne ConnAAtinn.
anv other financial nlank
ml omml at
Beautiful combinations, choice styles
rules, is to be devoted to the considera- Loon and Corinto, in territory ocoupied
the opposition places
Their present attitude
state convention,
thus far during the tion of business reported by the coifiinit- by the rebels.
and rich colorings, the very latest, best
is
HIS HIGH WATER MARK
or strict neutrality,
canvass.
Presidential
it is regardtee on affairs of the District of
DR. E. B. REED
Columbia, ed one
of this season’s importations.
not
The tariff plank will be a strong dethere
is no programme of business arimprobable their aid may in the
at more than 100 less than a majority.
scientific and magnetic healer, 113 Free St.
claration in favor of the policy of pro- ranged for the House of Representatives end be given to Baca, tbe provisional
corner of Oak street, Portland, Me., treats all The number of delegates elected up to
tection to American industry and for this week.
Chairman Babcock says he president of the insurgent government.
diseases that flesh is heir to.
Second sight today was 294, a little less than onereciprocity. Another plank will endorse will not have enough business to en- Color is given to the belief by the inconsultation free. Office hours from 9. .a m. to third of the convention. The
delegates
relations tbat have long existed
Governor
Morton’s
for
the
1
attention ot the House for the timate
candidaoy
gage the
12m-,
p, m. to 9. p. m.
jaedtfln
elected the last week numbered 90, as
between Gen. Oities, oommander of the
forth his qualities as entire session unless wholly
Black Brocades are accepted by Dame
follows: New York, 44; Wisconsin, 14; Presidency, setting
unexpected
President Benila
a business
of
man, representing business opposition to some of the measures on insurgents, and
Fashion today,as being the most popular
Kansas, 2; Indiana, 26; Pennsylvania, 2; interests. The
Gall at
name of Major
The
McKinley the calendar from his oommittee should Honduras, who owes his present elevaOhio, 2.
tion
to the services rendered in his befabric for separate skirts.
is not likely to be brought forward lu the developo.
The states which have elected delegates
and have your Watches, Clocks and Jewel,
convention. If it does come up, the
several years
ago by Oretiz. If
naval appropriation bill, owing to half
Black Brocades, all wool, 38 inches
so far are as follows:
ry repaired.
Alabama, 2; Ar- leaders say, It will be In a feeble way.
e
difficulties in the committee having Honduras espouses Baca’s
oause, the
kansas,
Illi16;
Florida,
2;
Georgia,
16;
French clock
a
wide, 50c quality. Monday 29c yard.
repairing
specialty. First
it in charge, mainly over appropriations latter will, it is believed, become victori12;
class work.
nois,
Indiana,
Low
26;
26;
Iowa,
Twelve
vears
Kansas,
with
prices.
his
are
armed
LETTERS
FROM
MR.
with modCHANDLER.
for
Black Brocades, in a variety of styles,
troops
battleships and for dry dooks, has ous,since
American Waltham
Watch Co.
NO. 66a 16; Louisiana, 16; Missouri, 2; Mississnot been fully completed, and Is not ex- ern guns and animated by sentiments of
44 inches, 69c quality.
STREET. Drop me a card and I ippi, 14; New York, 54; Pennsylvania,
Special price CONGRESS
will call and get your dock and return it.
peoted to be reported before the latter the loftiest patriotism, as they are fight20; Ohio, 26; South Carolina, 2; Texas, New Hampshire Senator Explain# the end
39c. This is an extremely low price
of the |week. That has been depend- ing for constitutional liberty and to premaria
dlw lstp*
20; Wisconsin, 18; District of Columbia,
ed
on by thojmanagers to occupy most of vent
alleged dictatorship of Zelaya.
for this quality of material, it is actually
Charges Made Aginst McKinley.
2; total, 294.
the time beginning Tuesday,and they have Without Honduras’s aid the result is likeworth 69c yard.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Dismissing the McKinley claims as
nothing of large importance to take its ly to be in doubt for several months at
extravagant, and the declarations of tho
Washington, Maroh 23.—United States place.
Black Figured Mohairs, Black BrillThe miDor pension bill of a gen- least.
anti-MoKiuley men as biased, a oareful, Senator William Chandler, in a commu- eral
Another elemont of uncertainty is the
nnturo are
on the calendar, and un
iantine Brocades, and Black Wool and
examination of the situation shows that
doubtless be afforded influence the Salvadorian peace comnication to the Washington Post, asserts opportunity will
the
has
hardest
sort
of
MoKinley
Mohair Brocades.
This line is comfighting
mission may exert upon the contending
ahead of him to win. The McKinley that the interview that paper had with to press them to passuge.
That
their efforts will result
The committee on wuys and means has factions.
plete, in variety of styles, which are
men are claiming every
delegate not him on
the 10th led to muoh misrepre- before it
in
failure is
believed probable. Baoa
for discussion and action at
some of the choicest.
50c yard.
instructed for some other candidate.
and
associated
those
with him are detersentation of the terms. “The New York the meeting
Tuesday, the filled cheese mined to
They unquestionably will get some of
Black Brocades 69, 75, 87, 1-2 to
overthrow Zelaya. Zelaya is
these in oase McKinley demonstrates on World” he writer, “published with quo- hill reported from the House committee
determined upon a suppression
$1.00 $1.76 yard.
the first ballot cast in the coonvention tation marks words I never used. I said last week. Those particularly interested equally
in its progress believe that the full com- ot the rebellion. Shrewd observers of the
his ability to win. There will be many
1 Black Silk Brocade Dress Patterns,
unkind
of Mr. McKinley per- mittee oan
in Central America beevents
nothing
political
agree upon that report on
delegates who will jump
beautiful fabric.
From $12.00 to
sonally, but called attention to oertain that day and should that be done, the lieve that before the present troubles end
of
all five
tbe republics may become emTO THE WINNING SIDE.
$25.00 each.
methods of some of his managers, and bill will doubtless be taken up a day or
a
two later. It will be vigorously fought broiled unless
peaoeful solution 1b
But MoKinley has no more right to protested against their adoption.”
Black Crepons 69c, $1.00, $1.50,
in the House and a long debate is certain reached within a few weeks.
olaim these uninstructed votes than any
The particular point of the Senator’s to ensue whenever it does come up.
$1.75 up to $2.50 yard,
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SOUTH

Candidates Nominated

for Town

Be Voted for Next

[special

to

the

Officers to

press.]

the town election on Tuesday next: Moderator, Frank Billings; town clerk, L.
Davis;
H. Williams; treasurer, N. S.
selootmeu, A. G Neely, E. A. Chesley
and S. J. Nason; two members of the
school committee, Rev. J.
B. Moore and John M. Burleigh; chief
engineer of lire department, George H.
auditors, Juseph P. Davis and

Awful riunge from Train on Lewiston Maine Central Bridge.
TERRIBLE DEATH OF
GINEER

CIVIL

EN-

ALLEN.

superintending

Fell

and His Head Struck

George H..Muzzey; tax collector, Lewis
B. Hanson; constable, Freeman P. Ham.
Dr. E. S. Chase, John M. Burleigh, and
A. G. Nealy were appointed a committee
to select a candidate for road commissioner in case the town decides to have
such an officer. John M. Burleigh, WalM. M.
ter H. Downs, Albert Goodwin,
Bartlett and Dr. E. S. Chase were elected delegates to the state convention in
Portland April loth.
It is not definitely known, as yet,
whether or not the Spider club, as a club
of
wouid take any part in the election

Sixty Feet Into tlie Falls Below—

Leaned Over to Watch Men at Work

Dodge;

of

the

Track—Was

Struck

the

Post

by the Side

Alive

When He

a

Water—Body Carried To-

ward West Pitch.

Lewiston,

March 21.—Chief Engineer
of tho Maine Central railroad was
thrown from a train on the bridge above
the tails
here this afternoon. He fell
to the water many feet below and was
carried over
the dam.
Several persons
Allen

him

saw

fall and watched him until he

swept over the falls and from their
sight. From the movements of the body
in the water, they believe that lie was
alive during tho few seconds in which
Tuesday ne xt, but if they do, they will
ho was
borne along by the rushing watprobably nominate no new candidates
ers to liis death.
In the reoent freshet
but will seleot from those already nomiall communication hnd boen swept away
nated by the two other parties.
between Lewiston
and
Auburn, and
The Democrats held their caucuses in
the Maine Central railroad kindly offered
the afternoon at three o’clook and nomito put u sidewalk along the lower chords
nated the following board of officers:
of this bridge.
Workmen were already
R.
Gilman;
A.
moderator,
Town clerk,
ana Mr. Allen was
Hobbs; selectmen, assessors employed upon it,
James W.
to Lewiston to see how the work
and overseers of the poor.Wm. H. Flynn, coming
was
getting along, intending to return
Edward Lynch, and Chas. A. Thomp-

Hobbs;

chief

following town oommittoe

was

treasurer, Charles C.

son;

was

to

Portland

at 4.30.

Just
before the train reached Lewisenginoer of the fire department, George
to the conductor and
stepped
H. Dodge; auditor, Gilbert F. Dudley; ton,he spoke
to
the rear platform to see what they
tax collector, Lewis B. Hanson.
The

Dr.

elected:

M.

C.

Sleeper,

Edward
Frank M. Her-

Lynch, Joseph Roberge,
som, Charles A.^Thompson, Elijah

Kim-

ball, it an Den juay, Joan a. xiyun, Horace A. Neal.
Considerable of a sensation was caused
by Dr. C. M. Sleeper's remark about the
school committee. The town has for a
number of years had a superintending
school committee of five members one
Dr.
new man being elected eaoh year.
Sleeper claimed that the school commitwhich had served during the last year
had not complied with oertain legal requirements ; that is the law required that
after the committee had been elected they
should draw lots to see who should serve
tee

who for two years and so
This Dr.
on and report to the selectmen.
Sleeper claimed had not been done and
therefore an entirely new board should
for

joar,

one

be elected this year. Considerable discussion followed and a committee was chosmatter and Domien to investigate the
nate such number for the school comshould be found necesary. The
committee appointed was E. H. Knigbt,
J. \Y. Hobbs, E. Riohardson, T. J.Goodwin and E. Lynch. The nomination of
a road commissioner was left to thejtown
mittee

as

committee.
Wreck of the Bertie.

doiog
Looking

the lower ohoids.
down ns he
did, Mr. Allen
did not see the posts by the side of the
track. His head struck odb of these and
on
instant later ho staggered forward;
were

lost his
foothold

on

hold

upon the guard and his
the flying train, pitched
upon
forward, struck the stringers of the
bounding with the fearful
bridge and,
blow, was swept forward and over the
bridge into the flcod that sweeps on below the falls.
Conductor Gile, who was apprised of
it, said at oaoe, “My God, it must be
the chief engineer.” He hunted through
the
train and no trace of the
official
could

be found and the tidings borne
to Station Agent Benson at once were
to this effect.
No man could live in a
fall from
this height, for it is fully 60
feet above the tails.
HENRY BREEN SAW IT ALL.
Mr.

Breen

is in oharge of one of the
He was overcome by the shock,
but said that he saw the struggles of the

crew.

dying

man

and

his fearful

plunge

to

death.

Ho went down through the sluoeon towards West Fitch.
As
way and
he passed into the current at West Pitch

his hand protruded as if to wave a last
farewell to the world.
Veario Princhard
saw Mr.
Allen’s
“It was at the second
death. He says:
The men were at work at the Aupier.

Bath, Me., March 21.—A speoial teleend and Mr.Allen was on the north
phone dispatch from the life saviDg sta- burn
tion at Popham Beach to the Journal side of the rear car leaning out where
dam makes a big circle so that
correspondent, here has just been received the upper

with

the Auburn end of the bridge is south of
He fell right in this
upper dam.
spot where the waves boil furiously.

on

I

announcing

the wreck

of

the schooner

Bertie, from Mount Desert for Boston,
a cargo of clams.
She went ashore
Jack’s Rock at the mouth of the Kennebec this morning. The orew were taken
oil by the life saving men and the vessel

saved,
A I.etter From Mr. Heed.

Pa., Maroh 21.—In a letter
Hon. Thomas B. Reed recently, H.
D. W. English of this city stated that
it was proposed by the Republican county committee to submit the names of
Pittsburg,

to

*

McKinley

and

Quay

the voters of
Allegheny county in order that they
might have a chance to show their preference for presidential candidates, and
suggesting that as he had many warm
friends
mitted

in
as

this oonnty his name be subwell.

Mr. English received the following refrom Mr. Reed:
“I have not the slightest desire to have

ply

submitted in the way you sugWhile I may have been glad of
an
opportunity under other circumstances, under the present 1 would not. In
no state
where there is a candidate have
any friends of mine interfered with local
wishes nor will they with my consent
I am very much obliged to you ior the
personal
mnuness
involved in your
and
have
suggestion
very pleasant
memories of your previous kindness.”
my

name

gest.

Sympathy Was With the Wornon,

Providence

March 21— The hearing of
Clara Valois,
charged with the murder of her father,
John W. Rossler, at Seituate, on November 7, was concluded in the eighth district court this afternoon,and the woman
the case

against Mrs.

discharged

not probably
guilty.
The evidence that it was a case of suicide
was
too
strong to be overcome by the
of the prosecution. While Attheories
was

as

torney Samuel W. Ashton, who conducted the defence, was engaged in making
his closing argument, the people in the
court repeatedly
applauded his efforts,
showing that the sympathies of the publio were with the accused. A nefghborhood
quarrel, in which the daughter
incurred the enmity of a number of persons who figured in a
petty law suit, in
which
the father was Involved sho rtly
before his death, is generally regarded
as responsible for the
origin of the story
that the
daughter was responsible lor
the death of
to have shot
coney

tion.

her father, who is believed
himself because of despoilproduced by worries of the litiga-

A HONEST MAN.
Dear Editor:

the

not sure whether, when he fell,
he struck the spot or not, but at any rate
ho went dear out over the bridge.
“At the upper point where he went off,
the up-side, I happened
over towards
to be looking at the train and I should
am

say that lb was about the second post
Allen struck. He struck so
that Mr.
that it seems as though I could hear it.
hold loosened and he struok the
His

post twice.

Please inform

your readers
that if written to confidentially, i wil! mail in
the plan pursued
a sealed letter
by which I
s permanently restored to health aud
v.
manly
li r years of
suffering from Nervous
V
k’.
s, nip'lit losses and
weak, shrunken

He

was

ALIVE WHEN HE STRUCK

to

inlormeil by the department that the
THE NOTCH IN WINTER.
In
resolutions wero adopted.
regard
to Mr. Bayard's reported tender of his
United States Might Be Without a
A Delightful Trip to the White Mounresignation conditioned on the adoption
tains Saturday.
President.
of the resolution of consure, it is stated
that Mr.
Bayard intended taking the
aotion indicated, but that he uevor fully More Beautiful
Than in Summer—The ReAmendment to the Constitution Suggested
oarriod out the idea by placing his resigBy a Bangor Lawyer—Bill Covering the
cent Freshets Up There—The Big Dogs at
in
the
the American Society of Civil Engineers
hands
of the President.
nation
Point Introduced By Mr. Boutelle.
Fabyans.
and also of the Boston Sooiety of EngiThe Uruan Affair Closed.
a
neers.
It is always interesting
to visit
Washington, March 31—Mr. Boutelle
Washington, March 21.—The so-called
of season,
Sir. Allen is survived by his aged par- has offered and had refered to the comUruan incident has been divorced from popular and populous place out
ents. His wife died only a 3hort time mittee on the judioiary a joint resolution
when it U not popular or populous. It
the Venezuelan
boundary dispute and
If you
which will be of considerable interest,
is
not always pleasant to do so.
ago.
practically terminated, it is understood,
vaoation or
Mr. Allen was prominent in the Ma- since the author of the statement wiiiob
through the good oilioos of the United return to your college during
closed, the
sonio orders. He had taken the 33d de- accompanies the resolution, Is the well
term is
States, without the representatives of remain after the
gree and was a member of Mt. Vernon known Maine lawyer, Albert W.
Paine, Great Britain and the South American empty dormitories and deserted campus
Chapter, Portland Commandery, K. T., of Bangor. The resolution provides for republics ooming into direct relations re- are more than melancholy; they are
an amendment to the Constitution of the
and all the Soottish bodies.
garding the affair. It is understood that haunted.
United States providing that In case the
It might seem that the deserted sumthe Uruan demand now simply becomes
RED COATS IN DANGER.
person elected as President shall before one for
personal damages inflicted upon mer resorts of the White mountains in
his inauguration die, deoline or become
tbeir property and persons by Venezue- winter would be haunted too, to one who
But
Dervishes Are Fierce and Numerous unable to discharge the duties of said lan officials, leaving out of the contro- knew and loved them in summer.
office, the same shall devolve on the per- versy the question whether the ooour- there is too much grandeur and too muoh
in Egypt.
son elected as vioe-President, who in suoh
of
ence was upon Venezuelan territory as beauty up there in winter to admit
oase shall be
inaugurated as President being irrelevant. When
anything but admiration and delight;
Douglas
Barnes,
And in case
British Troops Are No Longer Invincible— aud hold office accordingly.
Nature is
the British Guiana constable, was arrest- at least during a brief visit.
liout and ltuin May Await Them in both President-elect should die, decline ed in July, 1894, by Venezuelan soldiers too
engrossing, too inspiring for loneor become inoapable, Congress should be
desertion
the Soudan,
on the right bank of the Cauyuni river, somenesa, though solitude and
empowered to declare what officer should which he had crossed to
stop a Venezue- are everywhere.
London, March 21.—The position of the aot as President.
lan planter from cutting trees on lani ho
British government is easier under officLast Satudray was one of the choice
; Mr. Payne Bends to accompany this owned, the Venezuelan government
ial news from Paris that Franoe will
paid days of the season. Tho sky was never
a
In
whioh
he
statement,
proposition
Barnes $300 or $400 on account of his imeither not oppose the first credit for
brighter or the air dealer than when the
says:
prisonment, which he pesonally consid- 8.45 a. m. train on the mountain divis600,000 pounds from the Egyptian funds
“The
United; States Constitution, ered as satisfactory; but when the coloni- ion left the Union station.
for the expenses of the Soudan expedition Article
11, Section 1, Item 6, provides a
or will confine her opposition to a formal
for
the contingency of tne death al government heard of it, considerable
There is a fasoination about that ride
remedy
protest against the use of the money for of President by substituting in his place indignation arose in Demarara and the upon the mountain division that the oththe Vice President, and In case both die
this purpose. Russia will remain strictly
damages were soon magnified to enor- er railroad rides in Maine, delightful as
then Congress shall provide for the same
mou» amounts, which at that period the
neutral and will give no support to and
they are, do not possess and that every
has
made
suoh
Congress
already
proFrance as against the expedition. Rus- vision.
home government felt constrained to pre- Portlander knows and loves.
sia is even credited with viewing British
But there is no provision in the consti- sent as a claim against Venezuela. After
A feature of that fasoination is Sebago
projects with some measure of good will tution to meet the contingency of death
or
waves
Whether sparkling
as being likely to divert the
whole ener- of the President-elect—after the oleotorg two years, however, and in t’iow of the Lake.
gies of Great Britain in a direction where have cast their vote in January and be- changed aspeot of the boundary dispute, gleaming ice prevail, it is always beautiRussian interests are not likely to be fore his
inauguration on the 4th of the claim has dwindled to $5,000 and this ful when the train comes out unon its
greatly conoerued. The war officials here March.
amount is probably about what Venezu- shore. You feel aH if
you had oo me to a
declare the expedition will be only a re“Should such a death occur there is
conuoissance in force, and will not admit no provision whereby another President ela will shortly pay, with the distinct great window and were looking out upon
that the present phase is anything be- could be eleoted and Congress could not understanding that it does not affect the world.
yond an initial step in the autumn cam- supply the deficiency, so that no Prosi- title to the territory upon whioh the arSaturday, the gleaming ice had a blempaign. The army intelligence depart- debt oould afterwards be legally or oon- rest occurred.
r.*-;
+
1
4-lvrv
nnlw
ment possesses only the most vague inish upoD its beauty. A “crank” was
Where is Waller?
formation regarding thr
gency provided for being that of the
riding a bicycle upon it and we were not
death of a President. The person electSTBENUTH OF THR MATTTVTSTS
Maroh
Washington,
21.—Secretary sorry that his progress was slow and uned by the electors as President does not
Olney said today he could not under- certain, as it deserved to be. He was a
Military experts distrust the estimates become such until his Inauguration in
stand the basis for the story from Paris,
good distance away and was making for
made by Slatin Fasha though, as a mat- March afterwards. So that the provision
oiled does not cover the case, and there published today,that John L. Wallor had the shore as if he realized that he was
ter of fact, his long captivity among the
being none other the defect charged real- been released yesterday from prison, as
riding a hobby to death. He looked so
Mahdists should, on the face of things, ly exists and needed an ameudment.
Waller was released last month. Waller’s cold that he made one
“How great the danger is, is apparent
shiver, just as a
have made him an authority on the subfrom several considerations. In the first relatives here say he is in England. A carriage does in the snow. He looked so
jects. These experts oonsider the report
place there are nearly two months of time despatch stating that Waller was still in unstable that he made us feel apprehenmade by the Russian traveller, Eliseref,
during whioh the danger exists, from
recently elected a member of the Russian the casting of the electoral vote in the prison was published in the American sive. In short, he was a blemish.
Geographical society, as more reliable first part of January to the 4th of March, papers abo ut a week ago.
Hiram Falls is the next fascinating feathan that of Slatin Pasha. He says the
Shook the Presidential Halid.
during all which time the person elected
ture, and the glorious mountains begin
Khalifa’s torces number 40,000 men, in- is
exposed to the extra danger arising
and
cluding 10,000 cavalry and camelry. They trom the grave responsibility of his posiWashington, Maroh 2i.—The President to come, ever increasing in size
at last
possess 100,000 rifles, of which 20,000 are tion, the immense work cast
and
nearness till
him had the largest crowd of callers this af- grandeur
upon
Remingtons, really fit for service. Their and other dangerous features.
ternoon sines the tri-weekly publio recep- we are in their very
midst, nestling
artillery Is poor. There are 20 guns at
“Then again, the danger arising from
Dongola and five Krupp aud ten siege the work of the assassin in such ease is tions were resumed. About 700 persons olosoly and safely to the side of the fierce
of its
guns at Omdurman.
by no means small. Two of the small paid their respeots, among them being a and stupendous Willey, unmindful
A correspondent of the Army and Navy number of our Presidents have
proved large party of pupils from the Orange murderous past and faoe to faoe with the
Gazette states that the Dervishes are this
by their deaths, and to these may (Mass.) High school.
awful presenoe of the mighty Webster.
now able to deliver a deadly rifle Are,
be added the death of the late President
He is scarred and scratched and ragged
and that they will combine European tac- of
The
Nation’s
Bounty.
France, all tnree of whom have been
tics with formidable on sets of cavalry victims of the assassin’s hate.
and naked no longer. He is robed in
March 21.—The following
Washington,
and spearmen in the old style. The cor“Had Lincoln on the way t o the Capiwhite; not a plain white gown, but an
respondent declares that tho British tac- tol for his inauguration met the fatq pensions have been granted Maine people:
elaborate garment adorned with marveltics of forming squares and awaiting the which awaited him at
Baltimore, no legal
ORIGINAL.
shock of cattle will not do now in Aght- President could have ever after existed.
lous jewels in the shape of icicles us big
ing the Dervishes and if they are followed
Ira S. Jones, Topsham.
oascades and waterHad Blaine been a suoosssful candias trees and whole
will result
George A. Jenks, Tagus.
date, as was so generally desired, the same
falls and rushing torrents of solid orysMartin
result would have followed, his death
Berville, Togus.
IN ROUT AND RUIN.
tal. This grim and ugly and glgantio
having occurred on January 29th.
ADDITIONAL.
and battle scarred old warrior has beoome
“The fact that four of our Presidents
The consensus of military opinion is
Winslow Avery, Greensfield.
beautiful. It is possible for him to smile
that if a reconquest of the Soudan is in- have died within a few weeks after their
inaugurations shows that the position is
He oan only
in the winter sunlight.
tended a picked fprce of British and InSUPPLEMENTAL.
altogether a dangerous one.
frown in summer. What a contrary old
dian troops 20,000 strong will be neces“Should an auarohist desire to accomCharles King, Winn.
fellow he is, displaying only his naked
plish his work in the most elfectivo mansary.
the

has

Tuesday.

South Berwick, March 23.—The Republicans held their caucus iu tile baud hall
Saturday evening and nominated the following board of officers to be reported at

water. I saw him struggle and he
the stream and
was borne away down
I 6aw him no more.”
C. H. Ray, who was walking aoross
the

at the time Mr. Allenfel 1.
the bridge
“The first thing I saw, a man
says:
fell oil the north side of the bridge with
waving of hands. Ho wore a long black
overcoat. He fell at the foot of the dam,

beyond the pier which is being repaired
toward the Lewiston shore. The current
swept him violently toward West Pitch.
All
the while he was wavim? his hand.

»

INCREASE.
he could not select a more fitting
The Belgian-Congo free state
expedi- ner,
James A. Leighton, Milbridge.
opportunity than the one now exposed,
tion under oomruand of Baron Danis, the result of whioh would be to produco
REISSUE AND INCREASE.
which will attack the Dervishes on the a state of anarchy for whioh there exists
Charles Holmes, West Oldtown.
upper Nile, simultaneous with the An- no possible legal remedy. Just the case
gio-Egyptian attaok upon those on the for an anarohist’s praotioe.”
lower Nile, is an assured fact. King LeoRAN INTO THE RIVER.
Judge Symonds and Miss Symonds
pold will shortly oomo to London to conclude the arrangements for the advance have been visiting Washington for sever- Million
Hollars Worth of Gold and Silver
of this expedition to the Nile. Baron al days.
Escapes in Solution.
Danis, with a stiong lorce, is now nearMr. Lisoomb, of the Portland Steam
ing Bahr-el-Gazeel. He has with him a Packet
Co., with Mrs. Liscomb and Miss
number of Maxim and Krupp guns.
Warantum, Fa., March 21.—A destrucParis and London Ananciers, who were Lisoomb have been on a trip to Richsounded by Spain on tho issue of a mond. Mr. Lisoomb has
returned to tive Are broke out at 6 o’clock this eveloan on the security of Cuban bonds isin the works of the Pennsylvania
Portland. Mrs. and Miss Liscomb re- ning
ued in 1890, declined to enter the proSalt Mining Company at Natrona, and
posed deal. The Spanish cabinet now pro- main longer at Washington
for a time threatened the destruction
poses to raise $24,000,000 by pawning the
Not of the
entire plant. A rough estimate
bonds with the Bank of Spain, the Bank The Venezuelan Commission Has
and
other
of Barcoeloua
Made a Decision.
provincial
places the loss at £1,000,000, probably
bnnks, through whioh a national subThe greatest loss
March
21.—Secretary covered by insurance.
Washington,
scription loan will be issued.
sustained through the melting of
Tho Duke of Cambridge,formerly com- Malet Prevost, for the Venezuela com- was
mauder-in-ohief of tho British army, mission, this afternoon issued the fol- the tanks in
whioli the gold and silver
will, under pressure from the ministers,
lowing statement:
“During the past solutions were stored, and their escaping
withdraw his claim for a pension of 1800
week, reports have been industriously into the river. Some idea of this may be
pounds annually.
circulated to the effect that the commis- gained when it is said that 100,000 ounces
and 3,000,000 of copper^were
sion has reached a decision with reference of silver
OFF FOR OLYMPIA.
produced monthly. This department conto the boundary question favorable to Isted of a
large number of frame build
Venezuela.
This having been denied, Ings, covering three acres, and which
American Athletes Off to Take Fart in
the report has been circulated in another contained blast furnaoes, smelting furoaoos and lead lined tanks for storing the
Olympic Games.
form, and It is now asserted that while
gold and silver solutions. The works posthe commission, as a body, has reached sessed
Ane eleotrioal apparatus
and
and were the best
no such conclusion,
the commissioners ohomioal appliances
New York.Maroh 21.—The teams of the
individually entertain the views referred in the United States. The investment
in this alone amounts to £94,000. NearAthletio Association
and the to. It must bo
Boston
evident to all that so long
ly 600 men were employed and it was
jrn.uutJLu.LL
wuluu
>viLi
LJiiLvoLoiLjr,

repre-

sent American athletics at the revival
the abutment
The
of the Olympic games at Athens on April
to men on the island. It was
shouted
6, sailed this morning on the steamer
awful
nn
sight. The man hung for a Fulda.
moment in an eddy in the centre of tho
The teams will disembark at Naples
plunge; it seemed as if he whirled about and
will take the overland route to
a minute—then plunged
the eddy
in
Greece. A large
number ot friends of
and was seen no more.
down the falls
the departing
athletes, including irany
Tho workmen on the abutment saw the
ladies, were at the dock, and the teams
as I did.
There was a rush
man same
received a hearty God-speed as the steamto help, but no help was at hand.”
ship left the dock at 11.36.
Mr. Allen’s hat was found a little later
The Princeton team went on hoard the
and was brought to Station Agent Bensteamer
shortly after 9. Each of the
Mr.
Benson
at
once notison’s office.
of “Old Nassau,” wore
representatives
fied Vice-President Tucker of the Maine
a re d
tulip in bis button-hole and bouCentral, and it was thought most likely
quets were showered on them by adthat a special train will come out from
miring fair ones.
active
Portland to take
steps towards
The
Bostonians came on the run just
search for the
remains.
instituting a
before the gang planks were drawn in.
one is prostrated by the blow.
Every
T. K. Burko, Arthur Blake, Ellery H.
Benson could
Station Agent
hardly
I. P. CurtiB, W. Welles Hoyt and
Clark,
speak and tears were in his eyes, his Gardner Williams comprise the Boston
Conductor
grief over-mastering him.
The
men
from Boston did
delegates.
Gile was greatly effected, and the crowd
and stood about the not carry as many floral tributes as the
lined the shores,
collegians, but the rally cry of the B.
ferry slips on both sides of tho river.
A. C. was none the less in evidence.
The teams will arrive at Athens on
WILLIAM A. ALLEN
April 3. The games will begin on April
6 and last until April 16.
was born at Bath, Me., October 18, 1852.
The portion of the programme in which
from whom be was deGeorge Allen,
scended, left England with other Puri- tho brawn and musole of America will
in 1635, and settled in Massachu- ho pitted
tans
against all comers is as foland in 1792, William Allen, the lows : 100, 400, 600 and 1500 metres foot
setts,
grandfather of the deceased, removed to races, 110 inotres hurdle race, pole vault,
mon

at

work

A POLITICAL DAGGER.

services of whiob corporation he
remained until
the present time.
From 1877 to 1885 he was oivll engi neer
and, sinoe the latter date has been chief
engineer of this company. From May,
1887, he has also been chief engineer of
the Portlund Union Railway Station
Company. Mr. Allen was a member of
iu

INTO THE RAPIDS.

on

running broad and high jumps and long
distauoo raoes from Marathon to Athens
All tho
men aro in
fine
ooudition.
the steamship
with
arrangement
By
parts.
1 b .V no scheme to exhort money from
company, provisions have been made to
any
1 was robbed and swindled
one 'vaomsotver.
enable the men to praotioe on board durby V”‘ _‘lu=lCks ..unn.1 1 nearly lost iaitn iu tution his father, Kev. Charles D. AIIbd,
mankind, nut thank Heaven, I am now D. D., was then president. After leav- ing the voyage.
Burko of the Boston
well, vigorous and strong, and anxious to
is undoubtedly the star of tho commake tins certain meats of cure known to ing college Air. Allen taught for a year team
He is entered in the runs up
allin June, 1875, was employed as an bination.
and
Having nothing to sell or send C. 0.1>. I want
Aduress JAS. A. HAliKIS, assistant in the engineering department to 800 metres, and is a sprinter of inteino
money.
Delray. Mich,, Box 35b
of the Maine Central Jtfailroad Company, national repute as a quarter-mile runner.
the district of Maine. Air. Allen attended the
publio schools of Portland and
Bangor, the Maine Wesleyan Seminary at
Kent’s Hill, and in 1874 graduated from
the Maine 8tate College, of which insti-

as

anyimng

remains to oo

examined

and

considered, the commissioners are not in
a position to form an opinion
respecting
the merits of the controversy. As a matter of fact, neither the commission nor
tho Individual commissioners are yet in
possession of all the evldenoe. The papers
presented by Venezuela are but a part of
what has been promised. The Blue Book
of the British government, while remarkably full and detailed, does not include
all the documents which may be adduced
in support of its contentions. The commission has not and will not limit itself
to the consideration of what those two

governments may prosent. It has bee”
engaged upon independent lines of inquiry and will continue to follow those
linos until all its sources of information
shall have been exhausted. Then, and
not till then, will it be in a position to
form any opinion or make any report
Charges Against

Mint

Officials.

"Washington, Maroh 21.—Serious charges are
pending against the United States
mint officials in New Orleans of inefficiency and neglect of duty. These charges
contained in a report of Cabel Whiteof the mint bureau at Washington,
who recently made an examination of
the mint at New Orleans. His report has

are

head,

been referred
to

by Mint Director Preston
Secretary Carlisle, who will, no doubt,

take

early opportunity of laying the
before the President as the superintendent, melter and refiner, coiner and
assayer,are ail Presidential appointments.
an

same

The Censure of

Washington,

Bayard.

Maroh 31.—Secretary OIney
and the State Department officials deoline to oonverse as to th" probable outcome of the passage of tie r. solution cen-

ucxng

xuxx

uvuuio

uiiiu.

xiio

with suoh
rapidity it
difficulty the men esoaped,

spread

unixius

was

with

although

only two men were slightly injured. The
officials are
reticent as to tilt) origin of
the fire, but it was learned on good authat a quantity of water was
thority
allowed to escape into a furnaoe which
caused the explusion.
Didn’t Fight Hard Knongli,
New York, March 31.—Tho prospect of
seeing a six round bout between Joe

ugliness

to

the

summer

crowds

and

adorning himself in such magnificent
vestments in the solitude of winter I
As we reached tbe notch itself we
stopped just outside the narrow passage,
to wait for
on the face of Mt. Willard,
two freight trains to make room for us
on.the siding at Crawford’s. Down below us

we

could

see

the

roadway

over

which so many merry ooachiug parties
roll in the summer and over which in
the winters of long ago the red pungs of
the Vermont farmers wended their way
1 to

Portland.

Since tbe railroad

if ever, has any

seldom,
disputed the su-

man

preme sovereignty of winter along that
deserted way. We could see the great
drifts piled upon it and tbe frozen cataAt Crawford’s
raots flowing across it.
there was some sign of life. Mr. Merrill,
the proprietor is living there with some
of his servants. At Fabyan’s wo felt
if entering a city. There was quite
a crowd on the platform. There are more
people tl)ere than usual bees use extensive alterations are being made in the big
as

steam heating apparatus
New
hotel.
and new sanitary arrangements are being put in, and other changes are being
made. We stopped for dinner at the AnA big Newfoundland, one of the
nex.

long silky haired beauties, now so rarely
in tne
seeu greeted us on tne piazza,
hall was a still larger dog, with thiok
black in oolor.
ourly hair, brownish
His clever, intelligent faoe was muzzled.
He was a St. Bernard, not the common,
long, yellow-haired kind, nor the dosehaired kind, but the other kind that is
rarely seen in this oountry and that is

especially

useful

in

[bringing

travellers in the Alps.

This

relief

to

dog’s

sire
was imported from Switzerland
by Mr.
Osoar Barron of the Fabyan house. He
was muzzled beoause of his having bitten

Choinsky aud Kid MoCoy, who recently
achieved fistic fame by his defeating
Tommy Ryan, the welterweight cham- a railroad man, for all of whom he has
pion, drew a big crowd to the boxing had an antipathy since one of them
tournament at the Graud Central palace
threw a large fcrock[ and.severely injured
tonight. The first bout was between him.
Solly Smith of Los Angelos, Cal., and
In the hotel office was a third and still
Jerry Barnett, of this city at 133 pounds.
He was a mastiff of giganSmith did nil the leading and had his larger dog.
tio proportion. His weight is 185 pounds.
man clearly overmatched when the poHe is clever enough with guests but tho
lice interfered and therefore stopped the
other dogs nevor enter that offloe, not
bout after four seconds of the fifth round
even the large St. Bernard.
Fabyan is
was fought.
Smith got the decision.
It is his delight
name.
mastiff’s
the
big
Jim Handler of Newark and
Jack
to accompany guests on their walks. He
Murphy of Long Island City engaged in
made friends with us immediately and
the next bout. The
police stopped! it,
us in a very stately manner,
in’the second round, deeming the^boxing accompanied
the deer enclosure and
on our visit to
too rough.
down the track to the Alt.
our walk
The
star
bout,
Choinsky-McCoy
Pleasant house.
the
event of
next
was
annight,
The Presidential range from there can
nounced and the police said they wonld
be imagined. Tho upper half only
only
not allow the bout to go on on its merits.
was' white, the snow being concealed
At this, the crowd rose as one man and
the forests. The
on the lower slopes by
hissed. Tho men thou shook hands and
house was simply a white projection
confined themselves to exchanging gentle
from the summit. One oould imagine
blows. The greater part of the crowd
rose to leavo, while the demonstration its walls, oovered soveral feet deep with
of disapproval continued. The men final- the frost of the freezing clouds.
ly stopped sparring and Choinsky stepped
It was warm on tho snow oovered veto the front of the stage and addressed
the spectators, saying it was no fault of
his or McCoy’s that the bout was stopped
by the police. This appeased tho better
element and It remained seated.
The
show ended in a fizzle and the men
at
third
the
the
of
end
stopped sparring

suring Ambassador Bayard, exoept to say
that Mr. Bayard will not be officially round.

the winter

can
give. The Ammonusuo
gave signs of great violence during tho
The intervale was strewn
rocent flood.
with cakes of ioe and the aiders in many
places were scraped bare of branches and
even bark to the very tops.
The rain of last Thursday was so severe that it had flooded and softened the
roads so that sleighing in any direction
was unsafe.

Tho return journey in the
with tho glow of the

noon
on

tire

mountains

was

sun

FAILED TO SCORE IN ANY OF TUE

some-

EVENTS.

thing

never to be forgotten.
Through the “Notch” in winter is incomparably superior, to even the trip in

all the slendour of autumn’s

Conspicuous

at Boston.

later after-

declining

glorious

Portland Athletes Not

foliage.

Games of the Interscholastic

A SEQUEL TO A STRIKE.

Were

of

Unusual

Contestants Cheered and

Three Men Shot In

a

Railroad Riot at

Indianapolis.

Indianapolis, Ind.,

March

21.—A serious labor riot, which resultod fatally to
one man and the injury of several others,
five and six this evebotween
West Washington street. The
rioters kept up a running light for moro
than a square and created intense exoccurred

ning

on

oitement

Nearly

in the crowded

thoroughfares.

year ago, the employes of Taylor
& Chandler’s
foundry went out on a
strike on account of,;a diilerence regarding wages, and since that time there nas
been periodical trouble, the strikers bethat non-union men
ing determined
should not work, and the management
beiug equally determined to employ no
other workmen.
When the non-union
men
were
brought here, the Arm was
compelled to place bunks lu tte shops
and serve its men with their needs inside
the works. This evening when the men
left the
shop for the day, a crowd of
union men advanced
upon them from
the west and, at the same moment, another
crowd anpeared on the east and
attaoked the non-union men with olubs,
(tones and brioks.
A general fight ensued. Several pistol shots were fired and
Win.
Watson and Walker Davis, nonunion men, and Hooker Deo, a bywere shot.
Leo received two
stander,
bullets in
ehe back, but neither of his
a

wnlinfla la nnnaiflopoii fatal

Watonn

waa

shot in
the thigh and the wound may
Davis was shot through
prove fatal.
the head and takon home in a dying condition. A number of strikers were beaten with
stones and clubs and some badly battered by tne tin dinner pails.
Plans for Next

Sport men’s Exhibition,

It is intended that the State of Maine
shall be represented much more thoroughly at the Sportsmen’s Exposition at Madison Square.Garden, Now York, than this
or
last year. A Maine bureau of information will be attached to the Maine exhibit for the purpose of supplying intend-

ing visitors to the state with all requisite
information regarding the railroads and
steamship lines connecting with the
summer resorts and hunting grounds of
Maine and their hotels and other accom-

Witnessed

Associations

Excellence—Young
Sang—Events

by Big Audience.

Boston, Maroh 21 —The annual games
of the Massachusetts Interscholastic Athletic association at Mechanics' hall tonight were of unusual excellence and several of the association’s records were
broken. The attendance was large.
The sohool boy athletio meeting is always a big event, but this year the interest seemed groater than ever before.
The old familiar deoorations of bunting, school flags and colors were more
in evidence than

last year.

There was

hardly a boy or girl in the entire assembly who had not a flag or a bunch of
streamers at hand, and from the balconies were draped the colors of the sohool
in the section below.
As the competing athletes for the 40mile dash appeared in answer to the call
of the clerk of the course, the 150 enthusiastic

rooters
from the Worcester
High eohool, which has won the past two
meetings, burst into song.
The cheering of the 20 other schools
ceased, and 5000 people listened as the
voices rendered lor the first
schoolboy
tim e in publio the musical gems, which,
although hardly dignified, show bow
much interest the fellows take in their
sturdy athletes.
The Worcester gongs are always popu-

lar, but this year they made

a deoided hit,
but Worcester didn’t win
this time.
Here is a specimen of the songs:
Oh ! Hoppy for two years had a cinch on
first prize.
While the band played on.
And victory for two years with Worcester high lies,
While the band playH on.
But if Chauncey Hoi), e’er expects it at
all
It should give its girl athletes a chance;
If
in bloomers they’d come, it would
strike the boys dumb,
And the band would stop.

My girl Is a Worcester girl,
She is a royal pearl,
Bets on the Worcester high.

And wins the dough;
She’ll wear th o blue tonight,
And look dear out of sight—
modations. Air. George W. Morris, the
How fell did you find that out?
energetic and able advertising agent and
She told me so.
publisher of illustrated* guide books to
The English high school carried off the
the chief places of Interest in the state,
honors with a total of 17 3 5 points; Worhas engaged a
large space in Madison cester
academy was second with 16 3-6;
for
Garden
the
location
of the
Square
5 3-5; Nobio and Greenough,
Hopkinson,
will exert himself to inbureau, and
5 8-5;
Worcester high, 5; Brcookline
terest the parties in tbe state who would
high, 6; Berkeley, 5; Phillips Andover,
derive the most benefit from the arrangement.
It is understood that at the two 4 1-10; Cambridge High and Latin, 3;
Cushiiig academy,
sportsmen’s exhibitions that have been Chauncey hall, 3;
held, some sections of the state have 1 1-2; Medford high, 1. Results follow:
rece ived
much
more
than
advertising
40 yards dash—W. M. Kobinson, Worothers.
The bureau of information will
cester academy,
first; A. S. Goodwin,
ensure Casco Bay and other desirable porHersey,
tion s of Maine being brought adequately Phillips Andover, seoond; G.
to the attention of tne olassof people who Woroestor academy, third; time, 4 4-5
seconds.
are most likely to visit the state.
1000 yards run—Mill, Berkeley school,
first; Porter, Chauncey hall, second;
Eate Marine News.
Dow, English high, third; time 3.33, old
Charleston, S. C., Maroh 22.—Arrived record, 2.33 1-5.
sohooner John H. Tingue, Budge, Jack880 yards walk—O’Toole, English high,
sonville. Sailed,) bark Bose Innes, San- first; Thatcher, of Hopkinson, aecoud;
tos.
GJidden, Medford high, third; time
City Island, March 22.—Bound south, 3.33 3-5.
300 yards run—Robinson,
Worcester
schooners J. Nickerson, Rockport; Cyrus
Chamberlain, Thomuston; Emma J. academy, first; Carlton of Hopkinson,
Gott, Fall River; Mary Miller, Newport. seoond; Badger. Worcester high, third;
time 85 1-5 seoonds, old record 36 3-5 seoCity Island, Maroh 22.—Bound south,
schooners Busan F. Thurlow, Weldon: onds.
600 yards run—Hanson. English high,
Portland for New York; Race Horse,
Hanshaw, Rockland for New York; Ad- first; Boyle, Worcester high, second; Ap*
Latin,
die E. Snow, Pinkbam, Rockland for plegate, Cambridge High and
Naw York; George W. Jewett, McKown, third; time 1.27 1-5.
45
low
Brookyards
hurdles—Seaver,
Boothbay via Oyster Bay, L. I., for New line
high, first; Mason, Worcester high,
York; Wra. Deming, Hodgdon, Calais
third;
for New York Thomas Borden, Grant, second; Ashley, English high,
5 4-5 seconds.
tune
Rockland for New York; H. C. Beeoher,
of Noble
Running
high
jump—Rice,
Gray, New London for New York. and
Greenough, first; Howe, Worcester
Passed east, bark Syra, New York for
academy; Perry, PhillipsAndover, third;
Portland.
height, 5 feet six inohes.
Maroh 2.—Cleared, bark
Baltimore,
Putting 16 pound shot—O’Brien, EngGriggs, Boston; schooners lish high, first; Warren, Camuridge High
Arlington
James G.
Beeoher, Smith, Tamoico. and Latin seoond; Heath of Hopkinson
Sailed, bark Ailington, Boston.
third; distance 37 feet 3 1-2 inches.
Now York, March 22.—Arrived, bark
Pole vault—Johnson, Worcester acadeNeptune, Small, San Domingo City; my first; Shorey, Cushing academy secsohooner Johanna Swan, Shackford, Sa- ond ; distanoe 9 feet 10 inohes.
vannah.
In the team races Hopkinson boat CamMaroh
Philadelphia,
22.—Cleared, bridge High and Latin in 3 minutes and
sohoouerB I. C. Southard, Blake, Port25 seoonds. The English high beat PortTamps; Livinia Campbell, Vail- New
Haven; R. F. Pettigrew, Welch, Port- land high in 3 minutes 26 2-5 seconds.
Nowton high beat Boston Latin in 3
land; Celina, Murray, Boston.
New Haven, Conn., March 22.—Sailed. minutes 30 4-5 seoonds. Chaunoey hall
soliooner bnrab and Ellen,
York, Nor- beat Phillips academy in 3 minutes 21
folk.
seoonds. Cambridge manual beat Malden
New York, March 22.—Arrived, barks
WorJohn R. btanhope, Manzanillu; George i high in 3 minutes 29 1-5 seconds.
F. Manson, Hong Kong; Carrio L. Ty- ouster academy beat Worcester high in 8
ler, Demerara. Schooner Charles A. Gil- mi nutes, 20 4-5 seconds.
bert, Guantamo.
Illinois After the Gas Tru6t.
Boston, Maroh 22.—Arrived, schooners
Mabel Jordan, Balano, Turks Island;
Now York, March 21.—Attorney GenerLuis G. Rabel, Gardner, Turks Island
via Charleston, S. C. and New York; al Moloney of Illinois was in this oity toBenj. C. Frith, Keen, New Orleans; E. day for the purpose of hearing the memI. White, Look, Apalachicola, Sadie C.
Gas re-organization
bers of the Ch

Sumner, Sumner, Pensaoola; Josephine,
Kllioott, Nash, Brunswick, Ga. ; Thelma,
Leo, Brunswiok, Ga.; D. D. Hnskoll,
Pressey, Savannah; Margaret B. Roper,
Cranmer, Norfolk, Va.; Ellon M. Golder,
Hanson Estelle Phinney, Phinney, Augustus Palmer, Haskell, all for Norfolk
King Phillips, Towle, Newport Nows
Jose Olaverri, Baltimore; Nathan Lnwrenoo. Green,
Philadelphia Blanch H.
King, Bennett, John F. Randali, Crooker. Win. Bird, Barrett, Fortuna, Stevenson, Sullivan Swain, Fisher; Georgia L.
Dickson, Anderson, all from PhiladelAbbie Bowker, Perry, Wilmington.
f. C., v.la Delaware Breakwater; Viator,
Idella Small,
Wentworth, Woehawken;
Rockland;
Dillingham,
Barracouta,
Pierce, Rookport.
March
22.—Passed
Nobska,
north,

icago

oommittee in the matter of the consolidation of the various companies comprising the Chicago Gas trust. The attornoy
general has repeatedly declared that the

proposed plan is contrary to the laws of
Illinois and has succeeded in the past in
Within a
preventing a consolidation.
year or so, ex-Governor Flower of New
York. President B. P. Olcott of the

Central Trust company, A. N. Brady
and others have undertaken to bring
about a consolidation. They have been
sustained to a oertain extent in their
position b.v Judges She waiter and Biscb
oft. The Flower-Olcott contingent have
now been called on by Mr. Moloney to
explain their position and he has asked
schooner Gracie D. Buchanan, Baltimore for books and papers so as to make out
for Boston.
In compliance with the Attorney
a case.
General’s request, ex-Governor B'lower
and
others
interested met him this mornHow's TliisJ
ing. After a rather wordy war, themeetWe offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
ing was adjourned to the office of the
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Central Trust ooompauy.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
End of a Filibustering Expedition.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., props., Toledo, O.

Shla;

J.
We the undersigned, have known F.
Key West, B’la., March 21.—Steamer
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
this afternoon and rearrived
perfectly honorable in all business transac- Whitney that there is a rumor ia Havana
ported
tions and financially able to carry out any
that a Spanish cruiser sunk a steamer
randas of the Alt. Pleasant house. The obligation made by their firm.
between Cardcnaz and Matanzas yesterWEST & THU AX,
Wholesale
Druggists,
day. It is thought to be Collazo’s party.
sun was bright and not a
breath of air Toledo, O.
WADDING, KINNAN A MARVIN, Wholewas stirring.
The spectacle was brillinnt
TO CUKE A COEl> IN ONE DAY.
sale Druggists, Toledo. O.
and beautiful beyond any glow of sumHall’s Catarrh Cure is taken
internally
Take
laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
and
blood
the
mueou,
mer sunshine. There
was a sparkle in seting directly upon
Ail druggists refund the money
if ii
surfaces of the system- Price 75c. per bottles
the air and on the mountains that only Sold by all Druggists. Testimonials free.
fails to cure. 25o.

MISCELLANEOUS.

GAMBLING RAID

Impoverished

Of

whether due to the inheritance of
some

by

a

scrofulous disorder, or caused
depleted condition of the

system, is the

but outward

symptoms

—

persons

cannot be

when death must

by surprise, but they made no
resistance when told that they were under

arrest.

One man tried to grab the
but was stopped. It was only a
matter of $2, but was taken together with
the “outfit.”
Of course all who were in the game,

ensue.

“pot,”

Bovinine

the room, begged hard to be allowed
but all the patrolmen oould say
was “You must aee the
deputy,” and the

or

to

when taken for this
means

of

trouble,

salvation.

It

flesh tissue and

new

is

a

red

pure

corpuscles, and by giving
strength to the great vital cen-

body,

a

erful food

preparation

rant, and
25,000

medicine, but
is

and
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a

nat-

pow-

invigo-

by
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physicians.
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California
Catarrh
Cure
the nasal passages clean
and the breath odorless.

Keeps

in

Brunswick,

Goodwin then became a member of the
United States light house department,
serving as superintendent of oonstruotion
of the first and second light house districts of Maine, New Hampshire and

1
1
1

HU a

In

1862

and

1863,

he

1U1

To the Editor of the Press:

knocked down, and two others
hit
several times.
A shout of
“Look out for the cops,” sent half the
to Commercial, while the
gang down
other
two darted oil up Fore
street.
man

i If tfic passages of the head are
\ befouled and filthy, a breeding
of fungi and disease
( place
; germs, constantly secreting
purulent matter, no wonder
j the breath is fetid.

teaching

New Orleans and on the Gulf
from South Portland and from all
and South Atlantio coasts, under special
parts of the city, and I found that I
orders, on light house duty. In 1870 Mr.
must do something. A reception was out
Goodwin removed from Newton, Mass.,
of the question, and so to keep
the
to Portland to become city civil engineer
friends of the prisoners from taking up
and held that office continuously until
all of our time, I took out warrants for
1892, when the change in the political
the
right men who were arrested, and
oomplexion of the city government led to
sent
them over to the jail. ” That did
his retirement. Sinoe then Mr. Goodwin
not
help matters much for the friends has continued the
practice of his profesof the men continued to call at the stasion.
In 1852, Mr. Goodwin married
OCllUbdlllJ
Linda, daughter of Tristram Shaw, who
portuued to torget justice,and to remem- died in
1861,leaving three sons, of whom
ber
but
be
is
didn’t
do
It
it.
meroy,
one, Mr. W. P. Goodwin of Boston, surthought that the evening play has been vives. in
lobl, Mr. Goodwin married
heavy at that particular place, and that
Annie, daughter of the late Barnabas
the officers dropped down on the matiPalmer of Kennebunk, Mrs. Goodwin
nee for people with little money.
and a daughter, Miss Annie Goodwin,
Saturday afternoon Deputy Sterling survive him.
went to the west end of the oity and inMr. Goodwin was a man of soholarly
vestigated gome plaoes said to be devoted
disposition and attainments. He had
to gambling, but found nobody at home.
been a contributor to the Atlantic MonthThe following
figures represents the
ly and the proceedings of the American
police statistics for the week: Number
Philological Association. For a number
of arrests,31; drunkenness, 26; suspicion,
of years, Mr. Goodwin was a member of
safe
1; larceny, 1;
keeping, 1; assault, the
Fraternity club. Mr. Goodwin was a
1; throwing snowballs, 1.
mnn whose kindly nature endeared him
Four men engaged in a sharp fight
to a large oirole of warm, personal friends.
Saturday evening. The “scrap” ocourred
A Veteran Engineer.
on Fore street, near the market lut. One
WiU

;

¥

in

came

perform
urally, and thus dispel the existing
poisons by the natural channels.
It is not

employed

again” waB the verdict, and they left.
But the troubles of the deputy had hardMassachusetts.
In his own words “People
ly begun.
served at

it enables them

their functions

to

go,

entire party was sent to the station.
Deputy Sterling found that three of the
men had taken no part in the
game, and
so were
“not guilty, but don’t do it

creates

blood

tres of the

was

Eastville, Va., and Saco, for two years.
He entered UDon the study of oivil engineering in the field, and his after business life was devoted to
that profession.
The positions he has held testify to his
ability as an engineer. He was assistant
engineer on the Atlantio and St. Lawrence railroad, the York and Cumberland
and Richmond and Danville, Va. Mr.
Goodwin was also chief engineer ou the
Penobscot and on surveys of the European and North American railway from
St. John, N. B., to Calais, Me. Mr.

tirely

long distant

surely

in the

room, and of course
Mr. Jack Pot was in their midst.
The sudden and unlnoked tor appearance of the officers took all
present en-

all of the great organs of the
body are likewise diseased, and

day

Impressive

Remarks

by

Rev.

Dr.

Asa

Dalton.

Tne funeral of the late Hon. George
W. True took place from his former residence on
Thomas street, yesterday
afternoon. The house was crowded with

deoeased,
mom hers of the present and former oity
of the
governments,
representatives
known” and sent Patrolmen Morse and
Uuite<j States customs, leading profesnearly
Frank to
the
estabinvestigate
alleged
years of age. He received his early edu- sional and business men. The services
lishment.
The policemen walked into
cation iu the York county sohools and were conducted by Rev. Asa Dalton of
the room just as a
man, who was about was fitted for Bowdoin
college, where he St. Stephen’s ohuroh, who read the
to go out,
opened the door. They found
graduated in 1843. After graduation he beautiful service of the Episcopal church.
12

the sufferer should remember that

the

have been
street parties

House, and
Saturday additional oomplaints having come in. Deputy Sterling
toon out a warrant
against “parties un-

agony. A terrible complexion, foul
eruptions, and loathesome ulcers are

frequent complaints

by Commercial
alleged gambling establishment
Commercial street, near the Custom

on

of much

cause

late

made
of an

FUNERAL OF HON. GEO. W- TRUE.

William A. Goodwin, Esq,
William A.
Goodwin, Esq., died at his
residence on Pine street
Saturday foreMr. Goodwiu was for
noon.
many years
a sufferer from oatarrh.
Recently he has
been confined to the house, his illness assuming an aeHte state, so that death,
while it came suddenly at the
last, was
not unexpected.
Mr. Goodwin was born in Saco,
July
27, 1822. He was therefore
74

Station.

Blood

5j<

Other Criminal News Gathered at the

And

"a

OBITUARY.

was

were

Latex

Wm. A. Goodwin, who after a brief
illness died at his home in this city
Maroh 21st, was born in Saco July 27,

1822, the

who had watohed the proceedings with evident enjoyment explained that it wasn’t “nothing at all,
only a bit of friendly argument betwixt
some ot the gang.”
It was a good thing
for “the gang” that the ory of “oop”
a

man

son

of Dr. James

Shaw

Good-

win, a celebrated physician in that city.
Graduating at Bowdoin in 1843 he chose
the profession of civil engineer and in
1846 entered the service of the Saco Street
railroad with Chief Engineer A. P. Mor-

ton,thus employed in railroad work until
1853 when he was appointed engineer secretary of the United States light house
BOWLERS’ BANQUET.
service with an offioe in Boston, remaining in that servioe from 1853 to 1869—in
A Jolly Time at the West End Hotel Saturthe meantime, during Gen. Butler’s adday Night.
ministration at New Orleans, he was especially charged with the duty of InspecThe bowling tournament oame to an ting the light houses at New Orleans
end last week and as a result the several along the southern coast. In 1870, he

was

raised just “as it was.”

to Poitland and in 1871 was chosen
city engineer holding the position contin-

clubs deoided to celebrate the occasion
which they did in fine style by holding a
reunion and banquet at the West End
hotel Saturday night. About 40 people

came

personal friends of the

the

At the
close Dr. Daltou made an address.
Dr. Daltou said that the hearts
of our people had been deeply touobed
by the rapid sudden deaths of so many
of our most prominent citizens, men
closely identified with the business Interests
of the oity. Probably at no time
in our history
has so large a number
been heralded in the same space of time.
Among these none stool higher than
our deceased friend at whose funeral servioe
ho came
to assist.
A native of
Maine, Mr. True removed to Ohio where,
as
here, his friends and associates were
of the best, us they were sure to be in
any community.
Returning to his native state, he has been active in various
pursuits as a merohant, surveyor of the
port, on the sohool oommlttoe and as
Mayor. In all these relations he has sustained the highest oharacter. Faithful
in the discharge of his duties, courteous
to all with whom he came In
oontact,
such a man could not but make many
friends and
could
scarcely make an
enemy.

You]

are
present here from all the
of life and have known him in
of these relations.
I believe his
relations were Intimate
and confidential with Governors Washburn and Morrill. It is well known that Senator Morrill
enjoyed the confidence of General
Grant in
so
high a degree that when
Grant was President he ottered Mr. Morrill any office in the gift of the government and urged upon him to remain in
the Cabinet. In the same degree Mr.
True enjoyed the confidence of Senator
Morrill while collector of the port. He
was his most Intimate friend aud adviser
and was constantlv consulted bv him as
oollector. In a similar degree, doubtless,
he has enjoyed the confidence of his associates in office as well as in business.
Personaily. I saw most of him, came to
know him best, in the Fraternity Club.
This elub as you know, is composed of
citizens of different callings and pursuits,
professional men, so-called, and business
men, men not of the same opinions, but
of different and even contrary opinions,
in religion, politics, and other questions
of interest to thoughtful men.
The advantages of suoh an organization is obvious. Men who are accustomed
to meet and oonverse only with men of
their own way of thinking, may be very
confident of the correctness of their opinions, but are sure to bo one-sided, opinionated and
narrow.
They are apt to
think that
there must be something
in
the
of
wrong
make-up
people who differ from them, and unfortunately, too,
leaders of church and state, have
many
even to keep their followers apart from
others, probably that they may retain
them more securely under their own influences. But there is a more excellent
way aftor we have come to years of discretion. Mature and thoughtful men will
usually find it advantageous to compare
notes with others,to hear what they have
to say for themselves and their opinions.
This is the oourse taken by the Fraternity Club. The questions discussed are
usually those of the highest human interest, political principles that lie at the
foundation of the state, literary produo
tions, and the underlying questions of
philosophy and religion. It would sometimes happen that these debates became
with danger of undue
very animated
is usually dissipated by some
h^at which
genial member interjecting a humorous
or witty remark which not only inflicts
no
wound, but has an immediate healing influence on all present. And suoh a
man
was our
friend Mr. True.
Never
a leading disputant,
he was ever ready
to pour oil on the troubled waters, and
this he did in such a genial, kindly manner
as
to restore porfeot harmony.
It
that such a member became a
follows
and
I
he
general favorite,
may add, that
had a good soul and kindred spirit whose
mortal remains
lie today at the next
corner of the same street.
And now a fow words
touohing the
other honored
citizens
who reoently
been called
have
so
suddenly from
Like our friend they were
us.
among
active and useful in their lives and in
not long divided. They all
death were
did the city and state good service, were
its prosperity and best
identified with
men oannot be taken
interests.
Such
from among us without being greatly
we do well to honor their
missed and
It
is often said that those
memory.
sudden deaths, every year growing more
and more frequent, are to be attributed
to the great strain put upon our business
men, especially those who are engaged in great enterprises. Their business
grows upon them year by year, requiring constant attention and the most
watchful care. One of these recently remarked to his pastor that he found great
satisfaction in
carrying out an enterprise in whioh he had embarked, but his

walks

some

uously twenty years tlirough°the period
of the olty’s reconstruction with a skill
1
were present,
Write for Testimonials to the
Including the members of of permament advan tage to the public—
the six clubs of the tournament, the Ton- all the while serving with fidelity and
tine, Imperial, Waverley, Oxford, Union, the most marked acceptance—he with
and Forest City. A fine supper was commendable sincerity and grace, shaved
Mass.
|
served at 8.30, after which one of the the credit acoorded to the work of the
1
ALL DRUGGISTS.
members present, in a neat speeoh, pre- office with his subordinate associates. A
I
sented Mr. F. H. Cross with a handsome most
natural outcome of a generous
-r
mi in iiiiiui^i ui
un
ror sale and dealers supplied by Cook, Everett* gold medal for the highest individual heart, sweet temper and a disposition
score made during the tournament.
The oharitable to all, especially emphasized
Pennell and J. W. Perkins & Co
medal was suspended from a bar and by a remark of an every day associate for
twenty years “that he never heard any
was in the form of a circle, in the centre
Marine Notes.
man speak an ill word of
him, nor ever
ill word of any
J. W. Trefethen reported Saturday the of which were tWo crossed pins with heard him speak an
In his sooial
and
neighborarrival of the Gloucester schooner Eliza ball underneath. Above the pins was man.
hood
life
there
was
always
inscription, “Individual highest
H. Parkburst with 55,000 pounds of cod the
and
in
harmony
his
delightful
score,” and underneath “1896.”
and haddock.
home a perpetual oharm too fine for deMr. Fred Pearaut, one of the bright scriptive words. There are many who
The Bristol line steamer Memphis arrived Saturday afternoon. She encoun- and shining lights of the tourn ament, have known the rare quality of his mind,
and will dwell with pleasure in memory
tered what was practically a continuous was also presented with an elaborate dia- of his valuable
acquirements and special
of
the
the
oity, showing
way from gifts. He leaves a wife, the daughter of
storm from Bristol to Portland, and was gram
Hon. Barnabus Palmer of Kennebunk,
washed many times. From Cape Sable, “Stanley’s alley to Brackett street.”
The balance of the evening was pleas- tnd one daughter, with one step-son!
the gales were of hurricane force.
Henry P. Ward, also one son by a former woo
CDUUUB
uieau*
Captain Oliver,the pilot, was outside in antly passed by the members of the sev- marriage, who is nn accopmlished and
vantage that it left him little time for
clubs
in
eral
and
card
music, singing
the sloop Maggie for three days waiting
iucuesful architect in Boston.
J.
other things and higher thoughts. That
for the Memphis and had a rough exper- playing.
is, as the pastor understood, a higher
ience. The Maggie pitched fearfully, but
plane of spiritual life. Doubtless this
The large circle
of friends of Miss is a serious
TO CUKE A COED IN ONE DAT.
matter, but there is another
the old pilot held on until he took the
Annie
of
Mr.
and
whioli may be fairly taken. We are
view
Mrs.
Johnsen,daughter
Take laxastivc Broino Quinine Tablets
steamer into nort. The MemDhis brought
to
accustomed
speak of suob a life ns a
i’heodore
Johnsen
of
Howard street,
all druggist refund the money if it fails
world of life, and of tho man as a worldonly about 400 tons of cargo and will sail to oure. 25c.
will
be much shocked and pained to
we
nokoften do great inly man. May
for Bristol next Friday.
[earn of her death which ocourred yester- justice to the man In many instances.
The schooner Alice Reed, 62 days from
a man
we
is
will say who saw in
Here
at
afternoon
4
o’oloek.
She
had
been
lay
corner of the state resources
Montevideo, arrived yesterday after a very
sick a little over a week and all that the some remoto
great in possibilities, bui entirely underough passage. Capt. Ford reported that
Saturday morning as the 6.55 car from pest medical skill and good nursing could veloped, runuing to waste and therefore
he spoke the English ship Treasurer, 200 Willard
was going down Main street,
lo was done for her.
The disease itself practically useless. Seeing the situation,
Manilla. She is bound to
days from
when rounding the curve at the head of was acute pneumonia and yielded some- suoh a man embarks his entire fortune in
a
Boston.
plan to develop there resources. One
Beach street, it left the track and took what to the treatment, but she was too
stop leads to another till he finds all his
The steamship Memphis, will take out for the fence of
Mr. Freeman Willard’s ixhauBted to rally. She was a winsome, time and strength and influonoe are re50,000 bushels of grain.
residence, striking a post and shattering attractive girl, with a bright, happy dis- quired to insure success. Retire he canof
in
Tho
amount
the
failure.
Go on he must.
freight,
great
it in splinters and doing slight damage position and endeared borsolf to all who not without
And if ho goes on lie can do no less than
the Grand Trunk to dis- to the fence.
yards forced
A number of passengers mew her. She was engaged to be marhimself up entirely to the work.
give
charge at all the sheds yesterday. Four were in the oar and received a severe lied to Edward Neal,
Esq., the well- After a oertain stage of progress no one
freight specials arrived and three went shaking but no injuires. The car was mown attorney, who with her bereaved can really take his place with hope of
out during the day.
success.
Now, what will you say of
replaced on the traok in about an hour.
amily, will have the deepest sympathy him. Must be retire at tho risk
of being
A
great amount of freight for the
)f the community.
branded as a worldly aod selfish man if
west is forwarded
by the New York Gentlemen of the Church of the Messiah.
he
does not. At
this point we must
Aged Residents of Eliot Dead.
boats. Tho Grand Trunk sends out from
The gentlemen of tbo Church of the
draw a plain
distinction, easily underPortsmouth, March 21.—Samuel Fer- stood and
that will reveal the true state
4 6 to 60 cars loaded with western freight Messiah will give a supper and entertainlald, aged 94, and Mrs. Huntress, aged of tho case.
If tiiis man from first to
after the arrival of every boat from New ment on Wednesday evening at half past
50, two of the oldest residents of Eliot, last had only solflsli aims, to become a
York.
six. The committee are working hard
was
determined to gather
Vie., died last night. Mr. Fernald was millionaire,
him and bring into subjection
around
to make this one of the be6t ever given by
The proposed canonization of Mary,
me of the last of the old timo ship cara. largo number of laborers whose services
the gentlemen. All friends of the parish penters on the Pisoataqun river.
He should enrich
Queen of Scots, has been approved by
him, theu he is indeed, or
are cordially invited to be present.
eaves two sons and one daughter.
has shown
himself a worldly man, inthe Catholic diocese of
Westminster;
a solfish
and mean man; has dedeed.
where the inquiry into her claims
William A. Goodwin’s Funeral
to
veloped this one nature, and is entitled
While Coupling; Cars,
was
held.
The
of
martyrdom
the
late William A. to but little respect. On the other hand,
matter is now
The funeral
Presque Isle, Me., Maroh 21.—Murray
before the authorities
in Rome.
suppose he saw at the outset that if suoThe
roodwiu will take place today at 2 p.m.,
of Caribou, while ooupling cars
aess attended his efforts ho would
Adams,
develop
Tablet, a leading Catholic organ, says
[torn his late residonoe.
tho resources of tho place and perhaps
this morning, had his oollar bone
that the question of her canonization is here
tho country about for a great distance;
on
the
Elevated.
It
is
be
Accident
will recover.
thought
not dealing with the life of the Queen or broken.
a
would create
prosperous community
New York, Maroh 21.—This afternoon red give
plenty of employment with
the vexed points of her history.
The
on the Sixth avenue
} in
engine
to a largo number of
good
is
whether
express
wages
she
died
purely
as a
question
people,
ilovatod railroad, going south, ran head but all this to be possible only ou tho
martyr to her faith. It adds that not
even her en3mios can deny her a
for consti- 1 in into a light engine. No. 121, golDg aondition that at general iuoouvenience
martyr’s
lortli, on the curve at Columbus avenue bo himself and with much wear and tear
crown.
110th streot. Engineer Daniel Meof
mind and body. He sees dearly the
I A dtspatch from St Johns, N.
and
F. says
Get the md
sees
Jrady of the express engine received in- aonditlons,
that he is right, and
that sixty families living in and around
Schroeder
of
ernal injuires. Engineer
resolvos to go ahead. The requirements
at
had
his
arm
brokto
and
other
be
on
he
of
the
euglne
right
the
are
enterprise prove to bo far beyond
reported
•Brigus
verge of
in and Mlohael
Smith, his fireman, was bis highest calculation yet he does not
starvation. Their neighbors are enable to
The injured shirk or turn baok, or
1 ilso
injured
internally.
give up. Sure
supply them with food and thoir condi- go
nen were taken to the Manhattan Hosthat he is right ho resolves to aot on the
Annas! sales mot« than 6,000,000 boxes.
tion is desoribed as heartrendi ng.
motto to go ahead. Now the
pital.
we stern

California Catarrh Cure Co.
Boston,
1
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absorption of mind and time and
trength are undoubted. Concentration
or all
the faoulties becomes absolutely
necessary and continues

so till the man
and suddenly goes
from the scene. Is
suoh a man to
be pronounced worldliving and irreligious? But*purely if he
acted from these high motives, he oertainly served his fellow men, labored
constantly for their advancement, became
their
benefactor.
His work therefore
should be pleasing to men and we may
hope to believe that it was acceptable to
God. Certainly he lived not in vain. The
whole community was better for nis life
and works. Recognition of this foot is
always mado after ho has gono from us.
Would it not be wise and well if it were
made earlier
to cheer his heart while
alive and made too, ungrudgingly with
a
generous recognition of his foresight,
his
courage, his skill and his perseveroften amidst many
ance,
difficulties?
May we not hope that this will be the
rule among us and that our fellow citizens who
aim to serve the oity and the
state will find appreciation is not lacking in the community.
I have made these remarks at greater
length than is usual on occasions of this
kind in order to discriminate and to distinguish between two classes of men and
motives who, though to outward apparanoo the same,
are in a moral sense far
and really different. And let us
apart
be sure that if we do our best in the state
of life
to which it has pleased God to
call us, and regard ourselves as the stewards of His bounty so far as it is committed to us, we can live and die with a
good conscience, with a reasonable assurance of being acknowledged
by Him
as good and faithful servants.
At the close of the address Miss Katherine Ricker’s sweet rich contralto was
heard in “Nearer My God to Thee,” the
benediction
was
pronounced and the
services at the house were ended.
The floral offerings were beautiful and
is
ou*

pation

io*

book

by it.

your

pills
25*.
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A Member of the Junta

literally worn out
disappears

inoluded

“Gates Ajar” from
the Bramhall League.
At the grave
prayers were offered by Rev. Mr. Bellows.
a

superb

in

Says That O110 is

::

Now York, March 31.—The
Tribune
says: A well known member of the
Cuban junta stated yoserday that as soon
States recognizes Cuban
as the United

belligerency

will

i

!

navy
provided
within a short time to prey upon Spanish commerce and light the Spanish navy
in the waters of the Atlantio ocean surrounding the island.
It is understood that for many months,
or, in fact, almost ever sinoe the present
war begun
the junta has had a list of
available
vessels owned by different
countries, which could be purchased for
war purposes.
Among this number are
throe or four men-of-war.
The junta officer said that within two
months of the time the administration
recognizes Cuba, the Spaniards would
meet a naval force which, while not at all
extensive, would be strong enough to
give them plenty to do. They would, of
course, avoid battle with the more formidable of the Spanish warships, but
their main object would be to prey upon
the commeroo of Spain.
It is also the intention to fit out a certain number of privatears.just how many
it is not known outside of the junta and
probably at this time the junta itself
doos not know. However looked in a
sufe in New York is a list of merohant
vessels whioh oould easily be converted
into cruisers powerful enough to iufliot
great damage on Spanish oommeroe.
It is asserted that already arrangements
have been made with one or two leading
heavy ordnance manufacturers to ship
guns to certain points with the least
possible delay when the time arrives.
Cuban agents are already placed at various points ready to complete purchases
upon receipt of orders from their superior
officers. Contributions for the Cuban
cause are flowing in at a more rapid rate
than most people imagine.

yesterday.
The funeral of Charles Roberts will
be held
at his late residence on Saco
street

on'Tuesday

afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Rev. S. N. Adams of the Congregational
ohuroh will conduct the services.
Mr. Albion Centre of the east end, met
with a very pecullai accident Saturday

see,

wi!ii

my

Aitsa second,

refreshments were served. Ho was eating
piece of cake and by some way a needle
was iD the cake. He felt it in his
mouth,
but tried to swallow when it lodged in
the roots of his tongue from whioh place
he was unable
to dislodge it. Dootors
Horr and
Bartlett were called, aDd all
their attempts failed to remove it. He
is suffering
a
great deal from it, and
fears are entertained of the result.
Sunday afternoon he left for the Maine General hospital.
Our new city marshal and police made
a search
of the house of Mr. Berlauger
on
Central street, Saturday night hut
failed to Und anything
contraband, although indications were strong that unlawful
business had been carried on a
short time previous to their arrival.
The Ladies’ Circle of the M. E. ohuroh
will be entertained by the young ladies
of the
Epwortb league on Wednesday
An Easter entortaiument will
evening.
be given.
| The King’s Daughters of the Congregational ohuroh will meet with Mrs. J.
W. Morris on Brackett street, Wednesday
afternoon nt 2.30 o’clock.
Kescued from

an

Ice ltaft.

Dunkirk, N. Y., Maroh 21.—This afterabout 4 o’clock, the ice on l.ake
Erie parted near the shore and stared
toward Canada with about 200 fishermen.
A stiff south wind was blowing and before the men became aware of their perilous position, a quarter of a mile of water
was between them anil the land.
Rescuing parties were quickly organized anil
boats secured. The boats overtook the
floating ioo and by 8 o’clock all the fishermen adrift had been rescued so far as
known. In the meantime, another piece
of ice near the Battery point broke loose
and started off with a number of men
on it.
They wore resoued without difficulty. The ice is breaking up raniitli
in this vioinity.
noon at

lake Shore’s

in the
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got into the doldrums off the Gulf of
Juan, and lay becalmed for a long time.
Finally, a flaw of wind strunk the Alisa
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Comfort Powder when used for
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and she slowly forged ahead and managed to carry across the finishing liDe,
after dark, when she won. The Satanita
is believed to have finished seooud. The
second matoh was won by Ogden Goelet’s
Samphire, with the Stephanie second and
the Dusky Queen third.

t

25c. and 500, per box*

a

COMFORT POWDER CO., Hartford, Conn.

1.—.I

Stormy Session of tile Italian Chamber.
21.—The Chamber of
approved the African
by
large majority, after rejecting by a vote of 219 to 119 a hostile motion made by Signo) Morf. In the oourse
in defence of the credits,
of his sp8eo b
the
Prime Minister attacked theJSooiRists.He saidjthe government the regarded friendship of England as completing
Italy’s alliances. Ho expressed pleasure
becauso of the friendly attitude of England. A wrangle during the session resulted in Gen.
Mooenny, ex-minister of
war, challenging
Signor Salvatore Baca
The
rilai,
radical, to light a duel.
ehallenge was accepted and the meeting
will take
plaoe tomorrow. After the
adoption of the credits the Chamber adjourned until April 28.

PALMER SHOE CO.

Rome, March
night. Ho was attending the meeting of
the Sooiety of the Golden Cross at whioh Deputies today
credits
a
a

►

O

be

WESTBROOK.

Rev. Mr. Philbrook of Orono. occuniert
the pulpit
of the Universalist ohuroh

__^

f—.•••••••*"——f
!
Great Comfort for Babies

Prospect.,

a

"rSCKIA.ANi O;

_MISCEIXA?rEOl7S.__

Cannes Regatta Failed for Lack of Wind.
Cannes, March 31.—The yaoht matches
The pall bearers were Messrs. Thomas today from
Cannes to Nice were hamTalbot, Lucian Snow, E. True and An- pered by very light winds. The yachts
moved so slowly that little interest wns
son McKim.
taken in the races and many people left
the shore, seeing it was going to bo practically a drift to the finish. The raoing
began at 8 o’clook and lasted until
nightfall. The Satanita led at the out-

Great

Eight Thousand Killed.

■

Constantinople, March 21.—Sir Philip
Currie, British amabssador, has received
telegram from British Vice Coi sul
Fitzmaurice stating that 8,000 persons

■

■

■

Sale

OF

■

a

<

■

killed at Oorfa in the recent disturbances at the plaoe. It is reported that
m agitation is in progress on the frontier
if Montegegro and a massacre of Christians is feared.
were

The jury at Washington in the oase of
B. H. Miliiken, oharged with having on
July 4' lust entered the room of Mies
Gertrude
Phillips, daughter of Judge
Phillips,ex-solicitor of the treasury, with
commit an assault, has renintent to
lered a verdict of not guilty.

Government.

York, Maroh 21.—The Lake Shore
Michigan Southern Railway Compa-

Now

&
ny, one of 32 railroad oompanios defendant in a suit of the United States against
the Joint Traffic Association, has filed
its answer with the olerk of the United
States circuit court.
In substance, the
dooumeut cites
that the Joint Traffic
Association is
not incorporated, is not
a obmmon
carrier and not engaged in
the transportation of freight and passengers, nor in trade. The answer denies
that there is any conspiracy on the part
of the association to unjustly alignment
rates or
to hinder free and just competition. The
joint traffic agreement, it
is stated, was duly filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission.

For FAMILY Use.
Every Mother should always have it in the
house. It quickly relieves and cures all aches
and pains, asthma, bronchitis, colds, coughs,
catarrh,cuts, chaps, chilblains, colic, choleramorbus, earache, headache, hooping cough,
inflammation, la grippe, lameness, mumps,
muscular soreness,

neuralgia,

nervous

Regular

____Price.

head-

ache, rheumatism, bites, burns, bruises,
strains, sprains, stings, swellings, stiff joints,
sore throat, toothache, tonsilitis, wind colic.
Originated in 1810 by the late Dr. A. Johnson,
Family Physician. Its merit and excellence
have satisfied everybody for nearly a century.
All who use it are amazed at its great power.
It is_ safe, soothing, satisfying: so say sick,
sensitive sufferers. Used Internal and External.
The Doctor’s signature and directions on every bottle.
Ilrst’d Pamphlet free. So'd everywhere. Price, 35 cents.
Six bottles, $2.00. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Poston, Mass.

Ladies’ Storm Rubbers, Pointed Toes,

.45

.60

Ladies’ Storm Rubbers, Pointed
Imitation Tip,

,45

.60

.45

,60

.40

*50

.40
.38

.50

Pointed

.66

*85

Wide

.66

*85

,45

.60

Ladies’ Storm Rubbers, Common Sense

Toes,

Ladies’ Low Cut Rubbers, Pointed Toes,
Ladies’ Low Cut Rubbers, Imitation Tip,
Misses’ Storm Rubbers, 2 1-2 to 5,

Self-Acting Rubbers,

Gents’Self-Acting Rubbers,

NOW IS THE TIME
-TO BUY

Toes, Stylish

....

Gents’

SOUTH PORTLAND.

Beecham’s

CUBA WILL HAVE A NAVY-

Boys’

Plaiu

Rubbers,

Toes,
Toes,

....

.50

These are elegant goods—fresh from the factory.
I11 the
molding of rubbers it frequently happens that some are slightly
scratched, which although they are first quality in material,
style and durability are thrown one side.
Owing to the glutting of the rubber market duetotheveiy
open winter we have been able to purchase a large quantity of
these goods at a very Cow price and offer them for sale at figures
less than ordinary first quality goods cost. We guarantee every
pair to give perfect satisfaction or the price will be refuuded.

—

Writing Paper
and

PALMER SHOE CO.

ENVELOPES.
One week ago
sold

rapidly

advertised

we

a

lot of Bastan linen papers at 25c a

pound.

marl9

obliged to re-order at once and shall today and 'Mon
price. If you have not already purchased some of this
fine paper, you should have some of this lot, price 25c a pound.
Regular price 50cWe also offer 1 lot good linen writing paper, ruled and plain, at 15c a
pound.
1 large lot envelopes at 5c a bunch. Regular price 10c.
1 lot writing tablets 10c
Regular price 15c and 20c.
100 boxes paper and envelopes at 10c a box.
100 boxes papVr and
envelopes
at 15c a box. Regular price tie.
100 copies Beside the Bonnie Briar
Bush, bound
day

so

d4t

It

that we were

■

offer a new lot at same

DENKIVPnvjIB

rtNNTElUTnL

published.

4-

f

(

w.B

our

Circulating Libr.u-y

soon

ILlOb edP°oallyiecoSdB!

FILLS and take no other.
$1.00 per box, 6 f.oifs for fa llil.
fl)R. MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO.,
Cle /eland, O io,
For sale by Landers &Babbidge, 17 Monument Square, Portland, Maine.

VIGOR:

as

ri'ij

Quickly, Permanently Restored.
Easily,
Lost Vitality, Nervous Detdlity,

!

FRANis.

PBS B Q
a

for DR. MOTT’S PENNYROYAL
1; Ask S6nd
for circular. Price

in cloth at 18c.

We have I

The only safe, sure and

_

^

CLARK.
mar21i!2t

»

ml_

j

s*t“

Insomnia, Falling Memory, and all
Wasting Diseases and all Weaknesses resulting from early or later
excesses. $1 per box. 6 for $5.
Mailed to any address by
The Japanese Pile Cure Company, St. Paul, Minn.
For sale in Portland by JOHN n. KEEFE, 205 Middle St.. SIMMONS & HAMMOND 6io7
and 800 Congress Street and John Williamson. E94 Congress St
novedtt
•BEFORE.'

PORTLAND DAILY TRUSS

itself

STATE PRESS.

MAINE

Subscription Rates.
Daily tin advance) $6 per year; $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Wood fords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at th
late of

$7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
6o cents a quarter; 26 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Rates.
In Daily Press $1.50 per square, for one
week; $4.00 for one month. Three InserEvery other
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
day advertisements, one third less than these
ales.

advertisements $1.00 for one
one month.
week or $2.50
“A Square” is a space of the width of a column and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
square each week. Three insertions or less,
Half

square

for

$1.50 per square.
Reading Notices in nonpariel type and
classed with other paid uotices, 15 cents per
line each insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type,
£5 cents per line each insertion.
Waids, To Let. For Sale and similar advertisements, 26 cents per week in advance, for
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all advernot paid! lin advance, twill be
Isements

ns

Teller and Stewart, is in

panied by

what amounted to a threat
if it did not succeed. Tha
seriousness of it is greatly enhanced by .the
apparent faot that men from a presumed
sound money
locality in the east have
been ready to enlist in it. It has been
of

bo'ting

apparent for some time past
that there was no longer any chance for
compromise on the curronoy question and
that at the coming national convention
the Republican party.must take a definite and
ence

Mr. Eabouchere Fails to See

all communications relating to sub
scriptions and advertisements to Portland
97
Exchange {Street,
Publishing Co.,
Portland, Me.

(From

to
The silver

New York Office:

No. 66 Pulitzer Building, New York City,
Byron Andrews, Manager.

PRESS.
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The boom for Cuba in the Senate seems
have got thoroughly tired out ami is
to take a rest—an indefinite rest very

likely.
It looks as though tho Indiana delegates to the national convention were
elected upon tho basis of the possible
candidaoy of Benjamin Harrison.

Bayard is keeping quiet

regard to the resolutions of censure
passed by the House. That is a sensible
H ad he adopted a similar
thing to do.
policy sometime ago there would not
in

have been any resolutions.

McKinley’s managers’

allotment
of two cabinet ministers to the South is
pretty liberal, considering that that section will not probably furnish a single
It was probably made
electoral vote.
on
the basis of votes in the nominating

convention.
Tho worst thing that could happen to
Mr. McKinley probably would be for him
to get a position where he could be called
upon to redoom the promises made by
He would soon have to
his managers.
go into insolvency and scale down his
political debts immensely.

Evidently the order has been given to
the

McKinley

boomers

to claim everything, and they are obeying to the letter. If a delegate is elected and not posi-

tively instructed to support

some

other

candidate than McKinley, he is immediately claimed for the Ohio oandidata
The scheme is to create the impression
that he is

win iD the hope of atwho have no preference

to

sura

tracting people
except to get on the winning side.
Tho

Canadian

government

has

man-

aged to get the Manitoba sohool bill
Through Parliament by a very small majority. The bill, howover, is not a law
yet and there are many obstacles in its
way still. But tbe greatest obstacle will
come

after its enactment

(If

it be enact-

ed), whou its enforcement is attempted.
It is practically certain that the Manitoba government will not enforce it and
tho general government will have to do
it itself if it is clone. This will probably
require the application of force and that
means a
crisis that may cause tne confedetation to fly to pieces.
SILVER MEN AND

MANUFACTURERS.

The conference that was held
inrrf.nD

the

nttine

silver senators

Pennsylvania

and

U

to oom-

CURRENT COMMENT.
A MASSACHUSETTS OPINION.

The

to

Mr.

vigorously

(Boston Transcript.!

MONDAY, MARCH 23.

Ambassador

bestirring

pel the party to aocept tboir views. It is
high time for the opponents of this policy to bestir themselves with equal vigor.

in Wash-

__

a.

1_£_

chances of Mr. Reed’s success as
au aspirant lor the Republican
presidential nomination will be greatly improved
by Massachusetts Republicans speaking
out in their approaching state convention boldly and unequivocally for sound
the term is understood by
money, as
those who
advocate the
present gold
standard.
The polioy of juggling with
of
ingeniously attempting to
words,
satisfy both gold and silver men, has alMassachusetts
ready been pre-empted.
is the backbone of Reed’s support In this
section.
In its currency declarations it
must convinoe the country that here no
of opinions
has been atconcealment
tempted—that tho Bay State honestly responds to business men’s appeals for a
government policy plain people can understand
anil fully
trust as without
dodges of any kind or nature.
SPEAKER REED AND HIS PARTY.

(Naw

York

Sun.)

Reed’s heroic efforts in the
Speaker
House to hold the unwieldy majority in
check and to keep down appropriations,
ha've been
successful up to the present
time, but they leave him neither time
nor energy for electioneeriug.
The magnitude and impottanoe of his contribution to the common cause of all the Republican candidates will bo appreciated
more justly
as times goes by.
In a few
months everybody
will see
that the
iias
sacrificed
his
Speaker
deliberately
own political interests
for the sake of
the party’s welfare. To summarize:
I. —While other presidential aspirants
have been scrambling and screeching for
delegates in June, he, quietly and calmly,
standing almost alone, has devoted
all the resources of his intellect and will
to the task of Baving Republican votes
No measure filled with
for November.
dynamite for the Republican ticket of
1898, or likely to prove disastrous to the
party in the hot campaign to begin, lias
been permitted by him to make headway
in the House. His
watch for high explosives has been unremitting. His vigimoral force, his
his
his
lance,
patience,
have been employed ceaselessly to
test,
the beginnings of dissensions
prevent
and
factional divergence. If Congress
should adjourn tomorrow,the Republican
party would be no worse off than it was
when the session began. Of one man’s
sorvice in
the year of a Presidential
election, volumes could not say more.
II. —With political
judgment of the
highest order, and by the exercise of remarkable individual power,Speaker Reed
has kept the great Uepublican majority
from plunging again into suoh an orgy
of extravagance as that which gave the
Billion dollar
Congress its infamous
reputation, and led to the tremendous
popular reaction*|of 1890, and to the
election of a Democratic President two
When Mr. Reed took the
years later.
conditions were
chair the
ripe for a
of
the Fifty-first Congress’s
repetition
aeoaucn.

rteeu

uas

prevented

it.

to

has incurred personal
unpopularity by bis attitude on approbut
he
has earned the everpriations,
lasting gratitude at the man who shall
for President on the Republican
run
ticket this year.
some

representatives of

extent

An

manufacturing

interests
good deal of signifi-

he

Amphibious Craft.

(From Chambers Journal.)
meeting of a
and may play an important part
The craft constructed in Sweden by
iu the coming campaign. The
purpose of Mr. Ljunggren of Cbristianstad for Lecthe meeting was to enlist manufacturers tor C. J. Magrell of Horas, the inventor
in an effort to tie the free coinage of sil- has a length of 46 feet, with 9 feet 6 inver and protection
together. The silver ches beam, the draught vary ing from 3
senators distinctly avowed their
The
weight,
purpose feet to 3 feet 6 inches.
to permit the
mpty, is eleven and a half tons,
passage of no protective whei
tariff bill unless
such concessions as and when loaded with seventy passenthey demand were made at the same gers, her full complement, fifteen tons.
vessel is of the fiat-bottomed typo,
time to silver. They did not mince their The
and full both fore and aft; the engines,
words. They veiy bluntly told the man- which are twenty-seven indicated horse
ufacturers that unless the latte? would power, being adjusted to work both the
screw at the stern and a pair of ordinary
agree to the free coinage of silver they
railway wheels on un axle at the bow.
would
was a

the

McKinley duties

to the restoration of

or the change of the
present tariff law. There was nothing
very surprising about this becauso all
through the session of the present Congress the silver men have made it clear
by words and by action th». that was
their attitude and that it was unalterable. The surprising
was that the

A similar pair of wheels are at the stern
but are not actuated by the engine.
Tho gouge of the railway crossing the
strip of land is 4 feet 2 inohes; rails of
the customary Danish typo being laid
down. At eaoh end of the little line a
harbor is"formed tapering outward. Tho

the rails, and the bow wheels bein motion, at once leaves tlic watthing
ing
manufacturers present at the conference er, and commences to ascend the line,
which has an easy gradient of one in fifty.
a
showed
strong disposition to accept On crossing the
summit the brake is apthis arrangement, even
going so far as plied, if necessary, and descending the
to discuss plans for a union of the free incline the novel craft launches itself,
silver interests and the protection inter- taking to the water like a duck.
No less than six overland trips have
ests in the coming national
campaign. been made daily during the past sumOf course the manufacturers who were
mer, and as some 20,00b passenegrs have
present were comparatively few in num- been safely carried by the Svanen, it may
be assumed with confidence that tho novber, and there was no evidence that their
el craft has proved herself equal to h< r
view was the view of the great majority or curious task. The owners announce the
of any very considerable number of man- venture to have neen a commercial sucufacturers, but the mere fact that there cess, and it is understood that they puranother isthmus—namely,
could be found In a state so far east as pose traversing
extending their operations to a third
Pennsylvania,
thirty
manufacturers, lake, during the forthcoming year. The
(for there were about that number at the engineer of the undertaking has pointed
out
possibilities lie in the extenconference), who were ready to accept sion what
of the system here described, and
a programme formulated by such silver our readers will
readily grasp the advauset

I

V
i

Executive
Committee,

NEW

Water Works Co, or Kenosha,
of Wts., 6’s, 1924.
City Water Co. of East St. Louis,
111., 6’s. 1914.
City Water Co. of Chattanooga,
Tenn.. 6’s, 1907.
Streator, 111., Gas & Light Co., 6’s,
1913.
Ottawa, 111., Gas & Coke Co., 6’s,
1904.

this purpose he fitted out an amateur exneiiitionarv force.
His
nartv
entered
Thibet thirteen strong, among them berifles
a
of
Pathans
armed
with
ing party
and revolvers.
When they reaohed the more thiokly
populated, region of Thibet, they were
officially ordered to retire, hut persisted
in advancing. The Thibetans were evidently afraid to attack, but parties armed
with swords and matchlocks rod alongside of the Invaders. At a river ford the
Thibetans made a show of resistance.
“A determined looking individual” laid
his hand on Mr. Littledale’s bridle. The
latter “whipped out his revolver,” and
ordered his men to load, but, on seeing
that they meant to fight, the Thibetans
again gave way.
The invaders pressed on to within two
marohes of Lhassa. where the Lamas
came out iu
ton o
with about 500 men
and ordered them to rotire. Ho alarmed
was the country that all
the bridges between this point and the capital were destroyed. At this point, however, Mrs.
Littledale, who had accompanied the
party, was taken ill, and her husband
withdrew
the
“minimum
demand”
which he had formulated, that he should
be allowed to enter Lhassa, and partly
by threats and partly by diplomacy succeeded In gettiug neimisfdun and assistance to pass through to Kashmir.
I would respectfully ask what right has
any private individual to fit out an armed
expedition of this kind and attempt to
force his way into a country the rulers
and people of which, .for excellent reasons, order him to withdraw? It sounds
very fine and pluoky, no doubt-though
to all appearances twenty resolute
and
well armed Englishmen might subdue all
Thibet In a few weexs.
It would also bo a pluoky thing, I suppose, if I and a friend were to knock at
Mr. Littledale’s door, “whip out revolvers,” Insist on making an inventoiy of
Mr. Littledale’s furniture and effects,
and demand the right to take what refreshment we needed in his dining room,
simply with a view of going away and
boasting of our bold performance. Many
people, however, would insist on regarding it as impudent and blackguardly
rather than brave. Between this and Mr.
Littlodale’s “demand” to be allowed to
enter Lhassa, what is the difference?
Neither he nor any other European desires to explore Thibet for the benefit of
tlio Thibetans. The primary motive is
that of doing what nobody else lias done,
and cutting a figure afterward at soirees
in London. This spirit may be legitimately indulged by climbing inaccessible mountains or exploring the polar regions, because the hero in those cases can
the form of threatening
battle, murder, and sudden death to a
peaceable and unoffending poople, and
foroing your presence upon them ip defiance of their perfectly legitimate objecreceive you, it seems to me
tion to
worthy of just as much admiration as the
heroism of the burglar, and no more.
heroism

takes

The New York Tribune says: “A well
known member of the
Cuban Junta
stated yesterday that as soon
as the
United States recognizes Cuban belligera
will
be
ency
navy
provided within a
short time to proy upon
Spanish commerce and fight the Spanish navy in the
waters of the Atlantic ocean surrounding
the island.”

■
and the

j

down” body with tonic until the
stomach rebelled—then, another
kind of tonic,
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Crown,
Detachable Sprocket,
Re-enforcements,
We
New

Mail,
high grade

Blank Books.
We have all the patterns of Lithograph
and Blank Book Work formerly done by
these two houses, and are prepared to
duplicate all orders promptly aud in a

satisfactory

W. H. STEVENS & GO..

also for the Eldridge,
Very Templar and the reliable

4
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Warveious Cures
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and DYSPEPSIA
Are entirety removed by P.SP.P*
—Prickly Ash. Poke Root and Potes*
Slum, the greatest blood purifier on
earth.

in Blood Poison

Aberdeen, O.. July 21,1891.
Messrs Lippman Bros. Savannah,
Ga.: Peak Sirs—I bought a bottle or

yourP.P. P. at
ft has done me

Rheumatism

Hot

Springs,Ark.,and
than three

good
months* treatment at the Hot Spring#.
Send three bottles O. O, D.
more

i,eflpect£ully

*

P. P. P. purifies the blood, builds up
(be
weak
and
debilitated, gives
strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and
happiness where sickness, gloomy
feelings and lassitude first prevailed.

primary, secondary and tertiary
for blood poisoning, mercusyphilis,
rial poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and
In all blood and skin diseases, like
blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcers,
tetter, scald head, bolls, erysipelas,
For

eczema—we may say, without, fear of
contradiction, that F. P. P. is the best
blood purifier in the world, and makes
positive, speedy and permanent cures
In all cases.

Ladles whose systems are poisoned
and whose blood Is in an Impure conci(ion. due to menstrual irregularities,
are peculiarly benefited by the wonderful tonic and blood cleansing propartles of P. P. P.-Prickly Ash, Poke
Boot and Potassium.

Springfield, Mo. Aug. 14th, 1893.
—I can speak la the highest terms of
your medicine from my own personal
knowledge. I was affected with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for
35 years, was treated by the very btifc
hundreds of dolphysicians ana spent
Jars, tried every known remedy without finding relief. I have only taken
one nottle of your P. P. P., and can
choerfully say It has done me more
anything I have ever taken.
good than
j oan recommend your medicine to aU
gufferers of the above diseases.
MRS. M. M. YEARY,

Springfield,

Green County, Mo>»

concern:
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Why

with nature’s food made of its
elements, prepared in such a
delicate way that the stomach

never

rebels.

Such

I

H*©
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Perhaps

a

food is

Qatrqeal

the old way will

always

be the old, but the new way won’t

j always

be the

new.
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r.er#>»

ofP. P. P. for eruptions of the skin. I
tattered for several years with an unsightly and disagreeable eruptioL. on
I tried every known reinemy face.
dy bui in vain,until P. p. P. was used,
end am now entirely oured.
J. D. JOHNSTON.
(Signed by'
_

•

Savannah. Qtu
fihSn Cancer Cored.

Tetlimony from the Mayor of Sequin,Tex*
Sequin, Tex. January 14,1893,
Messes. Lippman Bros. Savannah,

Ga.: Gentlemen—I have tried your P.
p. P. for a disease of the skin, usually
known ns skin rancor,of thirty years*
standing,theand found great relief: 10
blood and removes all irparities from
the seat of the disease
ritation
and prevents any spreading of the
I hive taken flvo or six bottle#
sores.
and feel confident that another course
will effeot a cure. It has also relieved
me from indigestion
and stomaob
troubles. Yours truly,
CAPT. W. M. RUST,
Attorney at Law.

Frse.

DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

LIPPMAN BROS.
PROPRIETORS,
Uppman’, Block,eavanmnb, Get

Purest and sweet-

jl
JL
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PERHAPS YOU CAN PLAY
The Violin, Flute. Cello or some other solo Instrument, but have no one to play
your

2lb.

-OF

&

2
j j|

G*^

r

A

gffi;

CAPITAL

Tin: Kolias
will play any accompaniment you wish, from
a simple andante to the great concertos
of
Beethoven Chopin. Bruch or Mendelssohn,
and play it better than the most talented and
gifted accompanist.
.lloliiin Recitals Daily
from 3 to 6, to which you are invited.

STEINERT & SONS CO.,
[ THET. M.
C. McGOULDKICK, Mnna ger.
[ feb27d.2m
517 Congress Street.

now on

sale at box

60c.

office.

mm

MAT

l«fl I

Eve.

Saturday

March 558.

GOODWIN’S S
TICKET SALE at
This

Stockbridga’s

Morning,

March
o’clock.

at 9

Half fare and late trains.

23(1,

marl7d6t*

1500

AKRON CEREAL CO.,
barrels daily.
Akron, O.

Stockbridge,

April

M?

Now

BROW
Glee Club with Banjo
and Mandolin Club,

CITY
Monday,

AMD

March 30th,
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VALUATION,

COLLECTORS’
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BOOKS

For Towns.
Endorsed by the State Board
of Assessors.
Correspondence

solicited.

T

LORING, SH0RT & HARION
Preble House.

JHarvli

SUKFLC9

ROYAL BELL RINGERS.
Tickets, 50 and 75c. Now

on

sale.
mar!7d6t»

MR. JOHN M. TYLER, Professor of Biology in Amherst College, is to deliver Five Lectures oil ‘‘Scientific Evidences of the Theory
of Evolution.”
The Topics and Dates of each Lecture are as
follows:
LECTURE 1—The History of the Theory. Darwin’s Theory of Natural Selection. March 23d.
LECTURE 2—Evidences from Domestiicated
Animals. March 27th.
LECTURE 3—Evidences from Classification,
Palaeontology and Embryology. March 28th.
LECTURE 4—Varieties and their Relation to
Species. April 6th.
LECTURE 5—History of America during the
last Geological Period and its effeot in Producing Species. April 8th.
These Lectures will he given in the Advent
Church, congress Place, on the evenings above
Tickets for sale at
mentioned, at 8 o’clock.
Loring. Short & Harmon’s, and Edward L.
marl7dlw
Foss' Drug Store.

COLLEGE-

TUFTS

Glee, Mandolin

and Guitar

-at —:
on

favorable

HALL.

XOTZSCHMAR
TiiAsdav

AVAnins".

VInrAli

SI.

STEPHEN R. SWALL. PresUsu
MARSHALL fl. GODINS, CasVai

KOTZSCHMAR HALL

mar20eo(ltf
AUCTION SALKS.

F, O.

BAILEY & CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 4t> Exchange Street.
C- W. AI.LEN
<Jt£

ian4

bondsT
Town of Yarmouth, Me., 4s,
due
1916-1926.
of
Calais.
City
Me., 4s, due 19011911.
of
Zanesrille,
Ohio, 4s, due 1916.
City
City of Piqua, Ohio, 6s, due 1903.
City of Seattle, Wash., 6s, due 1910.
Chicago Sanitary District, 5s, due
1901.
Portland Water Co., 4s, dne 1927.
Maine Central R. R., First Mortg. 7s.
1898.
Maine Central R. R., Cons. Mort. 4s,
1912.
Maine ICentral R. R., Cons. Mort, 5s,
1912.
Duluth Street Railway, First Mortg.
6s, 1920.

Tickets

GOODS.

SPRING
i
•

Examine
ness

our

Suitings

J

selling

•

we are

♦

i

J

$25, $28 & $30.

I

|

-

1

I W. L. CARD,

|
k

Tailor and
NO. 46 FREE
dec*

Draper,
STREET.
eodJy

Street,
dtf

at 8 o’clock.
ENTERTAINMENT

by Mr- & Mrs. Hermann Kotzschmar,

entitled—‘‘Outline of the Growth of Music/*
from 1100 A. D. to 1850 A. D.
Assisted by eminent talent.
Reserved seats,
dtd
mar21
60 cents, at Stockbridge's

FIRST ANNUAL CAT SHOW
Congress Hall, 420 1-2 Congress St.

Portland Mar.

31, Apr. 1-2-3,1896.

Semi for prize list and entry blank.
Entry
Entries close
fee 50 cents payable at the hall.
Season
m.
tickets
10
a.
Tuesday March 31.
furnished exhibitors. Cages and care furnished

by managers. Address

CHANDLER & HENRY, Managers.
Congress Hall.
Mr. Chandler

can

be

seen

atiCongress Hall.

every afternoon
marl7dlw»

8lli STOCK6RIOGE.
the

Incomparable

UNITED STATES
BONDS
Hew Loan

English Bells and
Chimes.
Westminster
Chimes and ‘Big
Ben.’
Russian

I_v-

SleighBells.

Imperial Carillonneurs

of

England.

London,

With their Corillon of 131 Sweet Toned Bells*
weighing from 31-4 ounces to 11 1-2 pounds,
introducing the great musical Novelty, the
RESONATING

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY
Feb20

Organization

TIIE ROYAL HAND

j

1

MUSICAL,

Return of

$45,000

|
|

For

mar21d3t

City Hall, Wednesday, March 25th.

|

line of Busi■*

|

186 Middle
jam

cents.

50

Friday Evening, March 27th, ’96,

2 to 4

FOE SALE BY

?

I.SOfi.

All seats reserved.
sale at Stockbridge’s.

m

WE ARE REAM TO SHOW

Clubs,

CONCERT

WILL GIVE A

SWAN & BARRETT,
?

25tli,

;irlng to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business efanj description through this Bank.

eod

o*

1896,

3 3E». M.
Tickets, 35 end 50 cents, on sale Thursday.
March 19th, at Cressey, Jones & Allen’s.

Evolution—Five Lectures.

on Ttmc Deposits.
Correspondence tolicited from Iodivldusis, Corporations, Banks, and others de-

LORING, SHORT & HARNION

^

sale.

marl6dlw

Interest allowed

______

%

on

marl7d«t*

_

—

Current Account* received

«P

'jk

8th,

WATKINS MILLS CONCERT.
Tickets, $1.50, $1.00, 75c.

^

Congress St.,

O. KAIf.EY.
marl 4

M™^s 25c

terms.

\

Q?
x

Opposite Preble House.

F.

MEW OPERAS-MEW PICTURES

8th Stockbridge,

DOLLARS.

!f
i

“

ONE MILLION

If

Portland,
for Maine.

“

1905.
1901.
1930.
1915.

Incorporated 1824.

ir

Agents

“

195 Middle St P. a Bex 1109.

If
IT
If

Josselyn,

4’s,

“

PORTLAND, MAINE,

f

;

packages.

JL

Gk*'

CTWHITE,

480

accompaniments.

41-2’s,
flshlaHd, Wisconsin, 6’s
Cincinnati, Ohio, 5 s,

Casco National Bank

i f

Sold by the trade in

X

Until further notice wo will sell all
Rubber Goods in our store, at net cost.
We will also give a pair of tine rubbers
with every pair of women,s boots purchased to tlie amount of $2.50 or upwards.

F.

Evening,

Thursday Ma'inee,
Night,
Friday Matinee,
Night,
Saturday latinee,
Night,

tub

est.

2
jl Brown

Sc:
>

best,

•

[

ms
^

and

Latest

EXCHANGE ST
eod

“

32 Exchange St.
dec!3<lt;

RUBBERS AT COST.

<

“

“

BANKERS,

Cradled II

mar9

and

INVESTMENTS.

H. M. PAYSON & CO..

If
If
f

m

..

Opposite

<

>

MUNICIPAL

EOH SALE BY-

|

H

^

*

Also, Headquarters for Shorthand Work

Maine.

mar2pt£
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by testify to the wondorful properties

on Blood Diseases Hailed

j
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^
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ALL

MOULTON,

Portland,

U

j
Jl

Capt. J. O. Jobnston,
To all tvhom it may

only

one

food.

j

Jfc.

W*'

Book

&

BANKBnS.

““

perfect breakfast

A
l

xT

yours.
JA8. M. NEWTON,
Aberdeen, Biown Coui^y, 0«
_

Bends,

i

GRAND DUCHESS
GRAND DUCHESS
MARTHA
MARTHA
FALKA
FA’ KA
BOHEMIAN GIRL
BOHEMIAM GIRL
OLIVETTE
MERRY WAR
MASCOTTE

Monday Night,
Tuesuay Matinee,
Night,
Wednesday Matinee,

City of Zanesville. Ohio, 5’s, due 1908.

| 1 -Oats#
if
1
f
1

PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT CATARRH, MALARIA,
AND POTASSIUM
KIDNEY TROUBLES

<f

WOODBURY

¥

There’s

A

f

OLD SORES

LIVING PICTURES.

9(li

marSeodtf

1

I
?

BELFAST, MAINE,

Town ot Pittsfield. Maine.

THE JAMES BAILEY GO.,

Typewriting.
I OENTENNIAL BLOCK,
>

<
i

$30,000

“

J L

t p. p. p. AND

p

-AND-

Seats

“ “

A FULL LINE OF SUNDRIES.

PIMPLES, BLOTCHES

GO.

University

184 MIDDLE ST.
TELEPHONE 536-8.

St., Portland,

“| OPERA

25c

manner.

UKTIOKT CYCLES.

No. 264 Middle

I

I

WILBUR

Evening prices, 16, 25, 35,

and private correspondence,
and shall make a specialty of Eitlio-

agents

are

Tli&AICm

DATED NOV. 1, 1895.
DUE NOV. 1, 1925,
We are pleased to annonnce that we
have succeeded the well-known house of
OPTIONAL NOV. 1, 1905.
Stevens & Jones Co., and have also purchased
the stock
and good will of nteresj;
Semi-Annually in Boston.
Thomas B. Mosher, the Exchange street
Denominations
$1,000 and $500.
stationer.
We shall carry a full line of Stationery
Price 103 and Interest.

Work, Legal Blanks,
Office Supplies, Card Fiate Engraving and the manufacture of

Fork and Fork

MISS A. L. SAWYER’S
SCHOOL
OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING
i

4

BONDS.

4 Per Cent Refunding

grapli

Corrugated Hubs,

and other features.

LAST WEEK
Mar. 23-

for office

Graceful Curves,

I
l
I

«

Jj

defies

-•-

_REPERTOIRE._

GUADE

mar 19

CITY OF

dtf

HIGH

Corporation

ANNOUNCEMENT.

i

»

J

BEAUTY,

ll

*
I
*
i
*

J

highest of high grade wheels,

We want you to

^
\

\J

j

_

“STERLING”

the

STREET.

dec31

For STRENGTH combined with

\

J
j

AND

BiklVrKXIXlSj

^P

Old \hy w‘fh“.!“dn j
Tfee
^

Government,
Municipal

H. M. PAYSON & CO,
EXCHANGE

CHICAGO,

eodtf

City

32

St., Boston.

YORK,

LOTHROF, Frop.

Commencing Monday,

J

We Offer the Following Desirable

4

G. E.

BANKERS,
No. 70 State

1

SECURITIES:

proves.
Last week, before the Royal Geographical Society, Mr. St. George R. Littledale
recounted to an admiring audience tbe
result of an organized attempt on his
part to break through the exclusiveness
of the Thibetans, and penetrate to Dhassa
despite the objections of the people. For

Portland Theatre, 1

II.W.MCO.

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

Among

“ampnibluus” vessel, on entering the 4
wedge-shaped dock, is brought direolly 4

over

and

CHAS. S. FOBE8, Prest..
W. F. MiLLIKEN, V. Prest.,
JAMES E. McDOWELL,
JAMES E. HEWEY,
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
CHAS. L. MARSTON. Sec’y.
lc2o

the London Truth.)

cance

not consent

%

SECURITIES.

TVhy Savages

the few spots on the face of the
men of the far west
apparent.
earth which have managed to keep themare evidently organizing
a sysrematio
selves out of the grip of European aggresoampaigu to force their views upon the sion is the plateau of Thibet. This the
Republican party.
They aro reaching Thibetans have so far aohieved by absoout for allies and areresortiDg to promises
lutely forbidding any foreigner to enter
and threats to get them. Men who are
their country. They forsee, I take
it,
doing that are not in a compromising that, once admit the “explorer,” and you
mood. They are going to make a definite
will find coming behind him tbe misdemand and insist upon it. They intend
sionary, behind the missionary the trader
to demand that the Republican
party and behind the trader the soldier.
commit itself to the free coinage of silThey judge ftorn what they see and
ver. Nothing less will satisfy them.
The hear that the
only way to preserve politiopponents of this policy might as well, cal
the encroach-

themselves

BONDS

May Not He Exclusive.

stand. This confermake that faot still more

AMUSEMENTS.
_

53 Exchange Street,

RIGHTS OF EXPLORERS.

unequivocal

tends

BANKING

NORTHERN

still larger Tehuantepeo Ship Railway
for the time being in abeyance, it is interesting, both to the public and the engineering world, to find the principle at
both in its
issue successfully applied,
meohanioal details and its financial aspects, on these far-away Danish lakes.

growing

FINANCIAL.
!

exceedingly surprising.

independence against
therefore, make up their minds that this ments of the “civilized” foreigner—Britissue is to bo squarely presented at the
on, Russian, or whoever he nmy be—is
St. Louis convention and that there is
to prevent him from getting a footing in
to
be
no
chance
to
dodge or evade it. the country under any pretext.
Larged at regular rates.
That
Press—$1.00
per square The St. Louis platform mast commit itIn Maine State
in this, the history of
are
they
right
cents
for
per square
or first insertion, and fifty
self unequivooaliy for or against the free
every “noncivilized” people abundantly
each subsequent insertion.
coinage of silver.
The silver men are
Address

FINANCIAL.

tages to be derived in many localities
where rapids, ete., intervene, and where
the employment of a craft equally at
One purpose of the meeting was to home on land or water would be an ineswarn the Republican convention that it timable boon; while, as the engineer in
would not do to adopt a platform in favor describing this novel departure in looomotivo and boat building justly remarks,
of a single gold standard nor to Domi“the employment of such boats, if praonate an avowod believer in that standard tioal, would undoubtedly obviate the exon a straddling platform.
It was an at- pense and delay of transhipment of cartempt to dictate the platform and candi- go.At a time when the Chlgneoto Ship
date of the national convention, accom- Railroad is yet uncompleted, and the

extremists

—AND—

dtf

500

|

DULCIPIIONIUM.

Good seats at 35 cents.

I Admission at 25
W 1 $y and y# ccjU*.

cts.

Other seats

MUSIC AND DRAMA*

A

UNIQUE

CONGRESS STREET CHURCH.

CEREMONY.
Mrs.

Boccaccio.

Ordiuatiou of Rev. G. Edwin Wood-

The Wilbur Opera Company played to
two enormous houses Saturday. At the

man, Jr.

performance “Standing room Solemnly Set
Apart by His Church to the
The audience too
was the sign.
Work of the Ministry, and Ordained by
embraced many well knowu society peoRev. E. P. Allen and Two Laymen.
ple who have been constant in their attendance throughout the week. “BoccacThe ordination of Rev. G. Edwin Woodcio” was the bill for the evening and it man, Jr., as pastor of the Churoh of
was the most successful in every respect
Emmanaal, took place yesterday afterof any of
the week’s entertainments. noon at the room oooupied by the obnroh,
There is any 49934 Congress street.
The music is very popular.
Ovor the windows is the motto “Jesus
amount of fun introduced, the people all
seemed to enjoy their work—and there is our only Saviour, Sanotifler, Healer
is a great deal in that—the opera was and Coming King,’’ the “fourfold gosbeautifully costumed, and it was sung pel’’ of the Christian Alliance.
Rev. Edward P. Allen formerly of the
with
great spirit. Miss Mortimer appeared to the best advantage as Boccac- Vaughn street chuioh presided. He said
cio, both vocally and as an actress, while_ that the church affiliates with no |religas
the
ious body, but that following the primipart of his friend Leonato was
suined by Miss Maud Daniel to great active plan of the early ohurnh of Christ as
a
most dashing a company of belivers the members met
She was
ceptance.

Prince,

his two friends were in competent hands
The
oonvulsed.
the house
and kept
chorus
singing was excellent, the orall told, it was a do
The Amazon march

and sot apart Mr. Woodman as a fit person to aot as leader and minister.
The
church having met as a council, and having heard the statement of Mr. Woodman’s religions experience it was voted
to prooeed
with the ordination of the

\

good, aud
lightful evening.

\

was

/

warmly applauded. Tonight the “Grand ers meeting in the name of Jesus Christ.
Duchess” will be the opera, the living The churoh having met as a council, in
pictures will he new and the Amazon accordance with its action Mr. Woodman
marob will be changed.
would be set apart to the work of the
A Gilded Fool.
gospel ministry, with power to administer bnptism, aDd the Lord’s supper.
“A Gilded Fool,” one of Henry Guy
“Lord baptise us now with fire, and
Oarleton’s greatest suocessej, will be presented b7 Nat Goodwin at the City hall “Glory to His Name,” were sung and
‘A Deacon E. T. Thurston read the scripturon Saturday
evening. The plot of

chestra

encored and the living

pictures

were

pastor-elect. In this order of servioe the
ohurch prooeeded exaotly as it would
had it been the first oompany of believ-

al lesson. It had special referenoe to the
Gilded Fool” is familiar. That our peosetting apart of Paul to the work of a
has
Gilded
Fool”
always
ple like “A
minister of Christ.
been demonstrated by the crowded houses
Prayer was then offered by 6. B.
afforded it. At all times has the audience
Clark a member of the cliuroh.
waxed
enthusiastio over its remarkable
lines of construction
It is
refined and terse
built upon straight lines. It offers the
evidence of
possibilities of the strong
infusion of human nature behind. There
is nothing false or distorted, and as the
kind hearted,
generous, but impulsive
youth, who unexpectedly comes into a
situations.

The

throughout

are

innate

fortune, but whose

sagacity

en-

him to circumvont the dishonest
ables
stockholder, who takes him in as a partthat be may ruin him, Mr.
ner,
Goodwin is at his best. His comedy is
fresh and breezy, his pantomime facial
and physical, subtle and suggestive and
his manner thoroughly consistent as well

only

Tickets
poised.
Scookbridge’s.

ore

as

selling well

at

Mr. Carter’s Itecitals.

The last of the lenten recitals at the
fcc. Luke’s
cathedral, occurs tomorrow
afternoon at 4.15 o’clock, when the following programme will be played by Mr.
Carter:
Toccata and

Booh
Fugue in D minor.
Mendelssohn
Nocturne,
Clarke
Offertoire in D,
Baff
Cavitiua,
Batiste
Andaure in G (by request),

March—Funeral, (by request,)
The
ary offerings

Chopin

are

for the

choir fun
lioj al Handbell

Itingers

eighth Stockbridge entertainmont
will be given at City hall on Wednesday
evening next and the seats should be
secured
now at Stoekbridge’s.
They
New
York Times says:
“They ring
the bells in perfect unison and with great
skill and accuracy.” The Boston Transcript says: “Musio of a high order was
in a manner that
rendered
by them
places them at the head of all bell ringesr,” The Chicago Tribune says: ‘‘A6
bell ringers the company is superior to
The

any seen

here.”
Haydn

Association.

Regular rehearsal this evening at 8
o’olook sharp. Let every member be present.
Music, St. Paul. At the rehearsal
last Monday evening, Mr. Sterling T.
elected secretary, Mr. F. H.
who has served the association
In that position for 25 years, having dea re-election.
A vote of thanks
clined
was unanimously given Mr. Cloyes for
Bow

was

Cloyes,

his faithful and efficient services.
Outline of the Growth of Music.

Under this oaption Mr. and Mrs.

Her-

“I have a song I’ve loved to sing,
Since I have been redeemed,”
sung with fine effect.
The sermon by Mr. Allen was founded
on the words “I saw the Lord on His
throne.” The time will come when tyrants will not reign over the ohildren of
was

but when

Christ will reign alone
poor suffering oppressed humanity. Christ came at first as a servant but when He comes again it will be
In all His glory, and then He will set up
His kingdom on this earth, Uod will
have His way
“His
in this earth.
thoughts are not as our thoughts or His
ways as our ways.” When the prophet
saw the Lord descend to his
temple he
alone saw the train of heavenly light,
the glory of God. When the prophet saw
the augelio messenger he saw that his
fauo was covered. Not even the messenger of God was willing that his face
sh ould be seen while he was in God’s
own presenoe.
When we get a vision of the Lord we
forget everything but his glory and we
take up the heRvenly way. “The whole
earth Is full of His glory.” When we
catch a visw of God we see only His glory
and not tbe unpleasant things about us.
They will be eovered up just as the snow
covers up the blaokness and all repulsive
things and marks all things beautiful
with its own beauty. Aud a vision of
God makes us feel how we havn sinned,
and how far we fall short of the high
standurd of Jesus Christ.
Wo want to be touohed with ooals from
off the very altar, but we want It to be
a live coal,
far Christ has nothing to
do with death. When He was on the
earth
when
it
was
He met death
changed to life, and today the risen
Christ is ready to give life to all who are
spiritually dead, and the man who is
touched with the fire of God becomes a
living witness to Him.
We are not to be conformed to the
world if we are to receive the blessings
of God, and to dwell in the light of His
smile. We are to be transformed by the
of God. The fire with whioh the
ips of the prophet was touohed was the
hre of tbe Holy Spirit.
It is said that
we
are to go on sinning and repenting,
but Christ said, “He ye perfect.”
The man who has tbe fire of the Holy
Spirrt is ready to say with the prophet,
“Here am I send me.” And the man
wno is sent of God has the assuranoe of
God’s presence with him. Difficult labors
become easy if God is with His servant.
The speaker referred to a recent Christian Alliance meeting as not alone successful, but as having shown tbe presenoe
of God. The man who is ready to work
for God will be told to “go,” but with
the command will come the assurance of
power. The man who is called of God
feels that God la all. “Not self but
Christ,’’ is his continual thought. The
church of God Is not to be disoouraged
for the message comes from the will of
utis
_i_t?
n1
tv
men,
over

a

now

fower

<

entertainment at

Kotszohniar hall next
Friday evening. The lecture will touch
upon the growth of musio from 1100 A.

D. to 1850 A. D., and be Illustrated by
the mueio of the various periods. EmiReserved seats
nent talent will assist.
are on sale at Stookbridgo’s.
McCauslaml’s

of

Opening:.

F. W. McCausland’s opening display
bicycles and sundries at Reception

hall Saturday and Saturday evening was
a grand success aud the hall was crowded
all the time.
many

people

display

on

to the fact that
unable to sec the fine

Owing
were

account of the crowd, the

ex-

hibit will be continued today, during
tho day and evening. About 75 wheels
were in the display, and any rider who
oould not seleot a mount fromfthe many
handBomo wheels shown must indeed be
hard to suit.
Haskell & Jones had a large booth
of screens in one corner of the hall
where was displayed a handsome line
of golf aud bicycle suits, and athletic
goods of all kinds. The exhibit was in
made

oharge of Mr. George Gould, who was
only too ready and willing to explain
the many good points about the clothing
from this well known house.
A fine orchestra of five pleoes, under
the leadership of Mr. Thomas, discoursed
sweet musio afternoon aud evening.
Courteous clerks were iu attendance

_i.

name.”
In the providence of God our brother
lias been called to the ministry of Christ,
and to the pastorate of this oharcn, and
we will set him apart for this high work.
Mr. Woodman knelt, and Mr. Allen
and two members of the church laid their
hands on his head and he was solemnly
set apart to the work of the Christian
ministry. Mr. Allen then ofierea a touching ordnimng prayer. The right hand of
fellowship was then given and the new
minister was welcomed to the work and
labors, the trials and successes of the
ministry in the name of Christ and of
His church. The charge to the minister
was then given and after the singing of
Rev. Hr. Simpson’s
hymn “Glorious
Lord and Coming King,” the charge to
the peeple was given by Mr. Allen. It
but at the same
was rather a unique,
time bright and original address, and
was well received.
Rev. Mr. Woodman then gave out the
closing hymn, “Lost in the dullness of
God.” and pronounced the benediction.
The ceremony was at once simple nnd
impressive, and it is claimed practically
a return to the methods of the
primitive
church, the setting apart of one of their
number to the work of the ministry.
While the church will perhaps not seek
from any other religious
recognition
body, it is in line with the work carried
on throughout the world under the
leadership of the famous Rev. Hr. Sipmson
nnd with that work Rev. E. P. Allen
will probably be connected.
Not

a

Lost Child

as

Supposed,

girl who appeared;to be lost,
was taken into Williamson’s drug store
yesterday, where she howled and cried,
and appeared to have been lost. The paline
trol was sent for, but when she was tak-

everywhere to explain the many
points of the various wheels, and taken
altogether it was one of the best exhibits
of the kind ever held in this
Author of “Kathleen

city.

>1 a vourm-. n'’

A

little

the station she gave her name and
Her parents had gone
where sho lived.
out of town for some days and left her
en

to

at the
orphan asylum on State street,
Prof. Frederick Nicholas Crouob, the and she didn’t want to stay there. Henoe
aged author of “Kathleen Mavournoen,” these tears.
is suffering from an attack of heart trouProf. Tyler’s Lecture.
ble,
aggravated by poverty and want,
lecture by Prof. Tyler in his
first
The
his
is
near
end
at hand.
aiid it is tbqught
course on evolutions, will be given this
TO CTJKE A COLD IN ONE

Dying.

DAT.

Take laxativo Bromo Quinine Tablets.
A13 druggists refund the money if it fails
to ouM. 25c.

perance Mass

a

Tem-

Meeting.

largely attended tem permeeting in the vestry of the Congress Street Methodist Episoopal oburob
There was

evening
only”

Leonato and carried out the character in
Mr. Conley was an excelgreat shape.
Lambertucoio and
while
lent

George F. French Speaks at

a

anoe

last evening.
“Throw out the Life Line” was sang
and then S. A. Skillings, who presided
introduced Mrs. George F. French, who
said that even if our own homes and
loved ones are not in danger, it is our

duty to “throw out the life lino” to
others. She said that she was glad to see
so many ot the boys present, and sbeproposed to say a few words to them first

tempt to compromise with this monster
—the effort should be to overthrow the
whole miserable business. Take an illustration near home. Certainly Massachusetts has tried every form of license, and
has failed, because the principle of licensing evil is wrong. She has wrestled in
vain with this monster, and tried to tame
him, but she has failed; and from Beacon
Hill sounds out the
Macedonian ory,
“Come over and help us,” to poor Norway; and Norway auswers back, across
the broad Atlantic, “We too have failed;
what can you tell us of prohibition?"
The Great Teacher would have us hate
evil and put away all unrighteousness;
and I am thankful tonight,that my home
is in a state which forbids the sale of alcoholic drinks, making it possible, as in
my own case, to reaoh the age of twonty
years, without
seeing liquor sold or
drank; or ever seeing an intoxicated per-

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

VALUES” 1

I“BEST

AyMtA,

One simple and telling proof of the wisdom and economy of prohibition, is seen
in thojaomparlson of the savings banks of
Maine, with those of any UoeDse state.
The Maine savings banks certainly represent happier homes, and better eoonomio
than are possible in a state,
know but what I might also talk to the conditions
which tries to make liquor selling and lilathers.”
quor drinking respectable. I believe the
A voice—“And some of them need it.” churoh should discuss, fearlessly, the liMrs. French—“No doubt.”
quor question in relation to existing political and economic conditions, and in
She said that the use of tobacco Is the
light of gospel truth.
hurtful to body, mind and ohniacter of
Let it bo known that the church has
to write elaborate arguments
a boy.
It is detrimental to the growth of CBased
about the different kinds of Bible wines
his body,
prevents his rapid advance- —the wine of Cana—or
little
moral wine for his stomaoh Timothy’s
ment in his classes,
and the
sake. That was
character will follow the mind and body. nineteen hundred years ago and men
She thought that if the boys would only were not more infallible then than today.
Friends, the question whloh the church
keep from the use of tobaooo until .they should answer, is not how many kinds of
were 21, after that they would know betwine were used nineteen hundred years
ter than to use it.
ago, but what is the need of the world
Certainly mankind does not need
The Woman’s Christian
Temperance today.
license or other encouragement to do
Union, sometimes called the “organized
a moral purpose
to hate evil
mother love of the nation,” conceived wrong, but
and do good.
tbe idea of having the
physiological
Is
it
not time, that we as followers of
reasons for temperance and purity taught
in the public schools, before appetito the Master, known as Christians and
Diiuuiu uiatiu uurs«J.vc»
enslaved and demoralized the children. i^iiriHiioii vuiiitjucn
The late Dr. C. R. Aguew said, “If the felt in this matter? Let the pulpit throw
or
fear
aside
all
nhilrlwon in
t.ho
anVinnlo
cun
Ka
tonivlit
men, and spoak with no
and from the pews let
wliat alcohol is, the next generation will uncertaio sound,
arise such a grand amen,
that it
see a load lifted from the raoe.the weight there
of which exceeds the power of the imagi- shall be heard to the farthest shores of
nation.” Friends, we must not leave the eternity.
ohildren to chance in this matter. Let
Sopposed Ho Was Funny.
the home, the church, and the school,
Bangor, March 21.—A supposed practiteach the truth in regard to alcoholio
diinks. Teach the ohildren that under cal joker put a oartrldge on the street oar
whatever condition it is sold, what the tracks tonight anda loud explosion fola
big crowd to the
flavor, what the price, or where the lowed. It brought
There was
profit, alcohol is a poison, seductive and scene at once. oause was much excitefinally discovdeadly, and every drink, whether it be ment, but the
small beer with three per cent alcohol. ered.
American whiskey with fifty per oent, or
Nino Indictments.
the wines of the club room, and banquet
Skowhegan, Me., March 21—The grand
hall, each and all are demoralizing and
destructive, and must be avoided. It jury this morning reported nine indictshould be the office of the publio school ments, eight (or violations of the prohibto give every pupil a knowledge of the itory law and one for larceny.
simple laws of health. Health is not a
No More Litigation.
miraole, but the natural condition of
mas.
Imagine this condition it the same
March 21.—It is reported that
Bookland,
and
effort
were
used
in
the
intelligence
be no further litigation in
care of health, as in
money getting and there will
other pursuits. Why not? “Is not the life the
suit of the farmers of the Georges
more than meat and the body than raithe Warren Water Power
ment.” Let parent and teacher magnify Valley against
suit w$s for damages
The
this house beautiful in which we live. Company.
A great teaoner has said, “the body is oaused by the defendant company’s dam
the temple of the living God.” Can anyflowing back the water in the sluggish
thing be more snored? Keep this temple
river and inundating many valGeorges
and
pure
holy.
It is said the water
Mrs. Frenob dwelt upon the temper- uable meadows’
ance legislation of the country,
showing power company will settle the farmers’
what has been done to restriot and pro- claims in full.
hibit the use of alcoholio beverages, also
emphasizing the faot that the liquor dealMARRIAG ESers are not only watohing this movement
of temperance instruction, but antagonizIn this city. March 21, by Rev. Leroy S. Bean,
ing it at every point. Sbe said, the Ohio
C. Smith of Deering and Miss Edith A.
liquor dealers, at their last annual meet- Edward
Nelson of Portland.
ing, declared “the only enemy we have
In Bar Harbor. March 13. Mrs. Serah Robto fear is the Woman's Christian Tem- erts and Carlton McGowan of Ellsworth.
In Bangor. March 14. Eugene O. Spaulding of
peranoe Union.” They know it will tend
to make liquor selling unpopular and Pittsfield and Miss Roxle M. Fogg of Bangor.
In Rockland. March 14, George H. Lewis and
unprofitable. They realize that these
truths are being taught to the future Miss Lilia Belle Sawyer.
In Rockland. March 14, Elmer E. Benner and
judges, lawyers, and law makers of oar Maggie B. Cook.
oountry, and that in time it will he imIn Dcblois, March 14. George W. Willey of
possible to place a law friendly to their Beddington and Miss Annie C. Berry of Cherrymiserable business upon any statute book field.
In Brewer. March 11, Allen P. Trask of Banof the laud. The objoot of the public
school is to make good citizens. No in- gor and Miss Gertrude A. Bartlett of Brewer.
In Skowhegan. March 13, Augustus A. Packstitution is so far-reaching in its influ- ard and
Mrs. Josle A. Hedge.
ence upon individual life or the welfare
In Charleston. March 1, E. H. Ross and Miss
of tbe state and nation and in the public Annie A. Plummer.
In Brewer, March 11. Allen P. Trask of Banschools our children must be taught inand Miss Gertrude Bartlett of Brewer.
tegrity, purity, temperance and patriot- gor
In Slieepscot, March 10, Chas. R. Bailey and
ism. These principles are the foundaMiss Etta E. Moody, both of Plttston.
tion of good citizenship. They underlie
In Columbia, March 10, Everett E. Turner of
ail good government, and are the safety Columbia Falls and Miss Lillian B.
Phipps
aud bulwark of our republio. Never has of Columbia.
there been a time demanding more earnest effort in this line than the prenent.
DEA1 Hi.
The latest statistics report five hundred
thousand drunkards in the United States.
In this city. March 22, Mrs. Sarah A. Carle,
One hundred
of these are wife of Charles
thousand
Carle, aged 64 years.
chronio inebriates, non-producers, a burFuneral this afternoon at 2.30 o’clock, from
den to relatives, friends, courts, prisous her late residence. No. 31 Mechanic street.
and other publio institutions.
What a
[Portsmouth and Newburyport papers please
menace to society,and government. What copy.!
lu this city, March 21, 'William A. Goodwin,
a hindrance to
growth and prosperity. after a brief
Illness, aged 73 years.
Half a million of men in terrible bondage
Funeral this Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
to a demon, who destroys both soul and from his late residence, No. 120 Pine street
In this city, March 22, Georgie Annie, daughbody; dragging with them, in their
downward maroh to misery and death, ter of Theodore and Annie Jahusen, aged 26
assooiates and friends,sharers in their de- years 6 months.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.!
gradation pauperism and orlme. As we
V1V1WI1U,
11.
realize in some degree the enormity of Devereaux.
aged 81 years 11 months.
this evil we cry out, Oil God! How long
Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’cloak,
will this nation give its fostering care from his late residence.
In Falmouth, March 22, Eobert Huston, aged
to an industry which prospers only by
destroying the manhood of the nation? 76 years. Tuefiday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,
[Funeral
lUVlUUllUlHOU
UU
IHJ J
from his late residence, Falmouth F'oreslde.
do away with this terrible abomination,
In Deer Isle. March 10, Henry Jarvis, aged
but to no effect.
Why? Is not this the 74 years.
answer? The United States government
In Deer Isle, March 11. Mark Carr, aged 86
received during the year 1S06 from in- years.
In Lamoine, March 13, Mrs. Adeline Coggins,
ternal revenue tax, customs on imported
65 years.
liquors, and looal excise tax two hundred aired
In Stillwater, March 13, Miss Ida Estes, aged
millions of dollars. This is wrong. If 26
years.
the liquor trade is a legitimate business,
In Hermon, March 13, Lydia J. Barnes, aged
such an enormous tax is unjust. On the 46 years.
In Cylumbla Falls. March 12, Mrs. Ann Allen,
other hand, if it is evil, and wholly evil,
as we believe, destroying the manhood aged 88 years.
In Chelsea, March 16, George F. Young, aged
of the nation, the government debases
19 years.
and stultifies itself by becoming a party
In Bangor, March 16, Belle G. Severance,
to such an infamous business.
National aged 19 years.
In Bradford, March 13, Mrs. Bennls Bytber,
issue 1 The one absorbing national issue,
which should agitate Congress and our sged 69 years.
In Jonesport, March 13, Charles P. Whitney,
state legislature, is how to liberate half a
70 years.
million slaves to appetito; and save our aged
In Frankfort, March 12, James Kiugsberry,
noble hoys and youth from the greed of aged 70 years.
the liquor trade. Some one is saying,
In Litchfield Corner, March 13, Mrs. Mary
man is responsible for drinking.
Cer- Smith, aged 75 years.
tainly, to this degree. He is personally
responsible to his Maker and to his feliowinen, and should be oondemned by
society, but his responsibility does not
lessen in the least the responsibility of
the nation. We are striving to put away
this miserable traffic. Our watohwnrd is
total abstinence for the individual and
prohibition for the state and nation. We
are used to the cry,“you must have sentiYou can’t see how mince meat, as
ment back of the law,’’ and in the
M[(Nr
Jill good as any made at home, can be sold
schools we are making sentiment so rap
,or
10 cents a Package
AV9
(enough for
2 large pies) ?
■
idly the enemy fears the result. Well
may King Alcohol fear, when eighteen
million boys and girls sing in unison,
“Tremble King Alcohol, we shall grow
Ml Many carloads of the materials
up.’’ Whon the men we are training sit
None Such Mince Meat
in legislative halls, tbey will know what
to do with one American industry, the
{2# are bought at one time, at first
All the paring,
American saloon.
chopWe believe, that moral responsibility is
seeding,
stemming and
greater than legal sanction—that traffio
V cleaning are done by
Do
in alooholic drinks is never right.
Such
immense
l, machinery.
not say the liquor business is right, honquantities are sold that a mite
est, or respectable in New York or Boson
I
of
each
profit
package of
ton, because a few citizens have legislated in the matter. It is a vice and the
never
been
vice
has
givpower to legalize
in Boston. Evil is
en to man, not even
not remedied or made right bv legal sanction. Notwithstanding men say, this is
a
necessary evil, and tiie question is
how to restrict and control it, the proposition is absurd, and impossible. Legiscannot
protect the individual
lation
AI1
"ell it. Be BUT*
m
is enough.
from the penalties, that follow disobedo
and get the genuine.
ra
ience to God’s physical laws—no more
8<md yoar name and addrcis and mention this iW/
can
legislation protect the wrong-doei
paper, and we will mall you free a book. “Mrs. W
Popklna’ TbMk*glTinf;,'' by ono of the most popfrom the penalties attached to disobediular hnraoroaa author« of the day.
Ifg*
We cannot
enco of God's moral laws.
HERRElL-SOfLE CO., 8YRACTSE, If. Y.
hide behind legal sanction and escape
_
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•:• BEST GOODS*:*

damage—or
THESE

CLOAK AND SUIT

After selling on the main floor one hour, the sale will remove to the Domestic department
the basement and continue all day—or until all the 50.000 yards are sold.
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is foolish to at-

I

WINDSOR
enough

Waists, yes and for Dresses.

Three

MAR.

WEDNESDAY,

I
8

25.

We shall take pleasure in showing
novelties at the above date, one of a kind,
that cannot be duplicated later in the
All customers who can do so
season.
please call in the forenoon as we can give
you better attention.

MARCH

MONDAY,
We

shall

greatest values

give
in

one

our

rainbot/

and square hemstitched.

ing.
Kfi nto
This is the detailed enumeration vjU oldi

stripe and

plaid,

medium, light,

plain.

En Carreau
Damier,
patterns, rich Silks.

and othef

the labnc:

Light tinted ground, woven with printed
warp which produces a charming figure. Hair
lines, single and double, cross each other at 3
inch intervals.

JB
___

4I-25'

pri“'
Printed

ANOTHER
light,

and
Brocaded
oriental swords.
Same
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m

price

as

has

Warp,

a

Made IJft

dark

Damasky, y

curved like

figure,

$1.25.
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BLACK
and
STRIKING
White Plaid Satin. Half#
inch and inch plaids with
overshot dashes of Satin on Satin.

A
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l

TWO

SURAHS worth dre.mb irst,

about.

mg

able,

combinations,

many

good quality. Price,
Second,
shades,

fine,

cnange-

f

texture, all
75c.
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J. R. LIBBY.

J. R. LIBBY.

23.

customers the

of the

a

8 by 45 inches. Sash size, square
and pointed ends. Surah Silk, dark,

Dresden
• OOOOOOOOQOOOOOOOOOOOO ooo m

give

grades.

ends

oi

to

Surah Silk Clan plaids, also plain.
striped and printed warps, pointed

OK nip
L\J hid*

plaid taffe- AO nip
‘TC, uib,
tas. That name tells noth-

We extend to you a cordial invitation
to attend our Spring Opening of

Colorings

TIES.

the envious sulks.

STRANGERS arrived here
The kinds for
on Saturday.

new

CHAMBER

dress

skirts, from handsome patterns of figured
Make your
Mohairs ever offered by us.
selection in the material and leave your
measure tomorrow, Monday and the price
will be

FURNISHINGS
This suit
Beveled

mooocooooooooooooooocoooo •

inches,

I

large

$4.19.

|

• cccoo oooocooooooooococco•

as cut

Glass,

with

20x24

extra fine finish,

case

work,

$15.00.
Inlaid Jap. Matting, new patterns. 20c
yard; Lace Curtains, 50c up, Skadesg
Rugs, Toilet Sets, Mattresses, Springs,
Sheets, Pillow Cases, Pillows, Spreads.
-o-

It

ATKINSON
FURNISHING
L.

perfected

our

New

RINES BROS.

Sc&r-

CARLETON, Manager.

CARRIAGES.

BABY
This cut shows the style of
Skirts for this season.

CO.,

Monnuient

Si

|

It

beautiful

Three
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not

AND

SILKS.

|

did

No limit. Have as many as you want, except that we
reserve the right to refuse to sell them to city merchants
to sell again.

OPENING

Garments and Suits,

water

the

LOTS that

shall begin the Sale of them on the center counters of our Main Store at 8 o’clock this morningWe start the Sale in the Main Store in order to give
every body a chance to get at them without crowding.
4cts. a yard.
Price
in

The Reason’s Plain.

ijHfor
~^nands.
ping,

THE

very slightly.
The Factory people have been reserving them for
the New York market at full prices.
By a Spot Cash transaction we secured the entire
Fifty Thousand yards.

LOWEST PRICES.

for THE

^

J. R. LIBBY.

ARE

''v'SXS* AT

'WVS/

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Another Sale of Flooded Ginghams.
This morning at 8 o’clock, Fifty Thousand
yards of them.

MEANS

wb Possible?
^

| _NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

son.

about the use of tobaooo. She would
gladly have a pledge from all the boys
present not to smoke until they were 21.
“I want to speak plainly, and I will
speak to the sons first, although I don’t

evening at the Advent church, Congress
His subject this evening will be:
place.
“The History of the Theory of Natural
moral responsility.
Selection. ”

i

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

SPECIAL PRICES
commencing

on

all

grades

of BABY CARRIAGES for

one week

March 23rd.
We have our new styles in, ranging from $5.00 up.
We have a
Special Carriage, regular $20.00 Carriage, we shall sell for $12, a
perfect beauty. All the latest improvements. Please examine
our line before buying.

Monday,

mar23d2w

544

Congress

Street.

lections of tlio fossils,

FOSSILS OE PATAGOXIA.

An Expedition of Scientific Men
from Princeton.

Sent

Frof. Ilatclier of the University Already
the

Way to Patagonia

to

fur those Who Are to Follow

on

Room

Make

Him—In-

vestigation of the Geology and Falcon
tology of tho Country—The llbject of
the

Expedition.

Princeton, N. J.» March 17—The great
Interest in the various modern sciences
coming under the head of natural history, which has grown tip at Princotou
In

recent

largely

years,

through

the

energetic efforts of Profs. Scott and
Libby of Princeton University and Prof.
formerly of
Henry Fairfield Osborn,
Princeton, but now of Columbia College, New York, and which has given
rise to numerous scicuitfio expeditions to
the far West, the reigou of the north pole,
the Hawaiian Islands, Mexico, Yucatan,
and other
places, has now led to tho

expedition
organization
America, a comparatively new

South
Held for
tho study of natural history. This last
expedition la headed by Prof. John Hell
Hatcher, Curator of the Prinecton Uniof

an

to

versity Museum of Natural liiatory, who
is ably assisted by P. A. Peterson, who
was formerly connected with the American

Museum of Natural

York.
These

gentloraen

History,

are now

cn

in New

route

for

Patigonia,ou ths Lamport & Holt steamer
Galileo, and
expect to arrive at
Buenos Ayres about March 20. Several
weeks will be spent in the study of collections of tho fauna and flxra of the district, which have been already made at
Buenos Ayres. From that city the Patagonian coast will be reached by means of
transports, tho objeotive
point being one of the small ports, either
Santa Cruz or Gallegos. Here the expebe
will
dition
organized, and will
Government

hundred miles, by means of paok ponies.
Tho field of operation will be the valleys
of the Gallegos Elver, the Santa Cruz
the Deseado River, which are
be remarkably rich in fossils
unknown to the northern continent.
The region is extremely wild, cold, and
bleak, the latitude being about the fiftysecond parallel south. Provisions will be
supplied the expedition from the nearest

River, and
reported to

towns, which
dred

miles

are

seventy-five to

distant

from

the

a
hunfields of

operation.
Previous to his departure Prof. HatchPrinceton residence,
er was seen, at his
by n correspondent of The New York
and talked freely

concerning his
Times,
distant expedition. Among other things
lie said that tho exploration of Patagonia
had long been one of his favorite plans,
but its execution had been delayed for
several years on account of lack of time
for so great an undertaking. At least ono year must be spout on
the field, and it is not unlikely that the

and

equipment

expedition will continue its operations
Prof. Hatcher
for two or three years.
said that the atten tiou of geologists was
first called to the great scientific importance ot Patagonia by the explorations on
the coast of that inhospitable land which
were made by Charles Darwin more Shan
half a century ago, in his famous voyage
in the Beagle, which resulted in the collection of many extraordinary fossil animals. In lator years this work has been

sedulously carried ou by the Argentine
paleontologists, Burmeister, Moreno, and
the brothers A rneahino. The
later have brought together an enormous
collection of fessil mammals and birds,
tho description of which has been fol-

especially

lowed with the liveliest interest by the
of
Europe and North
America.
£The Arneghincs have labored under very
Patagreat difficulties in work upon

paleontologists

account of
the absence of material from the northern
hemisphere, and hence their conolusions
hava been received with much Incredulity
and
skepticism, that was often well
founded. Two years ago St. Moreus, the

gonian fessiis, particularly

on

director of the museum at the La Plata,
invited Mr. Lydekker, from England, to
make a study of the collections at that
museum, and to employ his extensive
knowledge of the coliections of Europe
and Asia for tho purpose of comparison
with the fauna of South Amerioa. As
iho result of such study, Lydekker has

published

whioh,
large volumes,
though most interesting and important,
form but the beginning of the vast work
two

which remains to be done.
Tho tertiary formations of Patagonia
are divided into three very distinctly
■. .■ vied
horizons,
flio
so-called Patadcu is ol marine origin,
ana tne
(
rtwo ere fresh-water. The fresh
: v.r beds have y’elded fossil birds and
mis in great abundance, rivaling
■'■’en surpassing in riolmussthe famous
bands of the West, which have ooni limited so largely in recent years to the
Princeton museum.
These fossils all
date tr im a period when North and South
America were separated by a sea, and the
animals in the two continents were fundamentally different, having nothing in
common.
On the other hand, great interest has been orousod by the Areghinos’
of
numerous mammals of Ausdisaovery
tralian type, which has led many to a
belief in
the former existence of an
antarctic continent connected with both
Australia and South Arnerea.
From what has been said, it will lie
obvious that the geological and paieoutological exploration ct Patagonia offers an
unusually inviting held, and promises
the richest results in aii departments of
biological science. Princeton has now
taken advantage of thi3 opening, and lias
sent out a thoroughly
equipped expedition. which is prepared to make the best
use of the opportunity. JProf.
Hatcher
confidently expects to establish bevoud
perudvenuture the theory of an auoient
antarctic continent,which comprised both
c
’i
America and Australia, and probably the present laud lying about the
SOI th polo.
The fauna! and floral similar
these separated countries seem
; inclusively to the
to poi;
truth of the
and the new collection of fossils
to be mode in Patagonia will doubtless
tl row m n; li additional
light on the sub-

joot.

.'levcher’s wide experience in colled it,;ow!» will enable him to make «
:
1 tidy of the
or
Patagonia geology*
such ns ,ms never yet been done
by'a
cte-nt
observer.
In addition to this
com;
the geology of the
study
region, Prof.
Hatcher wilt super:steed exhaustive colPr- !.

pecplo who live >ii xhc country slioul
keep Salvation Oil, the infallible antidote for the poisonous stings of bees and
wasps.

and large shipGRANT’S CUBAN POLICY.
ments will be made to Princeton from
time to time
for study and comparison
with tho types of Europe, Australia, and He Hid
Ouce Sign a Proclamation of
North America, in the Prinoeton museum
While tho principal objects of tho expediBelligerency.
tion aro thus geological and paleontological, the other natural sciences will not be
neglected. Preparations have been made Speaker Fisli Quotes from His Father's
to form extensive collections in tho minPrivate Papers to [Show that Secretary
eralogy, zoology, and botany of PataFish "Almost Forced" the President to
gonia and Tierra del Fnego, and it is expected that the Princeton museum will
Change His Mind—Thanked for It
manner.
be greatly enriched in this
Pater.
Complete photographic apparatus has
l oan taken, and a large series of views,
the
of
tbo
illustrating
geology
country
Albany, March 15—Speaker Fish talked
ami tho manners and customs of the
today in regard to Senator Sherman’s re*
natives, will be secured.
Besides his connection with Princeton cent declarations concerning a conflict of
University, Prof. Hatcher holds two opinions over Cuban affairs between
tho
United States President Grant and the then Secretary
commissions from
Government—one from the Department
of State, Hamilton Fish.
of Agriculture and one from the Bureau
On tho authority of his father’s private
of Ethnology—and
the officers of the
Government, have done everything in papers, the Speaker said that President
their power to render the expedition suc- Grant had at one
time, under the circumcessful
The remarkable sueoess which
pending nogotiation at
lias uniformly attended Prof. Hatcher's stances of a
fields
of this Madrid, been inclined to reoognize the
labors in tho geological
country is a guarantee that in this now belligrency of Cuba, but on June 13,
and distant field of exploration, similar
of the President and the
success may be confidently expected. Tiie 1870,the opinion
necessarily heavy burden of expense in cabinet was unanimous that there were
executing the plan of tho expedition has no facts to justify a declaration of belligbeen materially lightened through tho
erency, and that the satisfaction of the
generosity of Messrs. Busk & Jevons, the Prosidont with the Cuban
policy of his
New York agonts of the Lamport & Holt
steamship line, from whom many con- Administration and its effect on the
cenions in the matter of freights on ship- country and tho Republican party found
ments and passage have been rooeived.
a
few weeks later in thanks
Interest in scientific study and research expression
for whatever
at Princeton has been greatly quickened to the Secretary of state
by the several expeditions sent out from share in it may have been due to his wisPlans are now being con- dom and
year to year.
judgment.
sidered to send another to the Hnwaiiau
During his eight years’ servioe in the
Islands dnriug the
coming
summer,
which will be made up of several students State Dep artment Mr. Fish kept, chiefly
of the upper classes, and conducted by as a reference record for his own eyes a
Prof William Libbey, tho geographer of
a minute of important
the Peary relief expedition. This new diary containing
transactions, of his conversations with
one will probably sail early in Juno, and
remain till near Sept. 1.
the President, members of the Cabinet,

ONLY ORDINARY PURE WATER.
Rumford Falls Road’s
the Rickers.

Rejoinder

to

Senators,

and other

leading public

men

in regard to the more prominent of the
foreign questions with which he had to
From May 31 to June 13, 1870, the
deal.
date of President Grant’s special message
to Congress on Cuban belligerency, the
entries in the diary are many and very

Say Poland Water is Pure Spring Water full in regard to the origin, preparation,
Simply and Posseses No Peculiar Prop- discussion in Cabinet, and final completion of that special message. Some of
erties.
these entries have a peculiar interest in
Auburn, Me., Maroh 21.—The Port- the light of recent events.
Under date of Feb. 19, 1870, there is a
land & Rumford Falls railway has filed
suggestion of a rift in the unity of the
its answer in the clerk’s office of the SuRepublican party in defenoe of that policy
preme Judical court in the case of Hiram respecting foreign affairs, whioh policy
iiioker & Sons against it. The suit was tne ^resident naa announced in ms annual
of the previous December.
brought to restrain the company from The message
entry is as follows:
for
the use of the name Poland Springs
‘“Called this morning (by appointment)
one of its stations, it being alloged that to see Senator John Sherman on subjeot
of
the ‘Unit of Coinage.’ After conversthis was done in a manner to deceive
ing on that question I referred to his
the public. The answer of the defen- resolution introduced
in the Senate and
dant is in part as follows:
his speech in favor of reoognlzing the
The defendant admits that there is a belligerency of Cuba, and asked if he
spring of water on said traot of land had recently examined the treaty with
known as “Poland Spring” which water Spain of 1795.
He said he had not; was
lias been advertised and sold under the not aware of the existence of such a
name
of
“Poland
Spring Water,” treaty. X referred to its "provisions, and
“Poland Water” and “Natural Mineral to tho probable consequence of Ithe exerSpring Water” by tbe plaintiff, but de- cise by Spain of the right of visit (or of
fendant denies that said water has great search); thought our people would not
medicinal value or that said water has submit to it, and that the consequences
qualities poculiar to itself and to no oth- would soon develop in war; said that
er water, and alleges that the water
fighting was not bclligerenoy; there is
from tho plaintiff’s said spring has no fighting but no belligerency ^in Cuba;
other qualities other than such as are there is no Government of the insurrecoommon to ordinary pure spring water tionary party; no politioal organization,
and are possessed by other springs in the &o. He admitted that he had not examtown of Poland and other parts of Maine, ined the subject closely, but said there is
from the water of which that of the a good deai of excitement in the country
plaintiff’s spring is not distinguishable. on the subject. I • advised him, in conThe defendant admits that it construc- nection with the passing of his resolution
ted its railroad from Mechanic Falls to of belligerency, to prepare bills for the
Poland Spring Junction on the line of the inorease of the public debt, and to meet
Maine Central railroad and that the route the Increased appropriation which will
of said railroad and the situation of the be necessary for the army, navy, &o.”
station in the vicinity of tbe plaintiff’s
On June 12 there is this entry:
property and about two miles distant
“Stay at home aod prepare a message
therefrom, are correctly represented upon on tho Cuban belligerency question, to
map attached to the plaintiff’s bill. But bo submitted for the President’s considthe railroad company alleges that said eration, In case he agrees to send one.
road was located in that manner at the He lias not yet returned from his fishing
request and upon the solicitation of Ed- excursion.
ward P. Kicker, then one of the owners
Speaker Fish said that the original
of the property above mentioned which draft of the message with its many erasis now owned by the plaintiff corpora- ures and interlineations is all In Secretion, of which the said Edward P. Rick- tary Fish’s own hand. Tho message sent
er is president; that the above mentioned
to Congress, and printed as Ex. Doc. No.
station was located as shown upon said 99, Is verbatim as in that draft down to
and
at
the
solicitaspeoial request
the following paragraph near the end:
map
tion of the said Ricker and in tho exaot
“There is not a defaoto government in
position fixed upon by him; that said the island of Cuba sufiioient to execute
of
station is situated in the town
Poland law and maintain just
relations with
and is noarer to the hotels of the plain- other nations. Spain has not been able
tiff than any other railroad station; that to suppress the opposition
to Spanish
said station was built at the request and rulo on tho island, nor to award speedy
of
the
said
Rioker
solicitation
partly for justice to other nations, or citizens of
the accommodation of tho said Rioker and other nations, when their rights have
for the shipment of his freight and for the been invaded.”
accommodation of persons desiring to
Senator Cameron, in the reoent minorvisit his said property; that said station ity report of the Senate Committee on
is also required by the bueinoss of the Foreign Affairs, referred to a rumor of
surrounding country, other than that of a belligerency proclamation having been
the said plaintiff corporation and the signed by President Grant.
Jt is true
persons visiting its property; that it is that in the summer of 1869. and while
a point from which
of
large shipments
tho proffer of mediation suggested to the
freight are made by persons residing and President by Mr. Paul S. Forbes, as
doing business in its vicinity.
coming from Gen. Prim, was pending at
The defendant denies that it erected, Madrid, the State Department
had, on
named or now controls the station on tho the request, of the President,
prepared
of the
Maine
line
Central railroad and sent to him a draft of a
proclamation
known as Poland Spring Junction.
of belligerency.
Tho defendant denies that in its time
On July 10, 1870, In a conversation in
tables and advertisements it represents which Mr. Fish had
expressed to the
and nolds out to the public that its rail- President his desire to retire from the
road runs directly to the plaintiff’s prop- office which he had
accepted, on the unerty, but alleges that in its offioial time derstanding that he was to hold it only
tables in use during the summer season till tho Preisdent could
perfect other
during which persons visit the plaintiff’s plans in regard to it, Mr. Fish was
property it states that the hotels of tho strongly urged by the President to replaintiff corporation are to be reached main through his term, and he assured
uy stugo from Poland Spring station. It him that his "course was not only enfurther denies that it has in any way or tirely satisfactory to him but
gave satis liable hereafter to deceive or mislead isfaction ana confidence to the
country.”
the public, or that the piaintiff has been These are the words of the
diary on this
or will he particularly ordireotly injured.
subject:
Tho rtfifftndsnt s.m.vs t/hat. if. is ;wivisA<i
“The President said:
‘Without referami Informed that the plaintiff has no ring to other instances, on two
importvalid trademark and no right to the ex
iA-ui.-uui;a,
BUtlHU lXJlJab
inunv,
J \M Ui
the
words
“Poland and wisdom have kept 1110 from mistakes
elusive use of
Spring,” “Poland Spring Water” or into whioh I should have fallen. On
“Poland Springs-’and that the use of the one of
these ooccaslons you led me
same heretofore by the said plaintiff In against my
judgment at the time—you
with
the
made
connection
representations
almost forced me—in the matter of signtherewith in relation to said water has ing the late Cuban message. I now see
been unauthorized, fraudulent and an how right it was, and I desire most sinimposition upon the public, and that the cerely to thank you. The measure was
maintaining of the station aforesaid un right, and the whole oountry acquiesces
der the name of“Poland Spring Station” in it. He
ropeated that be wished to
will not in any manner affeot or injure thank me, especially for those two occathe use sions.
an legal right of the plaintiff to
They were: one, preventing the
of said name, and that the same oannot Issuing last August and
September of the
be of any injury to the plaintiff.
proclamation of Cuban belligerency,
The defendant further says that the sta- whioh he had signed, and whioh he wrote
tion referred to in the plaintiff’s bill as me a note instructing mo to
sign (whioh
“Poland Springs” is in fact known and I did,) and to issue
(which I did not,)
designated as “Poland Spring Station” and, second, the Cuban message of the
and not as “Poland Springs" as the 13th of Juno.”
plaintiff olaims.
The answer is signed in behalf of the
“Perhaps you would not think so, but
defendant corporation by its attorneys, a
very large
proportion of diseases in
and the names of Messrs. White & Carter, New York comes from carelessness about
George C. Wing, George D. Bisbee and catohing cold,” says Dr. Cyrus Edaon.
Swasey &Briggs appear upon it as soliciIt is such a simple thing and so comtors for the defendant.
mon that very few
people, unless it is a
case of pneumonia,
pay any attention to
School Question Again.
a cold.
There are a great many cases of
Ottawa. Ont., March 21.—While the
catarrh and consumption
which have
remedial bill is being proceeded with in
parliament, the government has decided their origin in this neglect of the simto make every effort to induce the gov- plest precaution of evory day life.
The
ernment of Manitoba to settle the ques- most sensible advice is, whon you have
tion. Accordingly two members of the
rid of it as soon as possible.”
Dominion government, Messrs. Diokey cold, get
and Desjardiues, have Ueen delegated to Dr. Edson does not tell you how to oure
proceed to Winnipeg to open negotiations a cold but we will. Take Chamberlain’s
with Premier Greenwav. They will leave
Cough Romedy. It will relieve the lungs,
on Monday probably and be accompanied
aid expectoration, open the seoretions and
by Sir Donald Smith.
soon effect a permanent oure.
25 and 60
It has been decided that Senator Lodge cent bottles for sale by Landers &
Babwill deliver the memorial address at the
B.
services of the late Frederio T. Greeu- bidge, Druggists, Portland; and C.
Woodman, Westbrook.
lialge, April 16.
cnuu

MISCELLANEOUS,

Republican State Convention

A

-WILL BE

HELD IN—

MISCELLANEOUS.

April

SALE

SALE—For $25 a ladies’ Columbia Kiev*cle; been used but little, cushion tires can
he
easily fitted with pneumatic tires;
machine as good as new; cost 8186, would be
sold at above price It called for soon. Address
!’■ 0. BOX 899 or call at 140 Sherman St.
Portland, Me.
1*3.1

POR

A. M.

six candidates for
for the purpose of
electors of President and YTce President of the
United States, and four delegates at large and
tour alternates to attend the National Republican Convention, to be held at St.
Louis, Missouri, on Tuesday. .June 16th, 1896, and transacting any other business that may properly
come before it.
The basis oi representation will be as follows: each City, Town anc Plantation will be
entitled to one delegate, and for each seventyfive votes cast for the Republican candidate for
Governor in 1894. ail additional delegate, and
for a fraction of forty votes in excess of sevenlive votes, an additional delegate.
Vacancies in the delegation of any City, Town
or Plantation can only he filled by a resident of
the
in which the vacancy exists.
The State committee will be in session in the
reception room of the hall at nine o’clock, on
the morning of the convention, for the purpose
of receiving the credentials of delegates. Delegates in order to be eligiole to participate iu
the convention, must be elected subsequent to
the date of the call for this convention; and
delegates under this call, should not be elected
to tlie State convention to be hereafter called
for the purpose of nominating a candidate lor
governor.
All electors of Maine, without regard to past
political differences, who are in sympathy with
the sentiments expressed In the call of the Republican National committee for the RepuDii-

selecting

magnificent residence of
RESIDENCE—The
the late Dr. Ludwig; nearly 4.400 square

-OF-

feet ofland; elegant residence; finest location
in city; will be sold anytime at price asked;
sealed otters will also be received till 12 o'clock
April 12, reserving right to reject any or all
offers. House now open for examination
M. P. FRANK, Executor, 185 Middle St.
23-1

SALE—Cumberland street between
Grove and Mellon, nice detached house,
8 rooms and bath, hot water, iieat and improvements to date; only one minute from Congress
s. ret*t; a good bargain ;a mortgage at 5 per cent
can remain if desired. W. II.
WALDRON &
23-1
CO., 180 Middle street.

FOR

County

National Convention, are cordially invited
Republicans of the state in
electing delegates to this Convention.
Per order Republican State Committee.
JOSEPH H. MANLEY, Chairman.
BYRON BOYD, Secretary.
Augusta, Maine. Jau. 28,1896.

head
week for 35 cents, cash in advance.

one

MAMMOTH
1806,

16th,

Eleven O’clock

At

SALE—Two tenement house and stab's

FORat Deeriag Center for $2500; lot is 60x150;
good garden; Sebago water; near electrics,

schools and stores.
Only $500 down, balance
Rare chance, look it
easy monthly payments.
over. C. B. DALTON & CO., 478Va Congress
street, (one flight.)19-1

story French roof house,
FORtwoSALE—2
famlies, No. 254 Spring St., 0

ONE THOUSAND

PAIR,

S A T.P—Wfnalnvv’a Tlan/lrrrivoH

Slightly Damaged by Water, Former Price $3.00

Presidential Electors Must all be Chosen
in State Convention
Headquarters
)
Republican State Committee, 5
Augusta. Maine, Jan, 18, 3896. )
To the Republicans of Maine:—Prior to 1892
two Presidential electors at large, corresponding to the two United States senators, were
nominated in State convention, and the remaining electors, corresponding to the members of the United States House of Represen
tatlves were nominated by the several con
gressional district conventions.
The passage of the Australian Ballot law enUnder the lav/,
tirely changed the procedure.
all Conventions are a portion of our election
this
and
ballot
act
requires
that candisystem,
dates to be voted for by the Voters throughout
tile whole state must be placed in nomination
by a Convention representing no less a constltthan the whole state.
Hence all t.he
candidates of a party for Presidential electors
must be nominated in Stare Convention, and I
have therefore iucluded in the call six electors.
J. U. MANLEY, Chairman.
uencv

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.

Saturday—Dennis

C.

MoCarthy.

OCR

I

PRICE

SALE—The home of a physician with
large practice iu a thriving village near
Portland, buildings first class with modern improvements; reason for selling satisfactory to
the buyer; price, 83600; a skilled phvsiciau
would retain the practice. W. H. WALDRON
& CO., 180 Middle St.
_17-1

FOR

A

A

wla^rO

PAIR.

SALE—Detached 3 storv brick house
with brick ell. 11 rooms with bath in perfect repair, hot and cold water, set tubs, furnace heat, good yard, first class central location, is now paying 10 per cent net. best trade
in Portland lor $3,500. W. H. WALDRON &
CO., 180 Middle St.
17-1
FOR SALE—At Cape Elizabeth three
miles from Portland. £bout 35 acres;
large orchard; buildings in good order; for
sale at a bargain. For particulars apply to
MRS. ROLF, on the farm, or B. J. WIL11-4
LARD, at 59 Commercial street.

FOR

FARM

SALE—Choice building lots at Deering
FORCenter,
50x100, for two cents per foot;

electrics, schools, stores and post office.
Sebago water, good drainage; fine gardi .1
land, no ledge or rocks, best of neighbors.
near

THREE PAIR FOR 25 CENTS.

Plans at

FOR

TjtOR

IRA F, CLARK &

CO.,

SALE—Everybody says Fairbanks
FORElectric
Banjos
“pai^excellence.*’

new

are

What everybody says must be true.
Please
call and examine. Also the best
display of
Mandolins, Guitars and musical goods ever
in Portland. HAWES’ 414 Congress street.

*

ONE PRICE SPOT GASH

CLOTHIERS, HATTERS AND FURNISHERS,

__14-4
OR SALE—Doing business at the same old

26 and 28 Monument
CHAS. H.

There wore 25 deaths in Portland durng the week ending Saturday noon from
the following oauses: Bronchitis, 2; ce-

Square, Portland, Me.

mar20

FOR

R.EDLON, Proprietor.

dlw

heart

disease, 2;
laryngisums

1;

stridulus, 1; meningitis, 2;
t; oster sarcoma, 1; phthisis,
1; pneumonia, 3; premature
pulmonary tuberoulosis, 2;
yphoid fever, 1.

.STATEjJTOPICS

stand. Our leaders are the Black Rock
Putnam Cigars. Putnam, part Havana
$22 per m.; Black Rock, all Havana, $80 per
m.
Goods from $3 and upwards delivered
free in Portland. J. H. COSTELLO & CO.,
154 & 158 Beach street, Boston.
nnir9 4w
SALE—Lot No. 13 St. Lawrence rtt
3666 sq. feet, healthiest location in Portland, $100 down.balance on long or short time.
Apply to E. N. PERRY, Exchange St.. Portland, or to J. H. COSTELLO & CO., 164 &
168 Beach St., Boston. Mass.
mar4d4w
and

The Reatli List.

rebral hemorrhage, 2;
Intestinal
ooclusion,

OF

MISCELLANEOUS.

INTEREST.

“There are some good coon skin coats
in Augusta,’’ a former resident of Aroostook remarked to
a
Journal reporter,
Thursday. “One would littie suppose
that it requires as many as 36 skins to
make a good ooat, but it takes all of
that. The better the coat, the darker it
is, for the books are the best, the under
sides being light colored. The skins are
worth about £1 apiece, so taken all together they are somewhat expensive.
In Aroostook most of the coonskin coats
of this State are made.”
The New England Telegraph and Telephone company have very kindly donated
8200 toward building the temporary
bridge between Lewiston and Auburn.

WIT AND WISDOM.

house, no.
Butterfield
land St., Portland,
Maine.

221 CumberRoom rates
table board at reasonable prices, transients
accommodated; house steam heated, bath and
mar23-4
gas. For terms inquire at house.

E. “Howard" <£ Co.
CYCLES.
MADE

LIKE

A

HOWARD

“WATCH.”

double

handle bars.

J. A. MERRILL & CO.,
Congress St.,
eodjlm

Office
and
Woodfords.

Residence

$1.60; all work firstclass. McKENNEY. The
Jeweler. Monument Square.
janlfitf

weakness, lost vitality
and nerve force, from excesses or overwork, positively restored, losses stopped, small
shrunken organs developed; remedy cheap,
safe, reliable, convenient.
If suffering enclose stamp for particulars and be cured.
Strictly confidential. PRIVATE PARTY, Press
Office.

dec27

_17-1

CiHAIRS REPAIRED—Before giving your
orders for reseating chairs of all kinds, in
cane, reed or basket work, call on me; I am
giving special rates and guranteetng work to
first class. W. J. RYAN. Orders can be
P®
left at Police station or No. 2 Marie Terrace

mortgages,

OCULIST
183 Deeriug St.

dtf

DOST AND FOUND.

on real estate, stocks, bonds
insurance policies or any good securi
ties. Notes discounted at low rate of interet
I. P. BUTLER, 48 Exchange street.
10-4

ON EY TO LOAN on 1st and 2d mortgages
real estate—also life Insurance policies,
and any kind of collateral security—notes di"-

At

P.nnnt.Pd

room 6

nil

fnvrvroIvin

farm..

W

Oxford Building.

T>

DA RD

feb26d4w

OTICE—The offices of STEVENS & JONES
CO. have been removed to No. 100 Exchange street with the Ellingwood Furniture
Co. All accounts will be settled by Edward
C. Jones at above address.
22-tf

Forty words inserted under
one

this head
week for 85 cents, cash in advance.

March 17, 1896,
small
LOST—Tuesday.
open faoe silver watch with monogram,
a

“M. C. W.”, and a short gold chain with bucklet of pearls attached: finder will be rewarded
on returning it to 14 DEEKING STREET.

__19-1
pocket book containing a sum of
money and valuable papers, about noon,
Friday. March 20th, 1896. Finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving same at the United
States Hotel.
WARREN B. CHUTE, Stage
Driver.
23-1

LOST—A

Fox terrier, name “Victor.”
disappeared Sunday noon, March 16th.
All white except evenly marked brown head
and ears. Age about eleven months.
Had
russet leather collar with nickel trimmings and
padlock, but unmarked. Suitable reward given
for Ids return.
CHAS. SUMNER COOK.. 62
Neal St., City.
17.I

LOST-Dog.

Good

Opening

for

Drug Store.

good

located store In a manufacturing
City in the Eastern part ot the State, situated
near woolen mills. This store has been used as
a Drug Store for five years, and offers unusually good opportunities for acomnetent person
to engage in the drug ;business.
For particulars. inquire of COOK, EVEBETT & PENNELL, Portland, Maine.
17_1
A

IF WE WANTED A CLOClT
Would go to McKenney’s because he has

WE more up-to-date Clocks

than all the other
stores combined. His 95c alarm clock is waking up the town. Clocks, 95c to ®50 00

McKENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument

Square’

janl6tf

LADIES

DO you:know

DB. FELIX LE

BBUN’S

Female Regulators

/

the original and only FRENCH
safe and reliable cure on the market
Price, 91-00; sent by mail. Genuine
sold only by J. H. Hammond, corner
Free and Centre Sts.; and L. C. Fowler, corner of
Congress and Lafayette Sts.; Portland, Me.
are

It’s Often So.

“I understand old Goldust carries $80,000 in life insurance.”
“I shouldn't wonder.”
“He must consider his life of very great
value.”
“Quite likely, but that doesn’t make it
80.”
“No?”
“Oh, no. It, merely shows that he ia
worth more dead than alive, so far as the
community is concerned.”—Chicago Post.

People

of Good Taste aud Refinement
Ride.

RAMBLERS !

ANDERSON, ADAMS & GO
Fire

Insurance
31

Agency,

Exchange Street,

Horace Anderson.

N. M.
febltfdSm

PERKINS & CO.,
Street.
Agents,

8 Free

Deering.

in

Strcudwater.

Apply

to

ANDREW
dec27-tl

FOR

SALE—Small farm of four acres, with
cottage bouse of seven rooms, carriage
house and stable, only four miles from Portland, 150 apple trees, high ground, fine garden, steam and electric ca/rs within two
miles. Price $1300.
C.
B.
Easy terms.
DALTON & CO.,No. 47S£ Congress street, one-

frame. All kinds of easels from 35c up. E. D.
RFYNOLD8. 593 Congress Stt, next door to
Sliaw’s Grocery Store.feb24-4w

and life

tew

was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

or

Diaabsolute privacy; by appointment only. Address
P. O. BOX 1438, City.23-1

__16-2
A| ON F.Y TO LOAN—On first and second

Special attention given to diseases oi the
EYE and the fitting of LENSES. Consultation
free. Will call wihin city limits ot Portland
and Deeiiug on notice by postal or otherwise

Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.

season; three

is

HAWES,

at Old Orchard for the
four rooms, furnished or

unfurnished, by a family of three; no children;
SALE—Only $675. Terms easy. The best
best of care given the property; price must be
building lot in Deering(with one exceplow: state location, price, etc. Address COT- tion) above Oak street; on the line of the electrics, Stevens Plains avenue, a little beyond
TAGE, Press Office.
20-1
Oak street. Fine lot, 70x100, two nice large
■WANTED—For
three
months, on Munjoy elm trees on front of the lot; wide avenue.
FREE! Pictures! We frame
"
PICTURES!
Hill, near Congress street, a room suit- Apply to W. W. HOOPER, 11 Central Avenue,
them! Those in want of pictures should
21-1
call on us before going elsewhere. The picture able for a Kindergarten; with water privileges. Deering Centre.
Address ABBEY N. NORTON, 132 Spring
■‘Thorough-bred” given with every picture we street.
I9.I
T ADIES ONLY—Who desire loans on
Ad monds and
Jewelery lor short time,

IMPOTENOY—Sexual

DR. F. AUSTIN TENNEY,

she

trere

WANTED—Cottage
”

Chas. J,Little,
ct!9

Me.
Portland,
eodlyr

—“—'*

»

XMTANTED—Pupil*
* *

FOR

■

■

...

tlight.__21-1

-—

dancing. A course of
lessons for beginners will commence
Thatcher Post Hall, Friday night. March 27.
In

W A N TIE 1)—SITUATION'S.

six

at

-CARD.-

When

words
Inserted under this heed
week for 2S cents, cash in advance.

fain

pei feet and fully guaranteed.
The only wheel furnishing

feb24

When

Forty
one

WANTED—Burnham’s Beef, Wine and Iron,
"
Perfect in construction, unsurpassed
trade supplied by Cook, Everett & PenIF YOUR WATCH KICK
nell, John W. Perkins. Goold & Co.. MiUiken &
in finish, new drop frame assuring extra
Tomlinson,
D. W. True ana all jobbers.
Barstiffness, detachable sprockett, Vim tire, WE will take the kick out of it and make it
cases of 3 doz.
In stock at
£ *7.20.
keep good time. Mainsprings 76c, cleanall parts made in our works, warranted
&
hompson
Hall’s.
17-1
ing $1.00; mainspring and cleaning combined.

Agents for Cumberland County.

“I thought you’d given up football?”
“I had to for a time, but I’m all right
again now.”—Pick Me Up.

water in

and

503

An Enthusiast.

SALE OR TO LET—The Homestead
tlie late Thomas Quinby, near StroudDeering. Four acres of la:«d with
good house. On line of
street cars;
10
minutes from Union station; perfect drainage; Sebago water. As fine a
location as

FORof

WANTED.

MISCELLANEOUS.

peritonitis,
2; pleurisy,
birth,
1;
senility, 3;

14-2

SALE—New Seaside Hotel In Casco
Bay, with daily communication by
steamers which land at the wharf on the
premises containing six acres with fine
grove and pleasure grounds, plenty of fish,
lobsters and clams. Price $8000, or will exchange. Photo at this effioo.
W. H. WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street.
11-2
SALE—A
second hand photograph
A
burnisher. Heats with an ordinary oil
stove and is just the thing for an amateur
who does his own printing. Will sell cheao.
Address « Burnisher,’ this office, mchll-t?

-xox-

The following transfers of real estate
In this county have been recorded ir
the Registry of Deeds:
Soarboro—James O. A. Harmon to
Moses L. Harmon
Harrison—Austin Walker to Eunice O.
Austin.

DALTON & CO., 478^

office. C. B.

our

Congress street (one flight.)

See Tnem in Our snow Window.

mon

Real Estate Transfers.

I

Pair,

a

Vor\Vith*i

a
for cleaning kid gloves, taking spots out of
neckties, making them look as good as new. If
you have spots on your clothes or carpets
Deodorized Naphtjha will take themjout, leaving no stains or odor. Put up in pirn bottles,
delivered to any part of the city.
Price 10c.
Telephone or postal. NEAL D. WtNSLOW,
Oil Dealer, 00 Preble street.
17-1

Two Hundred Dozen Pair Hermsdorf Fast
Black and Fancy Seamless Half Hose,

Com-

drunkard; 60 days in county jail.
Alexander
E. Moore.
Intoxication;
fined £3 and costs.
Thomas Foley. Intoxioation; fined £3
and costs.
Cicely Monahan. Intoxioation; 30 days
in oity bouso of correction.
Miohael J. MoGinn. Intoxication; 30
lays in oounty jail.
Michael J. MoG*nn. Assault and battery 60 days In county jail.

for

rooms

each;! on liine of electrics, Sebago water,
closets, cemented cellar. Also 2 story 2 flat
house on Clark St,. G rooms each, near electrics.
A good investment. N. S. GARDINER. 185
Middle St., Room 4.
18-1

oau

to unite with the

SALS.

Forty words inserted ander this

City Hall, Portland,

Thursday,

FOR

MISCELLANEOUS.

Forty words

Manchester teacher. For terms and tickets
to HAWES’ MUSIC STOKE, 414 Congress street.
17-1

WANTED—By man
SITUATION
C* farm or in hotel; wouldhire

and wife on
for the season

about May 1st for ,the
WANTED—A
storage of household goods and furniture
room

like

References furnished if required. Address P. O. BOX NO. 26, Locke’s
Mills. Me.18-1
or

during

the summer
months. Would
room that would be accessible at all
Anyone who has such a room may
user by addressing at once
“Storage”
office, stating price and locality.
mar 11-tf
a

times.
find a

this

inserted
under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

one

apply

for

one

SITUATION as Book Keeper Wanted—A
CJ book keeper of ten
years’ experience desires
a situation where
permanency would be a
feature. Good city references. Address B. K.
R\ 59 Kennebec St., City.
18-1

persons in want of trunks
WANTED—All
and bags to call
E. D. REYNOLDS,
on

WANTED—FEMALE HELP,

503

Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can
therefore give bottom prices.
Trunks repaired. Open evenings. We frame
fed4-4
pictures._

| ’I^ANTED—To
ciwtuiug,

buy all kinds

lauics

ureases,

of

cast

Forty words inserted
one

week for 25

19-1

WAN TE D—AGE N TS.

WANTED—MALE HELP.

T^ANTED—Man
•1
specialties in

old,

at

21-1

"TV'ANTED—Circular distributors In cities, or
•"
towns in the state ot Maine, $4.00 per
Address
ARMSTRONG’S ADV’G AGENCY.
New

start;

pay weekly; no capital required ; work
year round. State age. GLEN BROS., Roch-

ester, N. Y.

sirable

LET—Two very pleasant rents of five
and hath, each at 158 Pearl St.,
entirely remodeled, with bay windows
tdded. and newly
papered and painted through>ut; large lot, splendid light. Inquire on the
nemises or of F. E. LEIGHTON, Woodfords.

some

energy; good business; one preferred who can take a financial Interest for
permanency. Address P. O. Box 919, Port-

feb26tf

HOTEL- FOR^SaTe!

Conway House

NORTH CONWAY, N. H.
For particulars, address

JOHN E. LANGLEY,
Somers worth. N. U.
W10-2U1*

rooms

louse

12-2

BRADLEY. 481/i Exchange St.

first

new

Mimeograph

and

who under
stands farming thoroughly, between the
ages of 21 and 35, and who comes well recom'
mended.
Apply to the office of Win. M-

very <de-

street;

RENT—At the office of the Remington
Co., 11 Exchange Rt.. Reming;on, Smith and Caligrapli. Also supplies for all
nachlnes. Mimeographs,
su;>olies
md note books.
18.1

unusual opportuniWANTED-Bookkeeper;
with
ty for
young
experi- rO

man

Neal

110 Typewriter

ANTED—An experienced gardener, acquainted with care of lawns, flower beds
and ornamental gardening.
Address C., Press
Office.
17-1

Iand, Me._

180

furnace and all modern conveniences; large
lawn and Aruit trees in the rear. Apply to
R. H. KNIGHT, 408 Congress street, or 178
Neal street.
21-1

ou
Men’s and Boys'
•>
Shoes.
One used to “Electric” stain
prefered. Telephone H. E. COFFIN, at A. W.
Shaw & Co.’s, F'reeport, Me,
10-1

man

iSnirfamilyTthe

residence,

house from Congress; in perfect repair,

\VANTED—Stainer

North

and

heal
week for 25 cents cash in advance.

H)~RENT—To a

mar9MW&S36t

WANTED—4n

salary

Forty words inserted under this
one

no

bodied

line:

TO LET.

to

able

solicit orders for choice

nurserv

20-1

orders in every town and
MENcity; takedelivering;
good wages from

a

to

expenses paid travelling agents, liberal commission to local agents ;goods guaranteed true
to name and to live or replaced free-, after trial
trip, large exclusive territory and snb agents
given right man. BROWN BRuTHEKS COMmarl9dl2w
PANY. Rochester, N. Y.

thousand, inclose stamped envelope.

ence

under this head
cash in advance.

street.

Forty words inserted under this head
one week for 25 cents, cash In advance.

Haven. Conn._

cents,

\]\rANTED—A capable chamber maid. Apply at THE SHERWOOD, No. 88 Park

off

cmiuren's ciotn-

ing and men's clothing. 1 pay the highest cash
price. Send letters or postals to MB. or MBS.
S. De GBOOT. 76 Middle St.,
13-4
City.

WANTED—15 to 17 years
BOYHASKELL
&
JONES._

year.

_18-1

l FO LET—A
A
at NO. 3
,

front room, large and pleasant,
18-1
DEEKING ST.

at 199 High
LET—Very desirable
rO
street; furnished
unfurnished;
vith
rooms

one

or

alcove, modern improvements,
ng bath, steam heat, hot and cold
^PPly or address 199 High street.

incliniwater.
21-1

MARRY ME ARRABELLA
A ND

I will Buy you such a pretty ring at
McKenney’s. A thousand ot them, the best
he largest. the prettiest stock. Engagement
md Wedding-rings a speciality. McKEXNY,
L'he Jeweler, Monument Square.
jau!6tf

FUUMiL AM COMEECIAL

Nerthen Pacific common....
1%
ao
preferred.... 11 Vs
Northwestern..
Nortnwestern. ma.144%

Old Colour.

144%
96
13 %
76
4o
176

Reaains. 10%

165
42

New York

Quotations

Central.96%

New York.Chicago & St. Louis 13%

of

Staple Products

in the

do 1st pfa. 75
New York Si H £. 40

Western. 14%
PaclfleMail. 26%
Pulman Palace.

Uni. &

Loading Markets.

Rock Island

New York

ami Money Market.
vBy Telegraph.)

Stock

do

—@3 per cent.; prime mercantile paper was quoted at oVa u t> per cent’
Sterling Exchange was firmer, with actual
business in bankers bills at 4 86% u4 87 ior
60-day bills and 4 873/ivg'4S8 for demand;
posted rates 4 b7l/2@4 eSVfe- Commercial bills
60-da vs 4 8534 «.4 bt>i4.
Government Bonds
steady. Railroads weak.
Bar silver 083/«.
Mexican dollars 5434(3>55
Silver at the Board was nominally firmer.
At

call is

on

London

31 5-16d fc>

oz

to-day oar
and steady.
!<ai>ru;:d

was

stiver

quoted

Receipts.

PORTLAND. Mch. 21
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portland 164 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for

>
^
^

.

14%
37y,

connecting roads 151 cars.

bfd.129%

St.Paul Si Omaha. 39%

do
Si Paul.

prfd.123

123
109

Minn. Si Mann.109

Sukar.common.116%
Texas Paclfio.
8
UnionPacifie. new.

Express.

U. S.

Wauashdo

8

6%

6%
42
6%

«y,

..

Prfd.

116%

42

16%
88%ex-d

17

Western Union. 83%
Ktenmona si West Point.
ao nrtd..

OCEAN

STEAMER MOVE WE
FROM

VI'S

FOR

Bellarden.New York. .Rosario
Mch 24
New York.. i.aguayra. .Mch 24
PhiladelDhia
Have!.New York.. Bremen
Mch 24
Pomeranian ...New Y’ork. .Liverpool. .Mch 24
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool ..Mch 26
New York-New Y’ork..S'thampton Meh 26
Westernlaud .New York. .Antwerp.. .Mcli26
Normanla-New York. .Hamburg ..Meh 20
Niagara.New York. .Cienfuegos.Mch 26
.Portland.. .Liverpool...Mcli 26
Vancouver
Maasdam-New York. .Rotterdam..Mcli 28
Massachusetts.New York. .London
..Mch 28
Curacoa.New York. .Maracaibo .Mcu 26
Campania.... New York. .Liverpool. .Mch 28
Bourgogne.New York.. Havre
Mch 28
Etoua .New Y’ork.. Montevideo Moll 28
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow.. .Mcli 28
Ems.New York.. Bremen
Mch 28
Aller.New York. .Bremen
.Mcli 31
Terrier.New York. .Demerara ..Mcli 31
Britaulc.New Y’ork.. Liverpool
Apl 1
Southwark.New York. .Antwerp
Apl 1
Paris.New York. .S’thampton Apl 1
Numidian_Portland
.Liverpool .Apl 2
Hevelius.New York. .Rio Janeiro Apl 4
Edam.New York. .Amsterdam Apl 4
Umbria.New York..Liverpool
Apl 4
Patria.New York. .Hamburg
Apl 4
Bretagne. New York. .Havre
Apl 4
Manitoba.New York.. London
..Apl 4
Spree .New York. .Bremen
Apl 7
St Paul.New York..So’ainpton. .Apl 8
Majestic.New York.. Liverpool... Apl 8
Noordland —New Y’ork. .Antwerp.. .Apl 8
F. Bismarck.. .New York. .Hamburgp .Apl u
...

....

..

6Vs
ie%
83%
39%

70

St. Paul. 77

NEW YORK. Mch. 20.

Money

1%
11%
103%

..

..

..

..

New York Minina Stocks

..

NEW YORK. Meh. 20.189S.—THO following
day', closing quotations 01 mining stocks:
Cel. Coai.. ..
Hoekina Coal... 3
are lo-

Honiestake.
So
Ontario..
Quicksilver.
2%
do pld.16
Vexicau...

Victor.
Portland,
Golden Fleece

166
1 60

..

....

ALMANAC.... MARCH 23.
.6’41 |„.„k
6 16
J
Sun sets.6 01 High water j
6 00
Moon sets. 2 27(Height
8-8— 8 0
MINIATURE

Sunrises

....

....

K«‘t:iil Grocers

(Portland
7

;

Print Cloth Market.

fliurar fSatw*.

market—cut loaf 7 j confectioners at
powered, oc; granulated
•»«:-, yellow 4x/i

pulverised—c;

6Vs< ; coffee crushed

Portland Wholesale

Trading

in

Market.

PORTLAND. Mch 21. 18‘.>6
general merchandise is picking

up

little, and the situation is looking better.Flour
father quiet, with a steady feeling as regards
values. The association recently formed of all
spring wheat mills, West and East, was for the
purpose of curtailing production within limits
that will return mills a fair profit on their operation and stop the overstocking of the markets
of the country, as has been the case for some
time past. This said to be a new and systematized organization for making allotments to
the various mills to nold them within the wants
of.the trade and keep prices from being cut beow a paying basis.
This arrangement has not
cau ed any higher prices,
but it is likely to
have a tendency to make a more steadv market
in the future. Hog product continue weak.
Goo Apples scarce and higher.
Oranges are
till tending upward. Hay firm at about $17.
The iollowmg are ro-day’s wholesale prices of
Pi*jvisions. Groceries, etc..
a

i*

Flo ar.

1

Grain
Wheat. 60-lbs.

Superfine &@86
low grades.3 26 23 5( Corn,
ear
39*40
Corn, oag lots.. 00*42
Spring Wneat baiters.cland s>t3 65®371 Meat, bag lots. .40*41
Patent Sprue
Oats, car lots
28*29
wneat... 4 1044 2; Cats, bag lots
30*32
Mich, str’cm
Cotton Seecroiier.... 4 15 24 21
car lots .00 00*22 00
clear do... 4 0044 1;
ban lots 0000*24 00
MLoulS St’KT
Sacked Rr’p
4 15:24 2t
roller.
car lots. 14 60*15 50
dear do. .4 0044 1;
ban lots. .616*17 00
Wnt'i wheat
Middlings. .*16*17 00
4 2524 5(
patents.
bag ots. .S17@19 00
Fish.
Coffee.
....

..

Cod—Large

Shore
.4
small do.. 2
...

Pollock_2
Haddock... 1
» ake.1
Herring, box

Rlo.roasted
20*23
7545 2; Java do.28*31
6043 2i
Molasses.
2623 2; Porto Rico.27*33
6042 0< > Barbadoes.25*28
6042 Of 1 Fancy.80*36
Tea.

Scaleo....
8@12i Amoys.15@2o
Mackerel, bi
Congous.14*60
Extra Is 00 004$0( Japan.18@S5
Shore Is *21 004*2- Formoso.20@b0
Stiore 2s *19 00452]
Sugar.
Produce.
Standard Gran
5Vi

Cape Cran’brs$lO@$n Ex-quality,tine
Maine,

*84*11

6 6-16
granulated
C,
4%
New York
Seed.
Pea Beans.] ?5@1 4( Timothy.
41/i@41/s

Jersey,cte2 50<$*3 Of

Extra

Foreign—nominal

Clover,West,

a

*9

Yellow Eves.] 60.21 5;
do
N. Y.
9*9%
Cal Pea-1 70<$1 7; Alsike,
9! Yd 10
Irish Potat’s. bu35@4( Red Top,
16*15%
sweets. Vineland 6 OC
ProTlsiousT
do Jersey.... 445c PorkOnions—

clear..

12 60®13O0

Native,bbl 1.7542 OC bacas... 12 60®13 00
Chickens...
1741*
light. 12 00®12 60
Turkova. Wes. x7®18( Beef—light..
9 oo
North, turkey8
heavy.
10.60
Fowls....
14($lcE Bniests %b$ 5 76®

apples.
iLard, tcs and
Fancy. 3 50@4 0f I Va bbl.pure 6%@6%
Fair to good 2 2542 6< i docom’ud. 6Vila
Baldwins.. S3 0043 6( 1
calls, compd 6%S6%
Evap 49 to.74»( I pails, pure 7*/t@7“A
Lemopg.
I pure It
9%®9%
Messina
2 75@3 5( 1 Rams ....
* 10
Palermo.... 2 75@3 21
oocov'ru
@10%
Oranges.
Oil.
4 0024 5i Kerosenel20ts
California.
10%
Messina... .2 7 5®3 5<
Ligoma.11
6 50 0,6 5<
Valencia.
Centennial.11
Pratt’s Astral ..13
Errs.
Nearny.15®
Revoe’s brilliant 13
Eastern extra..
®1- In half bbls lc extra
Fresh Western... ®1Raisins.
Held.
Muscatel.60 lb bxs3@6
4
tsuttei.
London lay’rll 5044176
Creamerv.incy ..2342Coal.
GiltEdce Vr mt.2042: M
Retail—delivered.
Choice.
(gll ; Cumberland 4 00@4 60
Cheese.
Chestnut....
@6 00
N. Y. fct’ry.12 412M Franxlln„..
'7 25
\ ermoni ...12
412ys Lehlfi.....
@6 00
Sage .....13 ($13 Vi Pea.
4 00

Grain yaotationit.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Friday's quotations.
WHEAT.

Mch
Opening.60%
Closing.60%

May.

61%
62%

corns.

Mch.

May.
29V»
29%

Opening.28y3

Cosing.28yg
POKE.

Mav.

Opening.

9.15
9.15

Closing.
LARD.

July.

Opening...

Sept.

Closing.
Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

RIVER, Mass. Mch. 31.1896—The fol
piFALL
lowing is the
cloth statement for the week:
print

Production.20o!(?o6

Deliveries.146.000
Stock. 3,130,000
Sales.
.395,000
Spots.

Mav.

61%
62%

ORE.

Mch.
0 enlng.28%
Closing.28%

May.
29%
29%

71,000

Futures....304,000
The

market is firm at 2Vic for 64x64s.
Boston Wool

Market,

this market

for

Hope.18

@23

Montevideo.14

@27
@23

Good

May.

9.20

Cfcsing.
Mew Vork

Quotations

9.17
on

Stocks and Bonds

(By Telegraph
The following are to-day’s closing quotations

of

Bonds:

Chicago Live Stock Market.
(By Telegraph)
CHICAGO, Mch. 21, 1896.—The Cattle market—receipts 300j steady: common to extra
steers 3 46@4 60: stockers and feeders 2 851a
3 80: cows and bulls at 160@3 60; calves
at 3 00@6 76: Texans 2 0034 10.
Hogs—Receipts, 12,000; strong to 6c higher;
heavy packing and shipping lots at 3 80@3 95;
common to choice mixed 3 85@3 97V4 ; choice
assorted at 3 96@410, light 3 9034 10: pigs at
3 5035 00.
Sheep—receipts 1,300; steady; inferior to
choice at 2 7533 90; lambs at 3 75@4 75.
Domestic Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
MARCH 21. 1896.
NEW YORK—The Flour marry:
receipts
19,087 packages; exports 4038 bbls and 120
sacks: sales 0,600 packages; unchanged, dull
and steady.
Flour .quotations—low extras at; 2 26@2 86;
city mills extra at 4 16,84 26: citv mills patents
4 20@4 46: winter wneat low grades at 2 26 a
2 86 ; fair to fancy at 2 86.83 90: patents at 3 90
8,4 20; Minnesota clear 2 7033 20: straights
do at 3 00&3 60: do patents 8 35@4 00: do rye
mixtures 2 60@3 30; superfine at 2 00@2 60.
fine at 2 00g2 30.
Southern Boor Is steady;
common to fair extra at 2 40@3 00; good to
choice at 3 00@3 30. Rye flour quiet, steady
2 60@2 86.Buckwheat flour—. Buckwheat 40@
4ic. Cornmeal steady; Yellow Western 2 20
@2 25; brandy wine at 2 20. Rve unchanged
Wheat—receipts 11,100 bush;exports 33,200;
sales 2000 bush, dull, firmer; No2 Red store
and elev 78V* : afloat 80c; fob 79V*@@80yac.
Corn—receipts 39,009 bush; exports 5,068
bush, sales 60.000 bush: dull, firmer; No 2 at
37V2c elev, 38Vac afloat.
Oats- receipts 102,000 hush; exports 1,960
bush; sa.es 18,900 busb; dull and steady; No2
at 2a; do White at 26V*.
CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day was
quiet aud easy: hard wheat spring patents at
3 15@8 60; soft wheat patents *3 00@@8 10;
hard wheat bakers at 2 ! 5@2 30 In sacks: soft
wheat bakers $2@2 20; winter wheat at 3 20
Wheat—No 2 Spring 60s/s©
@3 40 in wood.
blVsc; No 2 Red at 63V*@66V*c. Corn—No 2
Oats—No
2 at 10@19»ac:No2
2ss/*@28Vic.
Rye at 36V* c; No 2 Barley 86@36c. No 1 Flaxseed 90@90Vic; Mess pork 9 06<g9 ! 0. Lard
at 6 17 V* ®5 20; short rib sides 4 90@4 97V* :
Dry salted meats—shoulders at $4 62Vi@4 75
short clear sides 6 00@5 12Vs.
Receipts—Flour, 3,900 bbls: wheat. 23.000
bush: corn. 224,300 bush: oats, 366,000 bush:
rye. 9,600 bush barley. 47.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 2.700 bbls; wheat 106,000
bush; corn. 66,800 bush: oats 196,000 bush
rve. 1700 bush: barley 32.000 busb.
ST. LOUIS—The Flour market to-day was
firmer; patents at 3 66@3 66, extra fancy
at 3 z6@3 36; fancy 2 85&8 00; choice at 2 56
@2 70. Wheat higher; March 68c. Corn is
higher; Mch 26V*c. oals firm; March at 19c
Provisions—Pork—new at $9 26; old at *8 76Lard—prime at $4 97V* ;ehoice 5 02V*. Baconshoulders 6*4 ; longs at 6<*»; clear ribs at 6 V*
clear sides 6*4. Dry salted meats—shulders at
41/*; longs 6Vs; clear ribs at 6Vs; clear sides
6V4.
Receipts—Flour 3300 bbls; wheat 16 700
busn; corn 71.000 bush; oats 41000 bmn; rye
—

■

bush.

Shipments—Flour 4,100 bbls: wheat 11000
bush; corn 69,700 bush; oats34,900 busupye
—busb.

DETROIT—Wheat—No 2 Red 68V*c; Nol
White at 70V*c. Corn—No 2 at 29Vac. Oats—
No
White 23Vi.

The following are the latest closing quotations of stocks at Boston:
Mexican Central 4s. 69Vfc
Atchison, Top. & Santa Fe. R. if>y8
Boston & Maine.170
do
pf(i
..
Maine Central.135
Union Pacific.
qk^

teg., .tfciuova

8IJ.UOV8

4’s
coup..igllOVa
Lmled States 4s reg.. 95
Central Pacific lsts.tOl
Denver A it. 6. 1st.113
Erie
Kansas Pacific
Oregon Nay. lets.109
Kansas Pacific lsts.103%

fellO4/*

Cen

i’l"

3 3

New

2ds.jij
Consols.*

Northern Pacific cons 5s_
Closing quotations o£ stocks:

Atchison.

Adams Express..
American
Boston sc Maine.
Central Pacific. 75
Ones, at unio. 7574
eaicago sc Alton.156

Express.110%

Chicago

preierrea....i7o
Lfifcago. Burlington Sc yulncy 76ya
Delaware A Hudson Canal Co. 126%
Delaware.Lackawana A WestlGl
Denver A itlo tiraude. 173,4
Erie. 14'4
no
preferred
38*4
& Alton

II Inois Central. 94
Lake Erie A West. Ik
Lake Shore.I4liy2
Louis A Nash.. 50%
Maine Central R.
Mexican Central. 10%
MicluganCentral'pt. 94
Minn A St. L.. 19%

Minn.Skt.Louls.pl. 78y2
Missouri Pacific. 43
New Jersey Central.10nya

96
101
113

70
109

J03Va
47»/a

Mexican

Central.

16w%
75
755,
155
170
76
J 20
1H0%

113/*

14%
3a
95

7534

146

608/s
10%

95'

1914
78y2
23

106%

74

11

Bates Manufacturing Co..
York Manufacturing Co. 810
Belfast, Me., 6, 1898.
103*4
do

6s.Iu3%*

7554

Opera singes rand public speakers can
keep their voices clear and strong with
the family remedy, Dr. Bull’s Cough

Syrup.

Mass., pfd.
do
common.B. 11

Cotton
748
110

B Coyle.
Sch El Dorado, Means, Millhridge—J H Blake
SAILED—Barque John S Emery, sells Mattie A Franklin, Filieman, Annie Bliss, J V Wel-

lington.

SUNDAY, March 22.
Arrived,
Steamship Cottage City, Bennett, New York—
pas engers and mdse to J B Coyle.
Barque Alice Reed, Ford, Montevideo Jan 21
for Boston. Had stormy weatner and lost sails.
Put In for a harbor.
Sell Chas Davenport, McLeod, Newport News
with coal to Me Cent RR.
Sch Fred Gower, Sargent, Philadelphia—coal
to Portland Stoneware Co.
Sch Daniletta & Johanna, Wallace. New York
Sell Aim E Stevens, Poole’s Landing for Philadelphia.
Sell Fostina, Pliilbrook, Poole’s Landing lor
New York.
Sch Lucy. Calais for New York.
Sch Annie Lee, coastwiso.
Sch Pemaquid, Kockland for Boston.
SAILED—Sch Chas E Balch.
CORRESPONDENTS.

FROM OUR

American Bell.203
American Sugar, common.ll6Vg

Mch. 21. Mch. 20.

Steamship Manhattan, Bragg, New York—J

RED BEaCH, March 21—Sid, schs Herald or
Morning, Lewis, Richmond; Belle Hardy
Hook, Baltimore.
Red Beach, March 20—Sch Lulu, with lumber.
Tom Calais for Beston, which was found abanioned on the beach at Liberty Point. Robinston,
Ms morning, was towed off by tug Heury Wellnan and has been placed on the gridiron at this
place. She has a hole in her bottom, is badly
drained, and full of water. The captain was at
Eastport last night and left there this morning
n search of the vessel.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, Mch 21—Sid, brig H
H Wright. Williams. Poole’s Landing for Baltinore; Fortuna, North Boothbay for New York;
John G Davis, do for do: Wm H Oler, Poole’s
Landing for Baltimore; H & J Blanderman, do
lor Phil'adphiaia; Annie R Lewis, do for do: E
3 Willard, Gilbert, Rockland for New York;
Herald, Veazie, do for Boston; Mary Hawes,
Nutter, do for do; Cora C Meader, Meader, do
or do;
Diadem. Poland, Thomaston for do;
Emma W Day, Searsport for Portland; S E
Jhase, Rockland for Boston.
SOUTH-WEST HARBOR—Sid 20th, sch J B
Nornss. Holmes, Portland.
SEAR8PORT, Mch 20—Ar, sch E L Warren,
Jolson, Portland.
;he

PORK.

01 BMng.

St John, NB, via East-

Cleared.

on

are

Australian and New Zealand.19

SATURDAY, March 21.
Arrived.
Steamship Memphis, (Br) Williams, Bristol—
Sch Prince Leboo, Elwell, Portsmouth.

still held with remark) ble steadiness,considering the dull trade.
Foreign wools are very firm indeed. The figures
are as follows:
Ohio and Pa X X and above.20
@21
Ohio and Penn. X.18 @19
Mich, and Wis. X and above.16
@17
Ohio and Penn. No 1 clothing.2i
@23
Michigan No 1 clothing.19 @2L
Michigan No 1 clothing & combing 19 @21
Ohio delaine, fine.20 @22
Michigan delaine.
19
@211
Fine unwashed & unmerchantable. 12 @16!
Unwashed combing.17 @18Vi
Medium unwashed.12 @15Va
Fine Texas and territory.11 @16 Vi
Ordinary Texas and territory.9 @13 Va
Oregon. 9 @15
California spring.9 @14Va
California fall. 7 @1*2 Vi
Kentucky and Indiana clothing... .18 @22
Georgia..
@20
Super pulled.20 @36
Extra Dulled.<s5ai
western super and extra.16
@24
Scoured wools.—.23 @45

Cape

UNTEWS

PORT OF PORTLAND.

to D Torrance & Co.
Steamer St Croix,Pike,
port for Boston.

BOSTON, Mch. 21, 1896.—The quotations
Wool

—

Mch.
0 enlng.61
Cosing.61

MARINE

a’ViarKer.t

(By Telegraph.)
MARCH hi. 1896.
NEW YORK—The Cotton market to-dav was
dull,steady; sales 179 bales; middling uplands
at 7 15-16C; middling gull 8 3-10C.
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotou market to-dav
was steady; middling 78/,c.
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-dav
was firm; middling 7yac.
market to-day
SAVANNAH—The Cotton
■was quiet; Middling 7%c.
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was
steady: middling 75/sc.
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-dav was
steady; middlings 76/e.
European Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
LONDON, Mch 21. 1896.—Consols 109%
for money and 109 9-16d for the account.
LIVERPOOL, Mch. 19.1896.—Cotton market
steady: American middling 4 13-32d; estimat
en sales 7,000 bales
speculation aud export
600 bales.

Quotations Winter Wheat at 6s 6U@5s 7d;
Sonne Wheat 6s 6d@5s 6u.
Corn 3s 4d.
Pork steady 63 60,

_miscellaneous.

SAVANNAH—Passed out 20tb, sch Susan N
lor Darien.
SALEM—Sld 18th. schs A Heaton. So Amboy
for Portland; Addle Sawyer, do tor do; Ernest
T Lee, Geo Bird, Mary Augusta, and Seth W
Smith.
VINEYARD-HAVEN —Ar 19th, schs Frod
Gower, Philadelphia for Portland; May Williams, Boothbay for Philadelphia; Clara, Rockland for New York; H W Middleton, Boothbay
lor Baltimore; Harold J McCarty, Vinalhaven

Plekerlug, Haskell, Boston

for

Washington;

Ella L

Darien.

Davenport,

BULL MARKET
The constant buying of securities for investment, both for domestic and foreign account is

steadily but surely developing
into a popular movement.

Boston.
Sld 21st, schs D D Haskell, Thelma, LaVolta,
Jose Olaveri. LaVolta.
WASHINGTON- Ar 20th, loll Lydia M
Deeriug, Ross. Rockport.

As

Peabody,

By Additional
another page.

shipping, by telegraph,

■Write, or call.lfor our manual for 1896,
mailed free.
Orders executed at the New York Stock
Exchange, The Boston Stock Exchange,
The Chicago Board of Trade, The New
York Cotton Exchange and The Philadelphia Sc Baltimore Exchange.

mar4M,W&F3m7thp

DON’T BUY
OR RENT A PIANO
Until you have examined

and

The Francis

Call and

WHY NOT
Ride the best.

CLES

VICTOR BICYto build

cost more

than

any other make and

they

say

see

Kockland.
BOSTON—Ar 20th, schs Augustus Munt,Blair
Baltimore ; Nathan Lawrence, Greene, and
D S Simmons, Babbitt. Phlladelnhla.
Below, sch Independent, Irom Norfolk for
Portland.
Cld 20th, sch Geo W Glover, Torrey, Booth21st, schs Edw Rich, Pasehal, Deer Isle;
Electric Flash, Neville, Red Beach.
Cld 21st. schs Ruth S Hodgdon, Armstrong,
Damariscotta; Addis B Bacon, Sharp, Boothbay and Philadelphia.
Sid 20th, schs Bertha Warner. forWaldoboro;
Iona Coane, for Belfast; Monliegan, for East
Boothbay for New York.
Sid 21st, schs Nellie T Morse, Boothbay and
awin,,

1UUUU.

Jtuv/iuauu,

AlUCUd I?

LUUU,

port;
Sturgis, Belfast; E V Glover
Rockland; Alfred W Fisk, Flgeon Cove; C'nas
H Wolston, south: Spartan, Baltimore; Wm
Cobb, for New York; D L Sturgis,Belfast; Stephen Morgan, Boothbay; Cactus, Port Royal;
Clias R Washington,for Rockland: Lizzie Lane,
easturn

for

THE

T.

All Prices.

Payments.

the Wonderful

Searsport.

McCOULDRIC,
_Manager.

is but

Wesley

M Oler.

—

York;

John B

Coyle, Leighton,

do.

Sld fm Delaware Breakwater 20th, barque
Lizzie Carter. Philadelphia for St Croix.
Ar at do 21, barque Grace Lynwood, from
Gnantanamo.
Ar at the Brown 20th, sch Geo A McFadden,
Wallace, from Boston for Norfolk.
RICHMOND—Sld 19th, sch Warner Moore,
Crockett. Newport News.
ROCKLAND—Ar 20th, Kitty Lawry, Chapman, Portland, Hattie Lorlng, Rice, Steuben.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sld 20th, ship America,
Harding, Prince William Sound,

of service. Beginning Friday,
March 16, 1896, the steamer
FR ANK JONES.
_T.
Will connect from train-leaving Portland at 1.20
p. m, Thursdays and leave Rockland, weather
permitting, at 6.00 a. m., on Fridays, for

on Mondays
at 4.00 a. m., conat Bar Harbor with Ferry leaving at
in., which connects with train for
Bangor, Portland and Boston, arriving in Boston at 9.20 D. rn.. steamer cnntlnnincr nn in
Rockland, arriving there at 6.00 p. m„ passengers remaining on board and taking morning train for Portland and Boston.
F. E. BOOTHBY.
PA YSON TUCKER,
Gen’! Pass & Ticket Agent.
Gen’l Manager.
a.

inar9to31

BOSTON

JSfiS?

another

name

Good
judgment.
judgment demands

caution—caution

de-

mands care—

DOCTORS

REQUIRE

E. S. PENDEXTER.
No. 661 Congress St., Portland. Me.
dtf
mar!7__

in the
their

compounding o
prescriptions.

We have established a

reputation

for

being

Careful and

1WWwmm

Fair Priced

Druggists'

McCAUSLAND,

416

Congress St.,

Jobber of Bicycles and Supplies.

mar9d&t3mo

WOOD

SIMMONS &

MANTELS

HAMMOND,

Congress & Green Sts.

marOdtf

and TILING.
♦24 CONGRESS

ST., CORNER TEMPLE

R. H.

JORDAN,

STATE

W.

A.

ALLEN,

for shortening pastry? What’s
best for frying things? What’s
best for every cooking purpose for which lard was formerly used ? What’s best
for health?
for digestion
Thousands of women answer:
—

£i
O

S|

ft
C5

Exchange
MAINE.

-

3VE.

LANDERS & BABBIDGE,

MARCH,

St., 2d Door from Temple St.
PW~ Open Wednesday and Saturday evenings
dlf

a

recent

job we printed

side.

BOOH BHD JOB PRINTER

the outside
Didn’t you

DISSOLUTION OF COPARTNERSHIP.
heretofore existing
rjlHRthepartnership
firm name of

we

this day dissolved.

The Bible

THE THURSTON
87 1-2
_^

of Maine.

A Prnoifl’s Sioio-Ceierg.
B
C

Splendid curative agent for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Brain Exhaustion, Sleeplessness
.special or general Neuralgia; also
for Ithetr
matisin, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid DysAnaemia.
pepsia,
and other excesses.
Effervescent.

PRINT

EXCHANGE STREET

April

*From Portland to Liverpool direct, carrying
cabin passengers only.
The Saloons and Staterooms are in the central part, where least motion is felt.
Electricity is used for lighting the ships throughout, the lights being at the command of the
passengers at any hour of the night. Music
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
by steam.
WINTER RATES—Cabin, §50 and §60. A
reduction of 10 per cent, is made on Round
Trip Tickets except on the lowest rate.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool and Londonderry, §30; return, $56.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, includim* every re_
qinsite tor; he voyage $24.50.
Steerage rates per" Parisian” $1.00 higher.
For tickets or further information
apply to T. P. McGOWAN, 418 Congress St.
H. G. STARR. 21/2 Union Wharf or
H. & A. ALLAN, )
Portland,
> and 92 State St.,
feblldtf
Boston.
)

International

Steamsmp Co.

Lubeo. Calais, StJohn, N.3., Halifax,H.3.

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and. Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello and
St. Andrews, N. B.

Spring

Arrangement.

_

York,

GRAND

TRUNK

RAILWAY.
On

and after MONDAY. Nov. 18th,
traius will run as follows;

1S95

LEAVE,
and Lewiston
7.15, 7.55 a. in
1.10, 1.30, 6.20 p. m.
For Gorhamand Berlin, 7.35a.m.. 1.30
and
5.20 p. m., and Slimin', 7.80 a. m.
For island Pond,7.53
.md 1.30 n. m.
For Montreal and Ciucu.;i', 7.65 a. m., and
1.30 p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
For Auburn

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 a. m„ and
12.15 3.10. 5.15 and 5.30 p. lit.
From
Island Pond,
and
Berlin
Gorham,
8.25, a. m.,12.15 and 5. 30 p. m.
From Chicago am. Montreal, 12.15 and 5.30
p.

111.

From Quebec. 12.15 a. m.
On and after Sunday, March 8M», a train
will leave Portland every Sunday at 7.30 a.
m. for Berlin. N.
H., and all intermediate
stations, arriving at Berlin, N. H., at 11 a«
in.

Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on Night?
trains and parlor cars on day trains.
TICKET
OFFICE
NO.
177
MIDDLE!
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
STREET.
CHAS. M. HAYS, Gen'l Manager.
Portland. Nov. 18tli. 18yo.
dtf

MAINE CENTRAL R. R

On and after Monday, March 16th. steamer
will leave Portland on Mondays and Thursdays
at 6.00 p.

m.

Invigorating Sea Trip.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA.

100-2

Card

-AND —

PRINTER,

PRINTERS'

EXCHANGE,

w 1-5 Exehaaie St., Portland.

FINE JOB PRINTING A
All or<nr» by bull
aodbftte.

SPECIALTY.

talepboM promptly M

ooTifoodU

FIRST CLASS
F*

I

J&.

O

S3

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
ORGANS
Very Fancy

or

Plain at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
—AT—

W. P.

Hill

NOTICE.

or

HASTINGS’.
buildings
FOR SALE.

At Hallo we 11, Me.-Substantlal mill
bullding4 stories and casement,
with %
boilers, engines, shafting, sprinklers, piping and river water; also ten tenements, storehouse and briek office.
Suitable for cotton. woolen, shoe or paper

?P2x47

Jerome

Rumery having

retired from

the management
of the Rumery Libby Co.
All accounts due to, or owed by said firm will
he settled by C. C. Libby, Treas..on and after
this date, at their office, 101 Keunebec St.

ItUMERY-LIBBY CO.
Portland. March la, ’96
inaraodlw

factory

machine shop.
HOWE at the mill, or to J. C.
FALl<ItEY, Irustee, 13 Doane St.. Boston,
Mass.
*eb28eod9w
or

surance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R„ and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip *18 00.
Passage *10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf. Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON. Treasurer and General
Manager, S3 Stale St., Fiske Building, Boston.
n/MOG/l

ft

RAILROADS.

UAKKS,

Book,

Antidote for Alcoholic
Price, 10, 26and CO cents.

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
151 S. Western Avenue,
CHICAGO.
Sale by all Druggists.

Mr.

PORTLAND, MC.j

Society

charge you

for every time.

....

under

Ivinmond and Francoeur
Mr. Kinmond will continue the business; said Kinmond assumes all
the firm's liabilities.
ELI FRANCOEUR.
Signed,
ERNEST F. KINMOND.
March
Westbrook,
12, 1896.
marlSdlw
is

more than 3,oco?” Ans. “Not
than 20 over.” .Customer: “We
had 250 of yours left over.” Natural deiuction: the other fellow gave short FOr
count. That’s the kind of
competition
that makes friends for us. He cheated
the customer out of nearly 10 per cent,
bf the job.
more

give you just what

are

OFFICE:

JOB

No. 37 PLUM STREFT.

mar20d2w

print

We

(Semi-Bituminous) and

Georges Creek Cumberland Coals

2.'

printer printed the in-

Our customer said:

From
Portland
April
April

Steamship

12 Mch.Numidiau.2
26 Mch.Parisian.16
0 April.»Laurentiaii.28

...

Free-

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts.
ap3
M.W&Ftf

hold Its annual meeting at the Y. M. C. A.
Rooms, Portland, Thursday April
1896, at
4 o’clock p.m.
N. AV. EDSON.
Secretary.

PRINTING
and another

Burning

Pocahontas

Drrggists, Monument Souara

will

FULL
COUNT
HN

Lehigh

TELEPHONE

CYCLES STEPHEN BERRY,

mar20

From

Liverpool

m, and 12.30 p. m.
For Maach«il«r, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. nt.
For Rochester, Springvale. Alfred, Water,
bore and Seco River at 7.30 a. fit. 12.30 and
4.25 p. m,
For Gorham at 7.80 and 9.45 a. m,, 12.34
3.00, 4.25, 6.20 a»d 6.25 p. M.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford's at 7.30,
1.25, 6.20
3.00.
9.45 a.
12.34
m..
and 6.26 o. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
a
Tunnel
"H«
at Ayer Junction with
Route” lor the West and at Union station.
.,ow
and
Worcester, for Previiieocv
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Line" vs.Boston
>nth the
& Albany R. K. for tile West.
New York All Rail via “SprinenohL'
Trams arrive at Portland front Worcester
at 1.30 n-m.: from Rochester at 8,30 a. rn.,
from Gorham
m.;
1.20
and'
5.43 p.
a.
10.60
at
8.30 aid
m, 1.34
6.40.
6.45 and 6.16 p. m.
4.16,
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to F\ II. COLLINS, Ticket
Agent, Portland, Me.
i. W. PETERS, Sup t.
dtf
je2 9

Domestic Use.

WJH. Jtt.

The world-famous HUMBER Is backed by 28
years’ experience in Cycle building, by the
jldest and largest houses in the trade.
Do not be deceived by
statements that
American HUMBERS are an imitation. These
ire genuine HUMBER Cycles, exactly the same
Hid made by the same company as thoss built
in the old HUMBER factory at Reeston Eng.
HUMBERS are only HUMBER3 as HUMBER
Companies built them,
They hold more
World’s Records than all other makes combined.
Send address for HUMBER "Weekly.”

O.

ALLAN LINE. 1{OYA^i&STKAMLiverpool and Portland Mail Service,
Calling at Londonderry.

6, 1835,
On and after Kundar* December
Passenger trains will Leave Portland:
For
‘Worcester, Clinton, Ay« Junction
Knaock, Wmdharn and bppuig at 7.30 a

COAL.

ly On Hand.

i

(Royal-Purple Rims.)

8X4 Federal

nov25dtf

Delightful

business.

COHOLENE
HUMBER

Table, in Effect Nov. 25, ’05.
Leaves Portland For Forest City Landing,
Peaks Island, 5.46, 6.40, 8, a in.. 2.15 ana
6.10 p. m.
For Little anti Great Diamond,
Trefethena and Long Island, 8.00,a. m.,
and 2.15, p. m.
C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.

St..

k'
£

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF. PORTLAND. ME

Winter Time

STATION FOOT OFPHEBLE STREET.

SUNDAY

TRAINS.

7.20 n. m paper train for Brunswick Augusta, Waterville and Bangor.
1.00 p. m. For Brunswiok
Lisbon Falls,
Lewiston, Bath, Augusta, Waterville, and
Bangor.
11.00 p. m.. Night Express with sleeping
cars tor ail points.

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.
unsurpassed for general steam and
PORTLAND,
use.
From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
After using one of the Nation- forge
al Cash Registers about a year,
Genuine Lykens Valley Franklin, From
ARRIVALS Uf PORTLAND.
Philadelphia every Wednesday
From Montreal, Quebec. Fabyans,
tve are fully convinced that it is
Bridgton,
and American Cannel.
English
8.25 a. in.; Lewiston and Mechanics Falls
line of the necessities of a retail
and Saturday.
8.30 a. m.; Waterville. Augusta and
Bath,
store, and heartily recommend
nom Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From 8.35a.m.; Mattawamkeag,bangor and Rockland
Above Coals Constant* Pine
it to any one
Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p, m. In- 12.25; Kibgfield, Phillips, F'armmgton, Runtdoing a retail

104

octfidtf

[what’s

5
5
l
5
5
?
5

AGENT.

and

Union
Congress
Exchange
00.. Gen
declldtf

1-2

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R, B.

SALACIA.

Fall

Samples and Salesroom,

$24.50

Portland & Worcester Una

In
Effect December 23, 1895.
Trains leave Portland, Unior. Station, Railway
for
stations named below and interSquare,
Returning leave St. John and Eastport same
mediate points as follows'
days.
Issued
and baggage checked
Through tickets
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath, Rockland,
to destination, lap-Freight received up to 4.00 Augusta, Waterville,
Skowhegan, Pittsfield,
p. m.
Bangor, Bucksport, Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Brunswick.
MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square
8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs!
For Bath, Popham Beaoh, Boothbaj Harbor and or for other information at Company’s Office. Mechanic Fails, Rumford F'alis, Lewiston,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
Livermore Falls, Farmington, Phillips, RangeWiscassett
J. B.COYLtC.Gen. Man.
ap29dtf
ley, Oakland and Waterville
On and after Tuesday, Oot. 89th, the new
8.45 a. m. For Bridgton, Fabyans, Burlingand fast
St, JoUnsbury, Sherbrooke,
ton, Lancaster,
MAIJSE STEAMSHIP CO.
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west,
will leave Franklin Whgrf, Portland, on Tues10.30 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, L.sbon
New York Direct Line.
days, Thursdays and Saturdays at 8 a m
Falls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick, Gardiner Aufor Popham Beach, Bath, Boothbay Harbor
LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT gusta and Waterville.
and Wiscassett.
1.00 p. m. Express for Brunswick. Lisbon
Returning—Leave Wiscassett on Mondays,
Falls. Augusta, Waterville. Bangor. Bar Harbor
Wednesdays and Fridays at 6.46 a. m
Oldtown and Houlton, via B. & a.
and
for Boothbay Harbor, Bath. Popham
1.15
Beach
m.. For Danville Jl„ Poland Springs
The Steamships Manhattan and Cottas: station.p.Mechanics
and Portland
Romford Falls,
Falls,
Fare, »1.00 to Bath, Boothbay Harbor and City leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays, Thurs Lewiston, Farmington, KSniflelii.
Phillips
days and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Oakland, Bingham, Waterville.
Wiscassett.
Skowhegan,
Per 38, East River, same days at 6 p. m.
O. C. OLIVFR,
CHAS. R. LEWIS,
Bangor aud Vauceboro.
Fare
to
New
one
S4.00:
President,
York,
Round
way,
Treasurer
1.30 n, in. For Freeport. Brunswick, Auoct29
trip *7.00.
gusta, Bath, Rockland aud mi stations on
,ttf
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
Knox & Lincoln division. Waterville, SkowJ. F. LISCOMH. General Agent
py2-dtf
hegan. Belfast. Dover and Foxcroft. Greenville, Bangor, Bucksport, Oldtown. Vauceboro.
St. John, Halifax, Honiton and Woodstock.
3.30 p. m
For Sebago Luke. Bridgton, FryNorth Conway, Fabyans, Lancaster,
burg.
Beginning November 5th, steamer Merry4 St. Johnsbury, Montreaijand
Chicago.
coneat: will leave Portland Pier, Portland6.05 p. m
For Brunswick. Bath,
Lisboa
daily, Sundays excepted:
Falls, Augusta and Waterville.
For Long,
and
Lhebeague Islands,
5.10 p. m., For New Gloucester, Danville
Harpswell, Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands, 2.2u Junction, Poland Springs station, Mechanic
p. m. For Cliff island, Monday, Wednesuuy
Falls, Auburn and Lewiston.
and Friday 2.20. p. m.
11.00 p. in, Night Express, sleeping cars, for
Return for Portland. Leave Orr’s Island
Lewiston,
Bath,
Augusta,
Waterville,
6.4a a. in. calling at Harpswell and interBar Harbor. Bucksport, Vanceboro, St.
mediate landings. Arrive at Portland 9.15 Bangor,
St
John
and
Stephens.
all
Aroostook
County,
a .in’
A
Assortment of
ISAIAH ©DANIELS,
and
Halii' x and the Provinces. b"t does not run to
octodtf
Qe n’l Manager
Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft or beyond
Coals for
Baugor, Saturday nights.

Mill 1 MUSTER,

-FOR SALE BY-

Glasgow,

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO

Eastpert,

alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
for connections with earliest trains for
points
beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Dowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
every Evening at 7 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
Oct. 1,1896.

STEAMER

CARE

and

$25.50, according to steamers.
Apply to H. G. .STARK, 2
Wharf, T. P. JIcGOWAK 413
street, J. W. PETERSON, 2
street, or DAVID TORRANCE &
agents. Foot of India street.

FOR

Daily Dine, Sundays Excepted.

for

I have sold Victors for IO years
a score of other
makes and never found or seen
its equal by far.

—

NEWPORT NEWS —Ar 20th, sch Laura C
Anderson. Potter. Providence.
NEW LONDON—Ar 20th, sch Empress, from
Rockland for New York.
PENSACOLA—Sld 20th, sch Miranda, Flynn,
Boston.
PORT TAMPA—Sld 20th, sch John K Souther, Hamilton. Carteret.
Cld 20th. brig Jennie
PHILADELPHIA
Hulbert, Rodick. Darien; YToung Brothers,Snow
Boston; Calvin B Orcutt, Pierce, do.
Ar 21st, sell Eleazer W Clark. Goodwin, New

Portland, Mt. Desert & Machias Steamboat Co.

thb nbw and palatial bteamrrs
BAY
STATE AND
PORTLAND,

COMMON SENSE

“OLDRELIABLE”

—

and

Portland and above landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
Boothbay Harbor.
Touching at Squirrel
lslahct.
Friday, leave Boothbay Harbor at 9 a. m.
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel Jslaud.
Saturday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACK, manager.
aug31dtf

IJERS

C.

together with

D L

Also sld 21st, sells Edwin R Hunt, coal port;
Nellie T Morse, Boothbay and New York; Addie P Bacon, Boothbay and Philadelphia; Idaho. Rockland ; Amelia F Cobb, east.
Passed Highland Light 21st, sells Wm Cobb,
C H Wolston. and C R Flint.
Passed do 21st, sch Geo E Walcott, fm Portsmouth for-.
APALACHICOLA—Ar 20th, sch Willie II
Child, Giles, Boston.
Sld 20tli, barque Levi S Andrews, Whidden,
Boston.
BRUNSWICK—Sld 20th, sch Norman, Gray,
Providence.
BALTIMORE—Ar 19th, sch Mary Manning,
Burr, New York.
Sld 20th, schs Isaac T
CHARLESTON
Campbell. Matthews. Weymouth; R Bowers,
Wilson. Boston.
HUTCH ISLAND HARBOR —Ar 20th, sch
Bon] C Frith, from New Orleans for Boston,
Ar 20th, sch Eunice L
FERNANDlNA
Crocker, Crocker, New York.
IIYANN1S-Passed 19th, sch Andrew Adams

Pemaquid. Touching at Squirrel
Island,
Boothbay Harbor, Heron Island, So. Bristol
Boothbay.
Wednesday, leave Pemaquid at 6 a. m. for

and East

10.30

bay.

Ar

Enterprise

Will leave East Boothbay Monday at 7.15
m. for Portland, touching at So.
Bristol,
Heron Island. Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel
Island.
Tuesday, leave Portland at 6.45 ?a. m. for

a.

STEINERT-& SONS CO.,
517 Congress Si.

M.

worth more.

arc

Queenstown

necting

VICTOR RIDERS

Domestic Ports.

Bremen.
Ar 21st, schs Isaiah K Stetson, fm Macorris;
Jerome B Look, do; Johanna Swan, Savannah.
Passed Hell Gate 10th, schs Edward Stewart,
New York for Demerara; Eliza Levensaler. do
for Thomaston; Abbie Bowker, Wilmington for
Danversport; Charley Woolsey, fm Amboy for

Monday, Sept. 2,'

Steamer

Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgewick (Blue Hill),
Brooklin, Southwest Harbor, Northeast Harbor (on signal). Bar
Harbor, Millbridge, Jouesport and Machiasport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport, weather

/EOLIAN.

Footot Preble Street.

NEW YORK—Ar 20th, schs Edwin AIGasklll,
3mith. Charleston; Electa Bailey, Thurston,

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Go

Write for Catalogue if you cannot call.

prooeeded 14th without her top-

masts.

stock of

other high grade

Styles.
Cash or Easy

Gloucester, Mch 20—Sch Caroline, from Bos-

Sourabaya for Delaware Breakwater, arrived
here Feb 13 with loss of fore ana main topmast
beads, and mizzen topgallantmast, in a cyclone
Dec 27; also, lost nearly a whole suit of sails.

Royal Mail Steamships—Liverpool Service
Littlejohn’s
via Londonderry.
From
Erom
From
Str. Alice,
Liverpool. | Steamers. 1 Portland. ! K;» Jitas
will leave Portland for above landings at 7 a.m
March 5
2.00 and to.30 p. m.
1 Vanouuver I March 23 I March 28.
Keturu—Leave Chebeague. 8.30 a. m. and 3 30 March 19 1 Labi odor 1 April 9
April ll
1 April 25
| Scotsman I April 23
p. m. Leave Falmouth Foreside, 6.00, 9.15 April 2
a. in. 4.15 p. in.
Steamers sail on Thursday after arrival of
tDoes not run to Uhebeague.
all trains due at Portland at noon.
mars
dt[
Kates of passage—First Cabin $50 to $70;
return $100 to $130, according to steamer
and berth.
4
Second Cabin to Glasgow or Belfast, Liver ool or Londondery, $30.00 and return
$55-00. To London, Bristol or Cardiff $3
FALL ABRAMtIEMEIVTS.
additional, or $61 return.
Steerage to
Liverpool, Londonderry, London, Belfast,
After

Steinway & Sons,
Hardman, BacOn,
Standard, Gabler permitting,

All

H. W.

Memoranda.

our

LIME.

Island,
Chebeague.

Resumption

PIANOS

on

ton tor Millbridge. parted chains and drifted
ashore on the beach at East Gloucester during
the blow this morning.
Lost anchors and 50
fathoms chain. The vessel will probably come
ill without damage.
Bellast, Mch 20—Sch Anna W Barker, Blake,
from New York, with phosphate, went ashore
here last night and remains, leaking. A tug has
been engaged to pull her off.
St Helena. Feb 20—Ship Francis, Doane, fm

we

Everett & Go.,

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

Sid fm Liverpool Mch 20, ship Henry B Hyde.
Pendleton, New York,
Ar at Surinam prior to 19, sch John C Smith,
Kneeland, Apalachicola.
Ar at Turks Island 11th Inst, sch Edw Waite,
York, Ponce, (to sail about 7th for Providence.)

be-

general

Bankers & Brokers,
Ames Building, Boston, Mass.

Spoken.
Jan 29, lat 19 S, Ion 80 W. barque St Katharine, Frazier, from New York lor Shanghai.

brook.

the demand
more

sult, Higher Prices.

NB, 20th, sch Carrie Belle,
NB.

coughs, colds and
Baldridge, Millersville,
oroup. A. W
111. For sale by Landers & Babbidge,
Druggists; and C. B. Woodman, West-

as

little

of railroads and improving general business all tend to one re-

load for Portland.
Sld Mch 4, barque Ethel V Boynton, Boynton,
from Portland lor Buenos Ayres, (repaired);
7th, brig Henry B Cleaves, Wallace, Ponce, to

cine I ever handled for

a

shnti'l see the materialization of
a Bull Market the like of which
has not been experienced since
1892.
National solvency established,
easy money, increasing earnings

Foreign Parts.
Ar at Hiogo, Jap, Feb 28th, ship Servla, Gilmore, from Philadelphia.
Passed Anjer Feb 17, ship John R Keliey,
Chapman, from Hong Kong lor New York.
Ar at Barbados Mch 7. sell Wm F Collins, Fullerton, Cayenne, and sld lOfb for St Domingo
and New York.
Sld Mch 6, brig L F Munson, Watts, Cuba, to
load for New York.
Sld fin Macorris 1st inat, seb Isaiah K Stetsen. Tmsk, New York.
Ar at St John, PR, 14th Inst, brig Waubun,
Hubbard. Baltimore.
Ar at St Thpmas Mch 8th. sch Chas J Willard,
York. Potnt-a-Pitre. and sld nth lor Ponce, to

Chamberlain’s Cough Remqdy gives
the best satisfaction of ;any cough medicine I handle, and as a seller leads all
other preparations in this market.
I
recommend it because it is the best medi-

soon

comes

CO., DOMIMIOM

Foreside, Cousens
and

Boston for

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

FALMOUTH FORESIDE STEAMBOAT
For Falmouth

Ar 20th, schs Jose Olaveri, Arey, Baltimore
for Boston; Thelma, Brunswick for do.
Sld 20th, sch Fred Gower.
Ar 21st, sch Harold B Cousens. Apalachicola
for Boston; John Johnson, fm Port Liberty lor

load lor Boston.
Cld at St John,
Durwin, St John,

STEAMERS.

ford Falls, Skowhegan, Oakland aud Lewiston
12.30 p. m.; No. Ccnwav and Five burg 4,40
p.
m.;
Skowhegan,
RockWaterville,
land 5.25 p.
m.; St, John. St.
Stephen,
Aroostook County, Bar Harbor and Bangor
6.35 p. m.; Kangeley,
Farmington, Rumford
Fails, Skowhegan. Lewiston 5.45 p, m; Chicago
and Montreal and
ail
iVhi'e
Mountain
points. 8.10 p.nn, all points on B. & a. r r,
Bar
Harbor.
1.40
Bangor,
a.
m.:
express Halifax. Sf. John
w-v-i-iron.
and Augusta, a.30 a. m.
<, M
PAYSON TUCKER, V. 5*
F. E. BOOT M B Y, U. F. & T. A.

Portland, Deo. 17. 1895.

oct4

Boston & Maine R. R.
In Effect

October 20, 1895.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland. Union Station, lor
Scarboro Crossing. 10.00 a. m.. 5.15,6.20, p.
m. ; Scarboro Beaob, Pine Point, 7.00,10.00
а. m.,
8 30. 5.15, 6.20, D m.; Old Orchard,
Saeo, Biddeford, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. m„
12.40, 3.30, 5.15,
6.20, p. in ; Kennobunk, 7.00. 8.40, a. m., 12.40. 3.30, 6.16,
б. 20 p.m.; Wells Beach, 7.00.8.40 a.m.. 3.30,
6.15 p. m.; North Berwick, *3.45, 7.00,8.40,
a.m.; 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m.; Kennebunk*
port, Somerswurth, Dover, 7.00, 8.40 a. ill.,
12.40. 3.80, 5,15 p.m.; Rochester. Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. in.. 12.40. 3.30 p. m.:

Wolfboro,

3.30

Worcester
(Tia
Somerswurth and Rochester,) 7.00 a. m. i
Manchester, Concord, 7.00 a- m.. 3.30 p. ill.;
Rockingham Junction, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3 30 p.
m. Exeter, Boston, 73.46, 17.00, t8.40a. ill.,
§12.40. 3.30 p.m.
Arrive ill Boston, t7.25,
10.16 a. m 12.55, 4.20. 7.15 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,
4.16 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
p.

m.;

dtt

Portland & talers! Falls
In 1? fleet

mouth, Amesbury, Newburyport, Salem,
Lynn, Boston, *2.00, 79.00 a. m.: 612.55
te.OOp.m. Arrive ill Boston. 6.58 a. m., 12.49,
4.15, 9.20 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland,
7.30, 9.00 a. m„ 12.30, 7.00. 7.45 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Biddeford. Portsmouth. Newbury
port. Salem, Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a. m„ 12.66
p. m. Arrive in Boston, 5.58 a. m„ 4.15 p.
til.
Leave Boston for Portland, *9.00 a.
7.00 p. ro.
fDoes not run Mondays.
tConneets with Kail Lines for New York,
South and West
JConneets with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from North Berwick Sundays only.
ffConnects at
Scarboro Crossing
with
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
Through tickets to ail points in Florida,
dm Soutn and West lor sale at Ticket
Office,
Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. and T. A.. Bastes.
Ie21
dU

18 JV

B'y,

DEPARTURES.
8.S0 A. M. & 1.15 1*. M. From 'Jn'.on Station
lor Polana, Meeliauic Falls, Buekiield Canton.
DixlieH ami Kumtord Falls
8.30 a. m„ 1.05 and 5.10 p. m. Prom Union
Station
lor
Poland
and
Mechanic Falls.
Train leaving Union Station J.15 p. m. connects at Kumtord Falls with K. F. & ii 1, P, It.
train for Byron r.nd Houghton.

Through passenger coaches

Station,

between Union
Portland and Romford Fails.

Through tickets on sale for all poiuts
on P. & U. F. H’j.
K. C.

BKADFOKD, Traffic Mgr.

LINCOLN.
FeblOdtl

L. L.

For Boston, express 3.45 a. m. For Boston
and way stations, 1.00, 4.16 p.m. Arrive iu
Boston, 7.76 a, m., 6.27, 8.44 p. in.
Boston for Portland, 3.45 a. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station for Cape
Elizabeth,
7*8.45 a. m.; Saco, Conway Junction,
Wolfboro
9 00 a. m.; Biddeford,
Ports-

Oot. 7,

Superintendent!^114’
Kumford Falls.

Mains

NOTICE
To

Building

Contractors.

Sealed proposals will be received
by the
Masonic Building Association until 12 o'clock
of April 6,1896.for the erection of a br.uk
building situated oil Main St., Biddeford Me.
as per plans and specifications
prepared by the
buildmB association wliicu may be seen at
No. t; Thornton St..
Biddeford. Me. and F. Ii.Fassett.93 Exchange
noon

U|P;V^Ue,0,,T''

Deering,

Me. Proposals should be :utdressed to the undersigned and
indorsed.
for
Masonic
posals
building. Each hub ripest
be prepared to furnish a satisfacton ion
i
not less than 25 per cent of tile
contract n
The right is reserved to
bins.
air,
and.
all
reject
St., Portland,

MELVILLE WOODMAN,
Biddeford. Me., March 18, 18‘du.
„M.

H.

E.

Beciv:
,.
innridu.'.v

MILLS,

P'iano Tuner.
Order slate

at Chandler’s Music Store. 43*
Congress street*
eodU

Discussed at Considerable Length at the

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

NEW

Meeting

of the W.

C. T. V.

The meeting of the W. O. T. U. Friday afternoon was to disouss the best
methods of relieving the miseries that
exist in the present tenement house system. The leader of the meeting is a well

Owen, Moore Si Co.
J. R. Libby.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft—.*
Kines Bros.

S. A. Maddox.
F. o. Bailey A' Co.
Larrabee’s White Store—2.
H. W. MeCausland.
Fitzgerald.
Y. F. Homsted.
Atkinson Furnishing Co.
Warren Sparrow & Co.
A Meeting of Sunday School Teachers.

known

philanthropist

and has

given

con-

Portland Tboatre.

thought to the subjeot. Instances were given of the “herding” together in this oity of whole families in
one or two
A mother and her
rooms.
four ohildren occupied one bed in a dark

New Wants, To Let, For Sale, i.ost. Found
and Similar advertisements will be found under
their appropriate Heads on Page 6.

unventilated bedroom. One of the children sickened and died with consumption.
During her long illness there Kas no

siderable

AMUSEMENTS.

Winslow’s toothing Syrup”
Has been used over Fifty Years by millions of
Teething
mothers for their children while
“Mrs.

with

perfect

It

success.

soothes

the

child,

gums, allays Pain, cures Wind
Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the best
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
teething or other causes. For sale by Druggists in every part of the world. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 ets.
a bottle.
softens the

__

No buffet should be without

bottle of Dr.

a

Siegert’s Angostura Bitters, the South Amerian appetizer and invigorator.

"brief
members

The

JOTTINGS.
of Canton

Ridgely, No.

p. M., are requested to be present at,
Busitbe regular mooting this evening.
ness of importance.
annual election of the Elks will
The
ooour this evening.
Mrs. John B. Coyle will give a tea to
the W. L. U., Wednesday ..from 4 to 6 p.

],

m.

Square Union will give
birthday party in the church vestry
Wednesday evening.
The Congress

a

The ease of ex-United States Marshal
recover $153,
Saunders to
alloged due
him by the government, was continued
.!mi;rn Webb in the District. Cnnrt

Saturday.

Geo. E. Bird

Hon.

appeared

for Mr. Saunders.
Hon. Geo. P. Weseott has been elected
for Cumberland oounty a member of tho
finance committee of the State of Maine
Reed; Club, in place of Mr. Geo. S.

Hunt;, deceased.
A “bundle party'” and “cake walk”
will be given at the rooms of the Young
Women’s Christian Association, this eveAll young

ning.

women

aro

cordially

invited.
A crew of

dooorators, under tho direction of that well-known artist, Charles
Yeliar are frescoing the dining room of
the Congress Square hotel.
Henry Drake, a Boston & Maine engi-

neer, was knocked overboard from the
Eastern railroad bridge, Saturday night
by a Maine Central shifter. He escapod
injury beyond a wetting and went homo
tiis train as usual.
An elderly lady slipped and fell on the
corner
of Mountfort
and
Congress
streets,
Saturday afternoon. She was
pioked up and carried into Sheridan &
McDonough’s drug store, and later hackon

Jordan carried her to her home, 31
Ellsworth street.

man

Saturday morning

the youngest son of
George T. Marsters of 111 Lincoln
street, while riding on a heavy jigger,
attempted to get off the moving wagon
by jumping between the two wheels. He
was caught by one and the jigger passed
over one of
his legs, injuring him someMr.

what.
Police Officer Webb is rapidly recover-

ing.
Thomas Edwards, treasurer of the Berlin
Mills Company, who died recently
in

Florida,

left no will, and Judge Peabody of tho probate court has granted
administration on his estate. Joseph A.
Locke, Esq., has been appointed administrator.

Tuesdby afternoon at 3.30 o’olock,
there will be a union missionary meeting
at Seoond Parish churoli,
to celebrate
the birthday of Miss Mary S.
Morrill.
There will be addresses by Mrs. J. W. D.
Carter, Mrs. W. H.Fenn and Miss Kyle of
the Woman’s board of Boston. There
will also be a fine exhibition of Chinese
curios.

ohange made in

the sleeping arrangements and at her death the only ohange
was the removal of the body, the mother and the remaining three children slept
on, with the same unventilated, unwashed condition of the bed and olothing
prevailing as before. The only apparent
results of the child’s death were the
further appeals by the mother to the long
suffering friends, for increased bounties,
and the enhanced weakness and disease—
both mental and

uijo

uuaia

ui.

puunu

nuihs

to the Maine and New Hampshire Granite Company
for $2,740 and work will
he begun immediately.
The local weather bureau gave notice
la3t night that tne mercury would drop
SB degrees

by this morning.

Funeral of Kerwiu W. Starbird.
The

funeral

of

Kerwiu W. Starbird
took
place from his late residence on
Green street, yesterday afternoon. There
was a very large turnout.
The Western
Union, of which Mr. Starbird is a member, attended in full force. There were

deputations present from Boston, Salem
and
Waterville.
Longfellow lodge, K.
ct P., and Beacon lodge, I. O.O. F., were
also in attendance.
Rev. Mr. Klmmell
of the Church of the Messiah officiated
and spoko in terms of
high praise of the
deceased.
Beacon lodge performed the
Odd

Fellows*

floral tributes were profuse and beautiful and included a splendid wreath from the Boston
operators, very handsome designs
from Falmouth lodge, Knights of Honor,
services.

The

Beacon and Longfellow lodges and from
the Western Union office in this city. A
female quartette rendered several selections with great beauty and
expression.
The pall bearers were from Beacon

lodge.

“

physical—of

the

health of our oity, a suitable plague spot
These statements are not
iu our midst.
a
figment of the train, they are terribly
bo vouched for.
What is being done? Can anything bn
done to rolieve these conditions? Cannot
legislation compel the tenement house
can

displaoe them by properly
built houses, homes that could be made
healthful aud attractive and yet be good
investments, for good returns are what
property holders think mostly of.
The
arose, after the old
question
plaoes are done away with, new homes
built in their stead, what is going to be
done with the tenants, who have lived
owners

to

misery ana min so long; ioai iney
know nothing about cleanly conditions,
and would bring the old filthy habits
into their new environment, so that before long, they really would not bo much
Sn

better off. The settlement system which
has done such good work in London and
our own American cities, was mentioned
as a means of teaohing those people of
what right views of living consist. The
Hull house in Chicago was giveu as an
While a distinctively.
illustratration.
VV. C. T. U. settlement could not be well
oarried on in Portland, the leader of the
meeting said, there were agencies at

in itself but working for the same purpose, could form a center of great usefulness.
The “personal effort element” that
must enter into all efforts for better
Jiving, was forcibly dismissed. Money
may be given without stint, to help the
oause of the poor and wretched and plans

fair,

°

hag Buch a record of wonderful cures.
This is why Hood’s Sarsaparilla has the
largest sale, and requires for its production the largest laboratory in the world.

NEXT WEDNESDAY,

Now if you need a good medicine, why
not try that which has done ethers so
much good. Remember

march

plishing its full purpose, “the
out the giver is bare.
Something must be done to

gift

Prominently in the public eye. f1; six for $5

Spring Cpats, Gapes,
Children’s

f.liA

atatn

a

tax

all

nenna-

unmarried

thirty-five years of age whose
annual incomes equal or exceed-$500, unless it appears that they|have proposed tc
at least three women and have been refused, nnd all baohelors who have proundet
as aforesaid are required

far exceeded in the discussion of the
complex problem, that no definite plan
was formulated as to any action that their
so

It is expected, however, that at a near
future meeting this matter will again receive consideraiton, and plans will be

crystallized

for

praetioal

effort

in

this

direction.
PERSONAL
Louise W. Thomas is visiting her
E. W. Thomas on Gray
mother, Mrs.
stroet.
Only a short time ago the late Mr.
Allen, chief engineer of the Maine CenMiss

tral, took out a lile insurance of $10,(XX
in the Equitable.
Mr. Jonh E. Palmer, who has bad a
slight shock of paralysis, caused by indi-

gestion,
Mrs.

is improving.
James A. Pine is sick with the

grip.
Miss Annie Frank Libby, the harpist,
has been spending a few days in Portland, the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Hatch,
She played at PenMonument street.
nell Institute, Gray, Friday evening, and
at the 2oth anniversary oi
played

also

the two oldest Knights of Pythias lodges
in the state—Industry of Lewiston and
Mnvoshen of Biddeford. Mi6s Libby lias
had a very successful season and will
soon go to Fryeburg for a much needod
rest.
tho arrivals at the Falmouth
J. B. Donovan, Alfred
J. P. Herbert, Detroit; H.O. Hammond,
P. C. Lawler, New York; Geo. Hammond, H. C. Smith, J. L. Rutherford,
New Y7ork; E. H. Coghlan, Newark; E.
J. Brett, St. Louis; H. C. Thomas, Fall
Among

yesterday

were:

River.

Baking Powder.

I prefer Cleveland’s baking powder because it is
pure and wholesome. It takes less for the same baking,
it never fails, and bread and cake keep their freshness and flavor.”
»
Bedford, Supt. New York Cooking School.

GINGHAMS.

GINGHAMS.

TSOMSTED,

F.

T.

451

Street.

Congress

to

White Store,

516

Congress

Best street and Central avenue, Deer

GRAND SALE OF GROCERIES.

Mot-orraan
Brewster of the Deerinj
electrics, lias resigned bis position am
will return to his homo down east. Hii
place has been filled by Cbarlea Noyes.

Evap. Apples,
Evap. Apricots,
Evap. Peaches, (large)
Country Sliced Apples,
Salt Pork by the Strip,

gentlemen of Oakdale are talking
forming a social club and hire the

Prunes,
Large 4 Crown Raisins,

Cal.

Good 3
Good Rice,
5 lb. Pails Jam,
Longs Breakfast

rooms over

Mr.
been

George

ot

th

Saunders, street, ha
Hollis by the Illness o
Club,

meet
this evening with Mrs. Fogg of Ueerin
Centre.
The club is engaged in th J
study of Frenoh at present.

Fraternity

lodge,

I.

O.

O. F., wii

work

J

the second
degree upon severs
candidates this evening.
Tnc newly-elected street oommlBsionei >
Abner T. Smith, will assume the dutie
of his offioe s one time this week.
Alfred P. Stevens of New York, wh
has been visiting his parents at Morrills
returned to New York Friday.
Mis. A. F. Berry of South street, i
111 with a severe cold.
Mr. Lawrence E. Willard ot Bowdob
Medical

;

spent Sunday with hi
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William E. Wil
lard of Saunders street.
The Ladies’ Aid Sooiety of the S. o
V. of Westbrook, are to visit the Ladies >

bo present.

Also

Forty-eight pairs
Nottingham Lace

ecru

Curtains, assorted
signs. at 79c a pair

In

3 lbs. Can

25c
10c Can
5c lb.
21c Can.
10c Can.
25c lb.
45c Peck.
25c lb.

Apples,

Good Butter,
All Kinds of Beans,
Good Tea,

dewere

$1.25.
One lot of black
leather Coin

Heads

Purses,

at

JEWELR Y CO UNTER.

One

lot

Silver

^

C0.^J

♦£‘*<><>0<>0<KKK><X><XK><X>CK><><>*S*
9

Just

one

word

9

with you
9 this week.

9

I

p 9

jj

We quote

of

Sterling

Coffee

Spoons,
at

assorted

“

Presses

“

Slips
Caps

“

$1, 1.38 up.
“
38c, 30c
“
23c, 38c, 30c
73c,

23c,

25c.

young

or

23c, 33c, 30c

of Portland,
old, questions our

ability to produce better styles
of infants' and Children’s

5

We would like

5

to

£

II.

supply

you.

6
6

HAY 2
& SON.
2
H.

lot

of

Garments than ycmrs.

Very Respt.,

at 29c

today,

One lot

50c.

of

One lot of

Spachtel

French

at 25c, were 35c.

drab

packs
glass Paper

hemstitched

chiefs, at 17c, worth
to 38c.

ot

large

size

Brushes, solid
Russian
backs,

bristles,

at 49c, been 75c.

One lot of Kirk’s

Pales-

tine

Lily Toilet Soap,
cake today. One

5c
ot Toilet

Water,

regular price

at

at

25c.

and

Great

style,
Bargain.

UNDERWEAR COUNTER (Muslin)

One lot

of

fine

Night Robes,

cam-

tucked

front, wide embroidered
ruffled collar and cuffs,
at
98c, marked down

$1.50.

Skirts,

styles,

25c

four

at

$1.46,

$1.98.

Nightshirts,

extra

assorted
marked

long
styles,

down

One

lot

of

a

yard

to-

and 45c.
Included in the lot is
one
piece of f a n cy

striped

Hold-

65c regular price

only terms at these
Monday Sales are cash
and no exchanges.
OWEN,

MOORE

& CO.

ZEPHYR

Shetland

GINGHAMS

Half.hose,

mixed merino

seamless heels and toes,

pair, regular
Bargain.

a

ioc

5
** cents.

15c. Great

COUNTER.

One lot of fine

brellas,

Rain

Um-

roll,

steel

close

stylish

handles,sizes

English

nat, wood
for men and

This morning
another lot—one

One

Honiton

lot of

Trim-

Spangled

shall sell

case

yard.

DRESS TRIMMINGS COUNTER.

Lace

we

only—of
Zephyr Ginghams, same quality
and same styles as we sold last
week at the popular price,

women, at $1.19, marked
down from $1.50.

■See notice of our Cloak Opening in another column.

all desirable color-

ming,
ings, at 38c

a

yard,

marked down from

58c.

One

lot

“Fair and

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

famous

Square”

Shields, at

regular

of

12c

price

Scotch Flannel at

FITZGERALP,
the same price.
2
336 Congress St.,
City. OWEN, MOORE &
4^40<><>o<k>ock>oo<k><xk><x)-ck>^# mar2dtc

One

17c

14c,
and

of

“Onyx”
weight, Cotton Hosiery,
ribbed top, spliced heel
and toe, at 27c, regular
36c quality.

LADIES’ WATCHES.

|
X
in

X

them.

X

^

CO, OWEN,

&

CO.

•

Way up in quality. Way down
prices. We have a hundred of

♦

No old stuff but the latest
produccions of the Elgin aud

Waltham Companies.

$10, $50.

\

McKenney, lie Jeweler,

«

feM5

!

MOORE

\

A hundred of them.
Any good Y
kind you wish.
Don’t keep the X
^
* poor ones.
Elgin and Waltham 2
Y are all right.
They have suited ♦
T millions and will suit you.
$5.00 x
X to $100.00.

5

women’s
black, medium

lot

GENTS’ WATCHES.

Dress

and

HOSIERY COUNTER.

One lot of fine Oriental
Cashmere Flannel, plain

colors,
day, been 38c

Flower

$1.

HOSIERY COUNTER (Men's)

rod,

by

The

at 15c.

20c.

28c

glass

ers, at

INFANTS’ OUTFITS COUNTER,

at

cut

One lot of Flannelette

price

sold

to-day,

NOTIONS COUNTER.

SKIRTS COUNTER.

different

15c

$1.

Gloria Cloth

Scarfs, great vari-

at

all broom stores at 25 c.
One lot of imported

UNDERWEAR COUNTER.(Men's.)

at

large

size, fine quality Brooms,

assorted

UMBRELLAS

12c,

One lot of men’s Teck

25c.

Five hundred

lot of
Silk Ribbons, wide

An

lot

HABERDASHERT COUNTER.

Knot

to 62c.

RIBBONS COUNTER.

from

Cups and |
styles,

assorted

many decorations, at 25c
and 35c today, been 35c

bleached

pure linen
Handker.

One lot of

at 7sc.

at 13c.

lot

Saucers,

large

extra

HANDKERCHIEFS COUNTER.

Playing

and

waist, lace and silk
trimmed, at $1.98, regular price $3.

Huck Towels, at 29c,
marked down from 45c,

widths,

for 25c.

two

“Z. Z.” fine
Corsets,
white, long

Coutil

One lot of

very fine

fancy

Club

for

BASEMENT.

38c.

sizes,

one

two

CORSETS COUNTER.

One lot of ecru cotton
Laces, wide widths
mostly, at 15c, been 25c
and

at

and white,

25c.

lot

cnnaren

five years,

25c, worth from 25c to
50c each: natural color

at

EMBROIDERIES COUNTER.

One

marked

36c,

vests, ior

to

Rolling Collars,

were

yard, regular

down from 50c.
At same counter, an
odd lot of Swiss Merino

reg-

deep hemmed edges,

skirts,

been

(Women’s)

Scarfs, hemstitched

of ladies’
19c,

at

etc.,

price

a

heavy Balbriggan Jersey ribbed
Undervests, long and
short sleeves, silk
trimmed, pearl buttons,

ent wear.

ular

black, for skirt lin-

One lot of

marked down from $1,
The proper sort for pres-

been

15c,

“

JVo resident

PAINT.

at

satteen

Reefers from

Dog-

Gloves, two large
clasps, tans only, at 79c,

ends,

of

Rustling
Cambric, slate

ing, at 6c
price 8c.

for Monday only.

One lot of fast black

Children's Presses.

and

skin

Silk

lot

Watered

UNDER WEAR CO UN TER (Knitted)

One lot of ladies'

Weights,

from

One

GLOVES COUNTER.

One lot of

bric

children.

38c.

were

iec^asiljr worth 25c.

LININGS COUNTER.

same

One lot of

grain

17c.

at

eleven

LINENS COUNTER.

ety of colors

ATTENTION!

boys’

percale Shirtto

Stockings,

ribbed

The" proper '"weight tor
Spring wear for school

section, a lot
of Roman stripe
Cash,
mere
Toques, at 25c,

LEATHER GOODS COUNTER.

wood
25c
25e

of

at

at 22c.

years,

Tidies,
of

Hair

10c Can.

wool

black

boys’

One lot of

and

LACES COUNTER.

TOILET GOODS COUNTER.

25c gal.

lot

a

fancy

em-

ROOM.

DRAPERIES

quality

of famlies and
housekeepers, do not worry and
)
fret trying to make children’s
garments. As manufactur=
(
OFFICES-BOYD BLOCK.
1 ers we speak advisedly. Just
received a fine line of Reefers,
f 1761-2 Middle, cor. Exchange Si. ) also
long and short Cloaks,
WARREN SPARROW &
Cloth Caps and Infants’ and

school,

Aid of Shepley Camp, Monday evening
and a full attendance is desired.
Le
every member make a special effort t

for

Covers, stamped
broidery, at 13c.

One lot of extra fine

UOODS DELIVERED.

> when FIRE destroys your property to be <
f able ro replace it at once and have a J
J 2®“ RELIABLE INSURANCE
company <
(> read* with the cash' to pay the bill for you
FOR 34 YEARS OUR AGENCY has been >
( doing just this thing for the people and )
\
? satisfactory too.

Smith

called to
his mother.
The Deering Shakesperian

Good Cooking Mol.,
3 Cans Blueberries,
3
Best Corn,
1 Can Salmon,
10 Bars Good Soap,
Hulled Corn,
Sauer Kraut,
Gallon Cau Apples,

U-ITSHANDY^I

business trip.
Mr. Luther B. Koberts of Oakdale ha
been appointed assistant quartermaste
general with the rank of oolonol on th
G. Smith

Pillow

STATIONERY COUNTER.

35 Middle St.

Scammou of the Exoelsio
Match Company of Morrills, leaves toda;
York and Washingion on
for New

Wesley

Flour,

iITJEJLEl,iiUJ>iJi 318-3.

F.

staff of
Gen.
U. K. K. of P.

10c box.
10c
lb.
2 lbs. for 25c.
3
4
7c lb.
4 lbs. for 25c.
5
0
5
46c.
10c Package.

Hot Gloss Stove Polish,

The

C.

va-

of white satteen

Une

ing Centre.

Mr.

each:

Cards,

MANSON G. LARRABEE.

Bennett and Mitchell: also th(
Caron-Carrier plunder. The door of onof the cells has been fitted with a soli<
so that
an inmate
steal plate
cauno
reach out and werk on the look.
Tho public sohools open today after
vacation of two weeks.

cotton,

$1.00 and up.

Sale commences at 0 o’clock.

Lernusl W. Dyer Is taking dowr
barn on Main street, East Deer
a large
ing,
preparatory to removing it to hit
farm at Cumberland.
Mr. Charles B. Dalton will begin wort
on
a
new bouse this week at the cornel

Haskell,

quality

Patterns,

St.

For 31-2 Cents Yard.

G. Smith is a candidate
position of assistant engineei

the Oakdale grocery store.
Alderman Cobb has taken an excellent
flash light picture of the police station
showing City Marshal St. John, Offioer

filled

Java canvas commenced

HIOJIDAY—We shall sell 5,000 yards of Cream
Ground CUALLIES, all perfect,

Mr.

of

size,

with best

An

AT LARRABEE’S

of
the fire department from Ward 4 ii
place of Fred W. Pock, who has boer
elected chief engineer.

of

V^UUl-

full

HOSIERY COUNTER (Children's.)

One lot of wide India

DCU

forters,

slips,

NECKWEAR COUNTER.

YARNS COUNTER.

Richard

the

dresses,

gold-lined bowls,

whom he proposed in court tonight to help him prove his case. Sensational developments are expeoted. AI
bachelors should be especially interested
in this ease and seats in the front row

for

i

•....

One lot of light, dark, medium and checks for 5 cents, usua lly
sell for lO cents.
One lot of 12 1-2 cent Ginghams for 6 1-4 cents.
Fine line of Scotch Ginghams for 20 cents, usually go for 25c.
1 case of 42 inch Fruit of the JLoom Cotton lO cents, usual
price 12 1-2 cents.
One case yard wide at 7 cents, usually sells for 10 cents.

with-

lessen the

••
...

GINGHAMS.

posed

Mr.

fit for

$1.98
great
riety of designs.
In same section, a lot

1 lot at 29 cents.
1 lot at 33 cents, usually have sold for 50 cents.
1 lot at 37 1-2 cents.
Beautiful line of Satin Stripes that have sold for 75 cents and
$1.00, this lot for 50 cents.

men over

men

BANCROFT.

this morning of an elegant line of Challies.

blessedness

if.

are

etc.

UI1C lOl Ul

Opening

will be tried before

on

collars,

at

"'

p..-:VP.

A. Mock Trial.

lAuialntiirA hna frmnri

stock

FRENCH CHALLIES.

Judge Copper at the Y. M. C. A hall tonight. The number of baobelors in said
state has been increasing so rapidly that
sary to impose

blouse waists, full

FRENCH CHALLIES.

the company has never contested or compromised a claim in the state.

Popper

the

few weeks ago at
price. There

twenty-five styles,

Garments,

BROS, &

EASTMAN

$19,568,299.69 for the year—and still reassets of $201,099,3S7.£4, and a surplus of $40,624,012.73. We should say everybody ought to carry a policy in the
Equitable. In business thirty-seven years

Cornelius

sold

we

long

lot

up to three years, at 89c,
marked down from $1.25.

NEEDLEWORK COUNTER.

tains

Single

a

to those

same

rV V

$3.50 every second, $150.38 every minute,
$7,831.06 every hour, #65,521.69 every day,
$376,313.45 every week, #1,630,691.69 every
month, and the stupendous amount of

vs.

similar

o-o

being distributed by the representatives
of the Equitable Life Assurance Society
of this oity. The Equitable paid in 1895

The case of State of

I

-AND-

This

Some idea of the magnitude of the business of life Insurance oau be formed
from the figures given in a card whioh is

Y. M. C.

Today we’ll sell another
Wash
lot of Japanese
at 23c a yard,
Silks,

COSTUMES

DEERING.

chasm that now exists between the rich
and poor, before the desired results can
be obtained. The hour limit which is
allowed the' meetings of tlio union was

SILKS COUNTER.

True Blood Purifier

Figures of Interest Regarding
Splendid Company.

sale includes

a

for children

waists, four

a careful pick from every
department of the store.

OPENING

THE EQUITABLE.

list of

following

To-day’s

our

-OF-

Some

will begin
the first week
in S p r i n g

Special Bargains:

Hood’s

T_nsn« »ct harmoniously with

short

7"E

with the

25th,

is the day of

Sarsaparilla
the Only

T

section,

same

of fine nainsook
Mar. 23.1896,

Portland,

"T

will be reserved for the bald headed men.
The court sits at 7.45 p. m. All who at
tend will be fined ten cents or be com
made without number to better their .mitfced for
contempt.
condition. But unless the personal clement enters into it all, it fails of accom-

Pure and Sure?*

Miss Cornelia Campbell

The thousands of people whom It has
raised from disease and deBpair to happiness and health, are the strongest and
best advertisements Hood’s Sarsaparilla
has. No other preparation in existence

Is

In

The weather today
is likely to be

story of its merit.

this law to either make oath to that
offset before tho assessors, or pay th«
tax.
Mr. Popper was called upon tc
work in that direction which could take either swear or
pay, but he absolutelj
its plaoo in a somewnat limited degree, refused to do
either, although he claimed
the
the Fraternity house aud
viz.:
to bo exempt under this statute. Conseheadquarters of the W. C. T. U. Their equeutly the assessors have sued him,
close proximity would render the Inter- but he is
evidently determined to fight
change of ideas, and plans most easy, tho case to the bitter end, and has intiand the two organization, each distinct mated his intention to have the three wo-

lands

“

It Is not what we say, but what
Hood’s Sarsaparilla does, that tells the

•

itself is legitimate enough) and the tenement houses with their deplorable unsanitary, and in many cases, unlivabie
conditions, continue, a menace to the

real, and

It is Known
By Its Cures

three

ohildren.
And what is true of these children is
And yet, our
true in many other cases.
people, with but little effort, obtain a
of
a place
vast amount of money for
(which, in
pleasurable entertainment,

Tho contract for the construction of
the abutments of Pride’s
bridge was
u'iuiucu

OWEnT MOORE & CO.

TENEMENT HOUSE SYSTEM.

PEEbs.

THEE

MONUMENT

SQUARE.

I
+
•
Y

2
2
•

|

